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Chapter 1

Introduction

Rich and poor households spend the largest share of their income on different
goods. This basic observation goes back to the work of Engel (1857, 1895)
and is the foundation of the three essays in this dissertation. When the goods
that rich and poor consumers unevenly spend on are produced in different
countries, the consumers’ spending behavior is reflected in international trade
patterns: When rich spend more on Swiss watches than poor, the US will
import more of these than Mexico. Following some early work by Linder
(1961), the differences in spending by rich and poor consumers regained the
attention of international trade researchers in the last 20 years.1

The first two essays of my dissertation concern the implications of these
patterns for inequality in the importer country. Chapter 2 explains how we
can use import patterns to unveil within-country income inequality. Chapter 3
questions how we can use import patterns to predict who gains and who loses
from trade. The third essay turns to the exporter side. Chapter 4 aims to
characterize those countries that sell disproportionately much to rich countries,
and to describe how they achieve the expansion in sales as consumers become
richer.

Chapter 2, entitled “Recovering Within-Country Inequality from trade
data”, is co-authored with Gonzague Vannoorenberghe. It tackles one of the

1Hallak (2006) is one of the earliest empirical studies on this topic. See Hunter and
Markusen (1986) and Flam and Helpman (1987) for some early formal theory.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

major concerns to policy makers across the globe: the sparsity of inequality
data. We present a novel method to infer income inequality within a country
using trade data. This method builds on the link between a country’s income
distribution and its import patterns and consists of two steps. We first iden-
tify varieties of goods (distinguished by origin) that are typically imported
by rich and by unequal countries, e.g. Swiss watches. This is reflected by a
high income/inequality elasticity. We then exploit the variation in inequal-
ity elasticities across varieties of goods to uncover within-country net income
inequality. We predict how much a country would import of Swiss watches
compared to watches, say, made in India in the absence of inequality. Devi-
ations of observed imports from these predicted imports reveal the degree of
inequality in the country. Applying our method, we provide inequality esti-
mates for 160 countries between 1995-2015. We document the viability of our
methodology with multiple cross-validation exercises.

Our approach takes advantage of the global availability of trade flow re-
ports to extend inequality data coverage across countries and over time. We
add consistently measured inequality data for developing countries, where con-
ventional inequality data is scarce. Compared to more traditional sources for
inequality data, like surveys, our method is cost- and time- efficient. A key
advantage of our approach is that it is applied consistently across countries
and uses comparable data across countries as its primary source of informa-
tion. The resulting inequality data facilitates the study of cross-country causes
and consequences of inequality. It further facilitates monitoring countries’
progress, or lack thereof, towards the aim of lowering inequality.

A recurring topic in the public debate on inequality is the impact of
globalization. Chapter 3, entitled “Trade costs, home bias, and the unequal
gains from trade” (co-authored with Gonzague Vannoorenberghe), improves
a method to quantify inequality induced by liberalizing trade. When a trade
liberalization affects the relative price of goods that are consumed in different
shares by rich and poor households, their cost of living changes unequally.

Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal (2016) develop a parsimonious methodology
to quantify these unequal welfare effects. Using a regression model, varieties

2



(distinguished by origin) are again classified by whether rich and/or unequal
countries disproportionately import these, in which case the variety has a high
income elasticity. Once varieties are classified by their degree of income elas-
ticity, the patterns of trade of a country give an indication as to who benefits
the most from trade. Large imports of goods from India, e.g., are taken as
evidence that the price of Indian goods falls strongly when the country opens
to trade compared to counterfactual autarky. Because these are consumed
mostly by the poor, the poor benefit substantially.

We show that the classification of varieties using the original model of Fa-
jgelbaum and Khandelwal (2016) is highly sensitive to the presence of few data
points in the regression sample, namely observations on expenditure spend on
domestically produced goods (how much the Swiss spend on Swiss goods). As
a result of this, also the predictions about who gains and who loses from trade
are highly sensitive to accounting for domestic expenditure. To make progress,
we propose a more flexible model specification for the classification of goods
compared to the original model. We allow consumers to treat domestic and
foreign goods asymmetrically in their spending decision. This can be due to
a home bias in taste or due to a lower price of domestically produced goods.
The added flexibility disconnects the classification of goods from the expen-
diture share on domestic goods. Comparing results from four different model
specifications, we find a pro-poor bias, equal gains, and a pro-rich bias in the
gains from trade.

Aside from the consumer heterogeneity in spending, the model is rather
simplistic. We abstract from sectoral heterogeneity in spending, from input-
output linkages and from income effects of trade. Integrating these factors
in a more comprehensive framework is of huge interest for the public debate
on the distributional consequences of trade. For this endeavour, the results
of Chapter 3 may serve as a reminder to account for data specificities when
structurally estimating economic models. The results also invite writer and
reader to communicate and interpret quantitative results from economic mod-
els as much as possible in the context of the assumptions on which these results
depend. Finally, they may serve as motivation to explore methods that are

3



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

less dependent on functional form restrictions (see e.g. Adao et al. (2017) on
such an approach).

Chapters 2 and 3 center around the income distribution in the importer
country. The methods build on the variation of market shares in rich/unequal
countries across exporter countries, which is taken as given. Chapter 4 (single-
authored) investigates drivers behind the heterogeneous effect destination per
capita income has on exports across different origin countries. With few no-
table exceptions2, preceding research typically examines how domestic factors
such as technology, factor endowments or domestic demand determine export
patterns and, by extension, production. The fourth chapter entitled “Loca-
tion, per capita income, and exports” puts forward that conditions outside the
country can influence its production as well.

Countries differ in their location and thereby in the per capita income of
nearby countries. Swiss watch makers, located in a rich world region, have
stronger incentives to produce according to rich consumers demand than In-
dian watch makers, located in a poorer world region. This will be reflected
in the countries’ export patterns. The major innovation in my chapter is to
study how the variation in nearby countries’ per capita income translates into
variation in market shares across destinations of different per capita income,
say exports of Swiss watches to the US compared to Mexico relative to Indian
watch exports to the US compared to Mexico.

Typically, different proximity to rich countries has been largely associated
with difference in the quality of exports. Likewise, differences in per capita
income of the importer country have been linked to differences in the quality
of imports. Studying the interaction of these two factors however highlights
a second aspect: firm entry, i.e. competition and as a result variation in
mark-ups.

I show that, on average, proximity to rich countries is a catalyst for exports
as destination per capita income rises. Yet, the effect is declining over the
course of development, turning negative for advanced economies. The results
indicate that proximity to rich markets incites expansion in the number and

2Lugovskyy and Skiba (2015); Dingel (2017)
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quantity of exported products but attenuates unit values. This pattern is
consistent with an increase in competition dominating quality upgrading in
determining unit values.

I contrast proximity to high-income per capita countries with the effect
of domestic per capita income of the exporter and find that the two country
characteristics work largely in opposite directions. A higher domestic per
capita income promotes exports to rich destinations particularly for advanced
economies. On average, richer countries export goods of higher unit values
as destination income per capita rises at the expense of a lower number and
quantity of products exported. These patterns in turn are consistent with
quality upgrading dominating the competition channel.

Going forward, the different responses at the trade margins could be ex-
plored at the industry level. Additional investigation into the industry hetero-
geneity will give more detailed insight into market structures that ultimately
may aide the design of growth-promoting industrial and trade policies.

In sum, this dissertation puts at its center the living standards of consumers
and deepens our understanding of driving forces behind the link of income
and trade patterns. Taking advantage of widely available trade data and
economic modelling, this dissertation makes important advances on the topic
of measuring inequality.
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Chapter 2

Recovering Within-Country
Inequality From Trade Data

2.1 Introduction

Collecting data on within-country inequality in a reliable and consistent man-
ner across countries is challenging. In 2015, the United Nations’ World Income
Inequality Database reported income inequality data for only 59 countries. In-
equality data are typically based on surveys and fiscal data to supplement the
survey information. Yet, surveys are costly to conduct, questionnaires are de-
signed for country-specific needs and fiscal data is available only where income
is taxed. Missing values are pervasive particularly among developing countries
where budgetary constraints to conduct surveys are most stringent.1 Common

This chapter is co-authored with Gonzague Vannorenberghe. We received helpful com-
ments from Lucas Avezum, Kristian Behrens, Antoine Berthou, Malik Curuk, Katharina Er-
hardt, Mery Ferrando, Harry Huizinga, Udo Kreickemeier, Julien Martin, Florian Mayneris,
Yasusada Murata, Gianmarco Ottaviano, Guzmán Ourens, Mathieu Parenti, Louis Raes,
Sjak Smulders, M. Scott Taylor, Burak Uras, Vincent Vicard as well as seminar participants
at Bogazici University, Göttingen University, UQAM, Department of Economics Tilburg,
GSS seminar Tilburg, and Macro Study Group Tilburg. Thanks also to attendants at the
following conferences: DEGIT 2017, ETSG 2017, RIEF 2017, EEA 2019, ENTER 2019,
ETSG 2019, GEP-CEPR 2019, RGS 2019. This work was supported by the Fonds de la
Recherche Scientifique – FNRS under the CDR Grant J.0138.18 “Measuring inequality from
trade data”.

1Figure 2.11 in the appendix breaks down the data coverage by region and income group
of countries.
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drivers of within-country inequality, therefore, remain under-studied.
In this chapter, we present a novel method of measuring within-country

inequality. We infer within-country inequality from import patterns. Since
imports are globally observed with high quality, we are able to fill in the
missing data using a consistent methodology. Our method builds on the link
between income and spending by product variety. As households become
richer, they shift their expenditure from normal to luxury varieties. In the
aggregate, the relative imports of luxuries to normal varieties can, therefore,
be traced to the dispersion of income in a country accounting for the average
income of the economy. We extend the data coverage especially among less
developed economies and provide a consistent measure of inequality for 160
countries over 21 years.

To guide our empirical analysis, we develop an Armington type interna-
tional trade framework embedding non-homothetic preferences. In the Arm-
ington world, a product variety is identified by an exporter country. For ex-
ample, Swiss and German watches are two varieties of watches. We maintain
the constant elasticity of substitution (CES) preferences structure, standard
in international trade models, while allowing for non-linear income effects.
Aggregating households’ expenditure on a variety - an exporter-product pair
- we derive a non-homothetic gravity equation: alongside standard gravity
determinants such as bilateral trade costs and multilateral resistance terms,
imports depend on a country’s income distribution.2 We approximate the in-
come distribution by the average income in the economy and a function of the
country’s Gini coefficient.3

We exploit the link between a country’s income distribution and its im-
ports following a two-step approach. In the first step, we use a subsample of
destinations for which high quality inequality data is observed to estimate the
parameters of the aggregate non-homothetic gravity equation. The variety-
specific slope and curvature of the expenditure function are identified from
the variation of per capita income and of the Gini coefficient across destina-

2Recent research in international trade shows that the within-country income distribution
plays an important role in explaining trade flows (e.g. Fieler (2011)).

3The Gini index is bounded between 0 and 100. Higher values indicate higher inequality.
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tions, respectively. Crucially, we find that the parameters of the expenditure
function vary across varieties. For example, an income redistribution affects
imports of Swiss watches differently to imports of German watches. We esti-
mate idiosyncratic income and inequality elasticities for each of the more than
7000 exporter-product combinations in our sample.

We impose that the income and inequality estimates are constant across
destinations. Constant preference parameters across countries allow us to
use a subsample of countries in the first step, and to infer inequality for any
country in the second step - irrespective of whether the country forms part
of the first sample. This identifying assumption implies that households in
different countries rank the various (watch) varieties in the same way in their
spending decision. In the example, US Americans and Canadians are both
assumed to rank Swiss watches above German watches. While this assumption
is conceivable for neighboring, culturally close countries, it is less likely to hold
for very different countries. We therefore form groups of countries for which
we assume preferences over varieties of a good are stable.

We obtain the trade-based inequality index in the second step. Here we
exploit the variation of the varieties’ income elasticities within goods. Inverting
the demand system from the first step, we find a country’s Gini index from a
regression of imports on the parameter governing the curvature of the Engel
curve (the expenditure function). We ask, given country A’s average income,
its distance from Switzerland and other trade determinants, how many Swiss
watches do we expect country A to import relative to its average imports of
watches? We attribute deviations from the predicted imports at the average
income to income inequality accounting for the curvature of the expenditure
function.

Our method can be amended to recover more precise measures of the in-
come distribution. The Gini index is a summary statistic of the income dis-
tribution. For targeted policy making, information on the tails of the distri-
bution may be needed. Tracing the income distribution in more detail with
our method implies estimating each bin of the distribution on ever fewer data
points. In this paper, we choose to use all available information in the trade
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data to recover a single summary statistic.
Existing inequality data sets largely rely on household surveys and where

available, fiscal data serves to supplement or replace survey data. Some of
these provide detailed information notably on the top of the income distribu-
tion in advanced economies. However, a large informal sector biases inequality
measures based on tax data especially in less developed economies. Also, com-
parability of survey data over time is limited by the survey design and the def-
initions applied. Measurement error due to under-reporting or attrition pose
further challenges to obtain a reliable assessment of inequality. Harmoniza-
tion of the inequality reports often takes statisticians at international agencies
several years.4

Our method, instead, relies on bilateral trade data. Trade flows are reg-
istered by customs administration both of the exporting and the importing
country. Product level trade flows are recorded according to the Harmonized
System, a product classification system shared by all counties worldwide. The
double information allows the reconciliation of reports from both trading coun-
tries. This makes trade data a reliable source of information on a country’s
expenditure pattern, from which we infer inequality. In addition, unlike sur-
vey or fiscal data, availability of trade data does not necessarily depend on
a country’s statistical capacity. Nor is the frequency with which it is pro-
vided subject to governmental decisions. The indirect method of generating
inequality data proposed in this paper takes advantage of the reliability and
availability of trade data. Besides, our method is relatively cost and time-
efficient and therefore allows much quicker data generation than conducting
surveys.

We find that our within-country inequality estimates closely track inequal-
ity measured by high-quality survey data. To gauge the predictive power of
our method, we conduct a 10-fold cross-validation exercise. We randomly drop
countries from the first step sample and compare their predicted Gini from the
second step with the Gini from the survey data. The median difference is three
Gini points (mean: four points). In terms of changes in Gini, the median dif-

4See the methodology documentation of the WorldBank’s PovCalNet,
http://iresearch.worldbank.org/PovcalNet/home.aspx
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ference between predicted and observed change is 1.5 Gini points. We also
describe the inequality trajectories of major economies over the sample period
1995 - 2015 and contrast the inequality estimates obtained with our method-
ology to three survey databases. Two of these have not been used in the first
step of our estimation. There are clear discrepancies between the survey data
which makes a direct validation of our inequality estimates using the survey
data difficult. Still, for the six countries we show, our estimate is close most of
the time to at least one survey data. The overall high correlation underscores
the credibility of our method for filling in missing inequality data.

Our inequality estimates pave the way to gaining further insight in com-
mon determinants of inequality across countries. The consistent methodology
applied to all countries and time periods make comparisons across countries
meaningful. To illustrate such use, we examine the development of within-
country inequality by world region and income group. We conclude the pre-
sentation of our results with a descriptive analysis of the relation between
inequality and resource dependency to give an example of a driver of inequal-
ity.

We explore the sensitivity of our results to the model assumptions we make.
Notably, we relax the assumption on constant preferences by allowing for time-
variation in the cluster of countries within which the ranking of luxuries and
normal goods has to be constant. The additional flexibility does not improve
the results substantially. However, dropping the grouping procedure worsens
the predictive power of our approach.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2.2 relates our
method to other approaches taken in the literature on recovering inequality
information, and gives on overview of the international trade literature our
method is based on. Section 2.3 then outlines the theoretical structure we
use to develop our method. Section 2.4 details the estimation and includes a
subsection describing our dataset. Finally, section 2.5 presents the estimated
inequality data and section 2.6 discusses the robustness of our method. Section
2.7 concludes.
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2.2 Literature contribution

The purpose of this study is to provide consistently measured inequality data
extending data coverage across countries and years. Therefore, we primar-
ily contribute to the research on measuring inequality. We also add to the
literature on non-homothetic preference in international trade.

McGregor et al. (2019) provide a comprehensive overview of challenges and
solutions to measuring inequality. Ferreira et al. (2015) introduces a special
issue of the Journal of Economic Inequality (Volume 13, Issue 4) devoted to
assessing and comparing the most widely used inequality data set available
at the time. Two studies sharing the aim of extending the data coverage on
inequality while ensuring consistency are undertaken by Galbraith and Kum
(2005) and Solt (2009).

Galbraith and Kum (2005) predict household income inequality (EHII) by
exploiting information on industrial payment inequality. The EHII is anchored
in the Deininger and Squire (1996) dataset. Galbraith and Kum (2005) predict
household income inequality from a linear model of the Deininger and Squire
(1996) Gini coefficient and the industrial payment inequality, controlling for
the manufacturing share in employment as well as the Gini underlying wel-
fare definition. Galbraith and Kum (2005) thereby filter out noise from the
Deininger and Squire (1996) data and fill in missing country-year pairs. Solt’s
(2009) methodology resembles that of Galbraith and Kum (2005) in that he
uses the information embedded in different types of inequality data to predict
a standardized inequality index for countries lacking data. He argues for the
Luxembourg Income Studies (LIS) as the inequality standard.

Both studies, Galbraith and Kum (2005) and Solt (2009), expand the
coverage of inequality data. However, Solt compromises on comparability
and Galbraith and Kum struggle in updating their data due to changes in the
primary data used (Galbraith et al., 2014). Our method, in contrast, builds on
economic theory and is applied consistently to all countries using consistently
collected trade data as the primary source of information. Changes in the
classification of goods are well documented and thus do not pose a challenge
to updating the data.
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Another source of information on inequality is the World Inequality Database
(WID) led by Facundo Alvaredo, Lucas Chancel, Thomas Piketty, Emmanuel
Saez, and Gabriel Zucman. Their focus lies particularly on the upper tail of
the income distribution. The researchers combine information from survey
and fiscal data to derive a detailed account of the nation’s income distribu-
tion. While the resulting data provides more detailed information on income
inequality, it is very costly to construct. The WID, therefore, currently covers
a smaller number of countries than our study, roughly 40.

Recent advances in the field turn to secondary data, as we do, to uncover
changes in the income distribution. Blumenstock et al. (2015), for example,
map usage of mobile phones to the distribution of wealth in Rwanda. While a
promising avenue for future research, this type of data is hard to obtain for any
one country and far from lending itself to generate globally comparable data.
Lessmann and Seidel (2017) use satellite nighttime light imagery to generate
within-country regional inequality data.

Our method is closely connected to Aguiar and Bils (2015). Aguiar and
Bils (2015) measure consumption inequality for the US based on the relative
allocation of spending of rich and poor households across luxuries and ne-
cessities. They employ a similar two-step estimation procedure to us. Their
purpose, however, is different from ours. The goal of Aguiar and Bils (2015)
is to address a systematic measurement error in the US Consumer Expendi-
ture Survey. Instead, this study aims to generate a cross-country dataset on
inequality.

The methodology of Alm̊as (2012) is similar in spirit to our own. Alm̊as
(2012) estimates PPP corrected incomes across countries from estimating En-
gel curves for food. Similarly, our inequality measure exploits the variation in
spending allocation across goods at different income levels. Our estimation,
though, includes a larger variety of goods and is applied to a larger set of
countries. The outcome variable of interest also differs between our study and
Alm̊as (2012).

Our method builds on insights from the international trade literature. In-
spired by the seminal dissertation of Linder (1961), a growing number of stud-
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ies draw attention to the role of the income distribution as a determinant of
trade patterns. Hallak (2006, 2010) provides evidence that similarity in the per
capita income increases trade flows between countries. Choi et al. (2009) map
income similarity to import price similarity suggesting a role for a country’s
income distribution in explaining the quality of imported goods. Caron et al.
(2014) show how import demand varies differentially with per capita income
across goods. The authors estimate sector-level income elasticities which they
use to assess the role of per capita income in explaining several trade “puz-
zles”. In this study, we provide further evidence on the significance of per
capita income as a determinant of bilateral trade flows. We are the first to
exploit the variation of income elasticities across goods to derive a measure of
a country’s income distribution.

Theoretically, the role of the income distribution in determining trade pat-
terns can be rationalized by non-homothetic preferences. The international
trade literature suggests various microfoundations generating non-unitary in-
come elasticities across goods. We introduce non-homotheticities similar to
Faber and Fally (2017) through a taste shifter in a CES framework. Alter-
native approaches include Comin et al. (2015) and Matsuyama (2019) who
work with an implicit additively separable CES function. The resulting En-
gel curves are iso-morphic to ours. Feenstra and Romalis (2014) employ the
indirect utility of a CES function again implying very similar Engel curves.
Fieler (2011) introduces non-homothetic preferences into a CRRA structure.
In her model, the income elasticity of demand is governed by the elasticity
of substitution. Relating to the consumer choice literature, Fajgelbaum et al.
(2011) propose a nested logit demand system in which the expenditure share
on quality varies with per capita income. Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal (2016)
estimate heterogeneous income elasticities from an Almost Ideal Demand Sys-
tem.

Given the established high prediction power in log-linear models for trade
flows, and the higher sensitivity to outliers in an estimation with import shares
as dependent variable (instead of log imports), we opt for the class of non-
homothetic CES preferences. Lastly, the structural change literature typically
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invoke Stone-Geary preferences (Kongsamut et al., 2001). However, under
Stone-Geary preferences the income effect vanishes at high levels of income,
which is undesirable for our purposes.

2.3 Theory

We first present the approach in a general framework. We make explicit the
assumptions that need to hold empirically to infer inequality changes from
changes in imports. We also make explicit the approximations we have to
make in order to match the theoretical idea to observed data. To derive our
estimating equation, we put a parametric structure on the general model.

2.3.1 The general structure

The economy consists of C countries, indexed by d ∈ {1, .., C} and J goods,
indexed by j ∈ {1, .., J}. We think of goods as being differentiated by country
of origin à la Armington, and assume that a variety of a good is a good
produced by a particular origin country, indexed by o ∈ {1, .., C}. To simplify
notation, we denote a variety, i.e. a pair jo, as v and the total number of
varieties as V = JC.

Within each country, we classify individuals into income categories, in-
dexed by h ∈ 1, ...,H, such that individuals in h have an income Ih. In
country d, there are Nh

dt individuals in income category h in period t, and
a total of Ndt individuals. We denote the average income of country d as
Idt =

∑
hN

h
dtI

h
t /Ndt and define the expenditure that an individual in income

category h in destination country d spends on variety v at t as xdvt(Iht ), or
xhdvt in short. xhdvt depends notably on preferences or prices, that may vary be-
tween countries and time periods. Aggregating over all individuals in country
d gives:

Xdvt =
∑
h

Nh
dtx

h
dvt. (2.1)

Thanks to the wide availability of high-quality trade data, we assume that we
can observe the left hand side of the above relationship (Xdvt) for all dt. If
we knew the matrix xhdvt, we could map a vector of observable import data
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into estimates of the vector of Nh
dt that is the income distribution within a

country. The full rank condition necessary for this mapping would require in
particular that preferences are non-homothetic (xhdvt depends differently on Iht
for different varieties), and that V > H, i.e. that we have enough degrees of
freedom.

The data requirements to observe or estimate the full matrix of xhdvt with-
out imposing any restriction would however be humongous, and much stronger
than to observe the distribution of income itself. In particular, since we think
of v as varieties of goods, it would require knowing the fraction of spending on,
for example, Belgian chocolate for each income category in each country. No
study that we know of has examined the patterns of expenditure on varieties
at such a detailed level even in one country only.5 To implement our strategy,
we will assume that the individual consumption of variety v by an individual
with income Iht in country d, xhdvt, can be parameterized as follows:

xdvt(It) = xj(B,Adt, It), (2.2)

where B is a matrix of variety-specific coefficients, notably including the in-
come elasticity of v. Adt is a matrix of variety-specific variables or parameters
that are either observed or can be proxied with observable data. These include,
for example, taste parameters or prices, that may themselves be a function
of income. We assume that data on the distribution of income are observ-
able with great accuracy for country-year pairs dt ∈ O while they are not for
country-year pairs dt ∈ U. Our aim is to recover the distribution of income
for countries and time periods when it is unobserved, i.e. for dt ∈ U. The
first step of our strategy is to obtain a consistent estimate of B by regressing
Xdvt on an observed measure of income dispersion for dt pairs in O. Using
the estimated matrix of B allows us to construct an estimate x̂hdvt for those
country pairs dt in U. The second step of our strategy then is a regression of
the trade flow Xdvt on x̂hdvt.

Estimating the vector of Nh
dt would provide a very precise measure of in-

5See Aguiar and Bils (2015) and Faber and Fally (2017) on the US, Bems and Di Giovanni
(2016) on Latvia.
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come distribution, the more so, the more precise the division between income
categories. Our methodology permits such a precise estimation of the in-
come distribution in principle. A more precise division of income groups how-
ever requires identifying each part of the income distribution on fewer (trade)
data points. In addition, the narrower the income categories, the fewer coun-
tries provide comparable, high-quality inequality data. The fist-step sample
O would become smaller. Our analysis thus concentrates on an aggregate
measure of income, the Gini coefficient.

To make the Gini coefficient apparent in (2.1), we use a second-order Tay-
lor approximation for the spending of individual h on variety v around the
spending of an individual with the average income of the country:

xdvt(Iht ) = xdvt(Idt) + (Iht − Idt)
∂xdvt(Idt)
∂Idt

+ 1
2(Iht − Idt)2∂

2xdvt(Idt)
∂2Idt

. (2.3)

Using the above approximation in (2.1) and rearranging gives:

Xdvt = Ndtxdvt(Idt) + Ndt

2 V ARdt
∂2xdvt(Idt)
∂2Idt

(2.4)

where V ARdt ≡
∑
h
Ndht
Ndt

(Iht − Idt)2 is the variance of income in country d at
time t. Imports of variety v can be decomposed into two parts. The first
term captures the imports of v that would prevail in dt if all individuals had
the average income Idt. The second term captures the effect of the income
distribution and is non-zero as long as the second derivative of expenditure
with respect to income is non-zero, i.e. if the Engel curves are non-linear.

The coefficient of variation of income is less widely available than the
Gini index, notably when cross-country comparability and reliability of data
is a concern. We follow Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal (2016) and assume that
income in each country is log-normally distributed. A log-normal distribution
of income implies the following, monotonically increasing, relationship between
the Gini coefficient (G) of the income distribution and the squared coefficient
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of variation:

V ARdt(I)
I2
dt

= exp(4(erf−1(Gdt))2)− 1 ≡ G̃dt, (2.5)

where erf−1 is the inverse error function. Exploiting the connection between
the Gini coefficient (observed for dt ∈ O) and the squared coefficient of varia-
tion of income, equation (2.4) becomes

Xdvt = Ndtxdvt(Idt) + Ndt

2
∂2xdvt(Idt)
∂2Idt

I2
dtG̃dt. (2.6)

Taking the logarithm and applying the approximation that Log(1 +y) ≈ y for
small y, the above equation can be rewritten as:

Log(Xdvt) = Log(Ndtxdvt(Idt)) + 1
2
∂2xdvt(Idt)
∂2Idt

I2
dt

xdvt
G̃dt. (2.7)

A higher spending on a variety is associated with greater inequality if the Engel
curve is more convex. To illustrate the role of the convexity of the Engel curve,
consider a country with two groups, rich and poor. Increasing inequality while
keeping the average income constant implies that the rich become richer while
the poor become poorer. If we reallocate one unit of income from the poor
to the rich, the poor decrease their spending on the variety while the rich
increase theirs, as long as the variety is “normal”. If the Engel curve is convex,
the decrease in consumption by the poor is small compared to the increase in
consumption by the rich and the total consumption of the variety rises. If the
Engel curve is concave, on the other hand, the decrease in consumption by the
poor is large compared to the increase in consumption by the rich and total
consumption decreases. Given our approximation, the degree of convexity at
the average income is key to the mapping between the consumption of a variety
and the income distribution within the country.

The next section makes a number of assumptions on preferences and prices
to generate a simple parameterization of xdvt in line with equation (2.2).
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2.3.2 Parameterization

An individual with income Ih in country d derives utility from consuming a
bundle of differentiated goods, indexed by j ∈ {1, ..., J}, and a homogeneous
good, with a price normalized to one, indexed by 0. Individual h’s utility is
given by a Cobb-Douglas aggregator over the consumption of all goods Cdjh:

Udh =
J∏
j=0

C
ρdj
djh, with:

∑
j

ρdj = 1. (2.8)

Each of the differentiated goods consists of varieties, differentiated by country
of origin in an Armington fashion, such that, for j ≥ 1:

Cdjh =

∑
o

ϕ
1
σj

johc

σj−1
σj

joh


σj
σj−1

, (2.9)

where σj denotes the good-specific substitution elasticity between varieties.
Maximizing utility given its income Ih, individual h spends:

xhdjo = ϕjohp
1−σj
joh P

σj−1
jh ρdjI

h, (2.10)

where:

Pjh =
[∑
o

ϕjohp
1−σj
joh

] 1
1−σj

. (2.11)

We introduce non-homotheticities in the preferences through the demand
shifter ϕjoh. Following Faber and Fally (2017), we assume ϕjoh to be composed
of a taste parameter αjo, shared by all households in country d, and a power
function of the household’s consumption of the homogeneous good Cd0h. Each
variety ’s demand shifter has a characteristic sensitivity to the homogeneous
good consumption. We define the demand shifter of individual h for a variety
jo as:

ϕjoh ≡ αjo
(
Cd0h
ρd0

)βjo
= αjoI

βjo
h , (2.12)

where the last equality reflects the optimal consumption of the homogeneous
good by individual h. The preferences for a given variety thus differ across
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individuals of different income levels.6 Individual h in country d spends a
share shdjo of its spending on good j on variety jo, where:

sdjo(Ih) =
αjoI

βjo
h p

1−σj
joh∑

o′ αjo′I
βjo′
h p

1−σj
jo′h

. (2.13)

Exporters of good j from o need to ship τjod ≥ 1 (τjoo = 1) units for one
unit to arrive at destination d. We assume in the baseline analysis that there
is no price discrimination within countries (pjoh = pjod∀h ∈ d), and no pricing
to market across countries (pjod = τjodpjoo). In this case, the spending on
variety jo by an individual with the average income in country d - the first
part of (2.7) - resembles a standard gravity equation, except for a coefficient
on income that is variety-specific:

Log(Ndxdjo(Id)) =Fjo + Log(ρdj) + (σj − 1)Log (Pj(Id)) + (1− σj)Log(τod)

+ (βjo + 1)Log(Id), (2.14)

where Fjo ≡ Log(αjo) + (1− σj)Log(pjoo).
Differentiating the share (2.13) with respect to income gives:

∂sdjo(Ih)
∂Ih

= βjo − β̄jd(Ih), (2.15)

where
β̄jd(Ih) =

∑
o

sdjo(Ih)βjo. (2.16)

It can easily be seen that ∂β̄jd/∂Ih > 0, i.e. richer individuals consume va-
rieties with a higher average β. Some varieties jo, which may be inferior for
some relatively rich individuals (∂sjoh/∂Ih < −1), will however be normal
goods (−1 < ∂sjoh/∂Ih < 0) or even luxury goods (∂sjoh/∂Ih > 0) from the
perspective of poorer individuals.

6In this simple setup, an individual’s income is equal to its consumption as we do not
allow agents to save. There is thus no difference between consumption and income inequality.
In the empirical part, we use income inequality as it is more widely available.
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To derive the second part of equation (2.7), we show in the appendix that:

∂2xdjo(I)
∂2I

I2

xdjo

∣∣∣∣∣
I=Id

= βjo−β̄jd(Id)+(βjo−β̄jd(Id))2−
∑
o′

sdjo′(Id)(βjo′−β̄jd(Id))2

(2.17)
βjo is closely related to the convexity of the Engel curve but in a non-monotonic
manner. For βjo = β̄jd, the Engel curve is concave, implying that a mean-
preserving rise in income inequality reduces the consumption of the variety
with the average β within a good. For varieties with a relatively high βjo the
Engel curve is convex. These are varieties on which the rich increase their
spending more than the poor when their income goes up by 1$. A transfer of
one dollar from the group of poor to the group of rich (a mean-preserving rise
in inequality) would thus raise the consumption of such a variety. Similarly,
for varieties with a relatively low βjo, the Engel curve is again convex as an
increase in income inequality is associated with a stronger decrease in spending
for the poor than for the rich.7 A mean-preserving rise in inequality thus also
raises the consumption of varieties with a very low βjo. Omitting the time
subscript, the augmented gravity equation (2.7) can thus be rewritten as:

Log(Xdjo) =Fjo + Fjd + (1− σj)Log(τjod) + (βjo + 1)Log(Id)

+ βjo(1 + βjo − 2β̄jd(Id))G̃d (2.18)

where

Fjd ≡ Log(ρdj)+(σj−1)Log (Pj(Id))+(2(β̄jd(Id))2−
∑
o

sdjo(Id)β2
jo−β̄jd(Id))G̃d.

Our empirical strategy builds on the reduced form of equation (2.18) as we
describe in the next section.

7Note that, from equation (2.17), a necessary condition for the Engel curve to be convex
when βjo − β̄jd < 0 is that the good be inferior, i.e. βjo − β̄jd < −1.
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2.4 Estimation approach

We infer changes in inequality from changes in import patterns applying a
two-step methodology. First, we characterize varieties with their sensitivity
to changes in the income distribution by mapping expenditure shares to a
measure of inequality. In the second step, we invert the demand system by
mapping expenditure shares to preference parameters estimated in step one.
Controlling for all other import determinants, we attribute changes in imports
of highly inequality-sensitive varieties to changes in the income distribution.

Our methodology relies on two crucial elements. First, varieties have to be
heterogeneous in terms of their idiosyncratic income and inequality elasticity.
The identification of inequality relies on variation of these preference param-
eters across varieties. Second, the variety-specific income elasticities need to
be constant across destinations. Limited data availability on inequality - mo-
tivating this study - constrains us to estimate the income elasticities on a
subsample of countries. Equipped with constant income elasticity estimates
across destinations, we are in a position to invert the demand system and back
out changes in the income distribution of all countries, irrespective of whether
or not they form part of the first sample.

2.4.1 Preference parameters

We start out by estimating the preference parameters of the demand system.
The Engel curves (2.18) are estimated by product. For the term Fjot we
use an exporter-product-time fixed effect that captures prices and variety-
specific shocks. Fjdt is an importer-product-time fixed effect subsuming the
destination’s price index and destination-product specific shocks. Trade costs
τod are modeled to depend on bilateral distance, dummies for shared border,
official language and colonial past as well as participation in the same regional
trade agreement. We also control for cultural proximity by adding a dummy
variable that takes the value one if both trading partners are located on the
same continent. Average income in the economy is measured by real GDP per
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capita.8

We estimate the income elasticities βjo as the coefficients on log GDP
per capita interacted with an exporter(-product) dummy. Given the two
fixed effects employed in the model we cannot identify an exporter-product-
destination specific parameter βjo ∗ β̄jd(Id) on the coefficient of variation
squared. However, countries with similar expenditure shares across varieties of
a good should have relatively similar values for β̄jd(Id). We therefore address
the identification problem by grouping countries by their expenditure shares
and estimate an exporter-product-country group specific parameter γjog in-
stead. We detail the procedure of grouping countries after having presented
our data set. The estimating equation becomes

ln(Xjodt) = Fjot + Fjdt + γ1,j ln(τod) + γ2,jo ln(Īdt) + γ3,jog
1
2G̃dt + εodjt.

(2.19)

The error term εodjt captures unobservable taste shocks. The parameter γ2,jo

should be interpreted as the coefficient on log income per capita interacted
with a dummy that equals one when product j is exported by country o.
Similarly, γ3,jog should be read as the coefficient on the interaction of the
squared coefficient of variation and a dummy that equals one when product
j is exported by country o to a destination of group g. Equation (2.19) is
the reduced form of equation (2.18). In the estimation, we do not impose any
structural constraints implied by our model.

Since each exporter ships to many destinations, the coefficients γ2,jo and
γ3,jog are identified even in a two-way fixed effects model. We estimate the
model using Least Squares Dummy Variables.9 The income elasticities γ2,jo

are identified within products from the within-time variation across destina-
tions of per capita income. Similarly, the curvature parameter γ3,jog is identi-
fied within products from the variation in the coefficient of variation squared
across countries of group g relative to the group average.

8See Table 3.9 in the appendix for a list of all variables including data source.
9We use the reghdfe command in Stata by Correia (2018).
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2.4.2 Inverting the demand system

In the second stage we exploit the variation of income elasticities across va-
rieties to infer changes in a country’s income distribution from changes in
import patterns. We estimate a modified version of the regression equation
(2.19). Define

˜ln(Xodjt) ≡ ln(Xjodt)− F̂jot − γ̂1,j ln(τod)− γ̂2,jo ln(Īdt). (2.20)

We use ˜ln(Xodjt) as the dependent variable in the second step regression. The
parameters γ̂1,j , γ̂2,jo and F̂jot are taken from the first step regression results.
According to the model, variation in this partial residual should be fully ex-
plained by destination-product-time fixed effects for a country with zero in-
equality. Deviations of observed imports from the expenditure predicted at
average income can be attributed to a positive coefficient of variation squared.
Given the curvature of the Engel curve, larger deviations imply a larger dis-
parity of expenditure levels for variety jo across households of different in-
come. Our strategy is thus to regress the partial residual defined in (2.20)
on destination-product-time fixed effects and the inequality (semi-)elasticity
γ̂3,jog estimated in step one, interacted with country-time dummies. The sec-
ond step regression equation is

˜ln(Xodjt) = fjdt + δdtγ̂3,jog + νjodt. (2.21)

The coefficients on the interaction term are the estimates of the squared
coefficient of variation for each country and time period. Essentially, we switch
what is a variable and what a parameter in equation (2.19) when moving from
step one to step two. Recall that γ3,jog is a function of a variety’s income
elasticity. The inequality estimates, therefore, are identified from the variation
of income elasticities across varieties. In particular, due to the presence of the
fixed effect, it is the within-product variation across varieties on which the
identification relies.

An alternative estimation strategy would be to re-estimate all parameters
from equation (2.19) only substituting γ3,jog with its estimate interacted with
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country-time dummies. We favor the first approach regarding it as a more
coherent way of inverting the demand system. The reason that we re-estimate
the fixed effect F̂jdt is that the sample of destination countries changes from
step one to step two. The next section describes our data in detail.10

Our methodology can be applied similarly to estimate other variables.
While data of GDP, for example, is generally seen as much more reliable
than data on inequality, infrequent censuses may cast doubt on the reliability
of population data and, consequently, on average income data. To solve these
doubts, one could apply our estimation procedure to back out an estimate
of per capita income as well. Trade flows in equation (2.20) would not be
adjusted for per capita income. In equation (2.21), the coefficient γ̂2,jo inter-
acted with country-year dummies would enter on the right-hand side. The
parameter estimates on the latter interaction term can then be interpreted as
the estimates of per capita income.

2.4.3 Data

Our analysis relies on bilateral trade data at the product level. A variety in
our data is understood in the Armington sense as a product originating from a
given country. Trade flows between countries are recorded at the 6-digit prod-
uct disaggregation level of the Harmonized System (HS), the most detailed
product classification used globally. We aggregate trade flows to the 4-digit
level to avoid mis-classification of goods while ensuring sufficient variation.
We retain only consumption goods, as classified by UNCTAD, since expendi-
ture on these goods should be relatively more affected by inequality than raw
materials or intermediate goods.

As with any data, also trade data are imperfect. Attempts to evade taxes or
tariffs potentially causes mis-reporting. We therefore obtain our data from the
BACI database compiled by CEPII. The BACI trade database is based on the

10Under standard assumptions, the consistency of estimates from two-step models like
ours is ensured (Wooldridge, 2002). While standard errors need adjustment to account for
the variance of the estimated regressor (Murphy and Topel, 2002), they are not of first order
importance in this project. The objective of our estimation is to obtain consistent inequality
estimates rather than testing whether inequality affects trade flows significantly. Thus, no
adjustment procedure is implemented for the standard errors (yet).
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UN Comtrade database and reconciles trade flow reports by the importer and
the exporter country (for details of the methodology see Gaulier and Zignago
(2010)). This is important for our purposes. Exploiting the double-recording
nature of trade flows lessens the dependency on the statistical capacity of a
single country regarding the data quality. To increase the reliability of our
data further, we exclude trade flows to or from countries with fewer than 500
000 inhabitants. We keep only the largest exporters, the top half of the export
value distribution within a product over the entire sample period.

We observe trade flows for the period 1995 to 2015. To smooth out annual
shocks, we aggregate the trade flows to three-year periods and take the three-
year average value for yearly varying control variables. Finally, we restrict
the sample to exporters with more than 40 destination-time observations per
good as well as importers with more than 40 imported varieties per period to
maintain sufficient estimation precision. This latter restriction is binding for
less than 1% of our data. Zero trade flows are dropped from the sample in
the baseline estimation. The results are not affected by this as a robustness
exercise presented in section 2.6 shows.

The second key data used in our estimation is data on inequality. The
coefficient of variation of a country’s income distribution enters the gravity
equation derived from the model. Assuming a log-normal distribution of in-
come across households gives a simple functional relation between the coeffi-
cient of variation and a country’s Gini coefficient (see equation (2.5)). Yet,
concerns about the reliability and consistency of available Gini data motivate
this paper. We therefore carefully select Gini data by quality (average and
high) and underlying welfare definition (disposable income) from the World
Income Inequality Database (WIID), albeit the selection reduces the sample
of importer countries in the estimation of preference parameters.

Table 2.1 lists the number of countries for each of the seven periods that
match our Gini selection criteria. Our selection criteria are fulfilled for between
50 and 60 countries in each period. The data selection and its implications for
identification warrants some discussion. We will turn to it in the next section.
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Table 2.1: Gini availability - Welfare
definition: Net income

dt ∈ U dt ∈ O Total
1995-1997 109 49 158
1998-2000 105 54 159
2001-2003 110 49 159
2004-2006 102 58 160
2007-2009 106 54 160
2010-2012 99 61 160
2013-2015 109 51 160
Total 740 376 1116

Notes: The table shows the number of coun-
tries for which available Gini data fulfill se-
lection criteria of Table 3.9 (dt ∈ O), and for
which Gini data are unobserved/ do not fulfill
the selection criteria (dt ∈ U) by period.

Our final sample consists of 365 HS 4 codes, 129 exporting countries, and
160 importing countries. On average an exporter ships a product to 84 des-
tinations per three-year time period. The variety-specific income elasticity
estimates in the first step are identified from variation across on average 272
importer-time period pairs (median 290). The country group-specific curva-
ture parameters are identified within country groups.

The process of grouping countries to estimate the parameter γjog is de-
signed to form groups of countries from the sample dt ∈ O (Gini observed)
that are reflective of the preferences of the sample dt ∈ U (Gini unobserved).
The grouping is executed per HS Chapter and works as follows. We calculate
an exporter’s share in the 21-year aggregate expenditure for each importer.
Next, we calculate the cosine similarity of importers in terms of these shares.
We group the countries dt ∈ O into three groups using Ward’s linkage method.
The variation in inequality across countries within such a group forms the ba-
sis from which the coefficient γjog is identified. For each country dt ∈ U, we
calculate the average similarity across countries dt ∈ O by group and assign
the country dt ∈ U to the group with the highest average similarity across
members.11

11See appendix 2.B for more details.
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Table 4.1 provides summary statistics for our data. Averaging across prod-
ucts, 81, 138 and 150 country-time periods from the observed Gini -sample
are allocated into one of the three groups. A country purchases on average
between 54 and 365 different products from 75 countries per period (min: 7,
max: 114). In total, this adds up to on average about 3800 varieties imported
per period from which we identify changes in inequality.

2.4.4 Identifying assumptions

Before turning to the discussion of our results, we pause to understand the
identification mechanism and possible threats to the validity of the proposed
method. Crucial for the validity of our inequality estimates is the assumption
that preferences are constant across samples used in the first and second step.
Only if this assumption holds does our method apply. Sample selection in
the first step would bias our estimate of γ3,jog if the recording of inequality
(in terms of disposable income) was systematically related to preferences for
product varieties. Since the identification of inequality relies on the within-
product variation of income elasticities we only require that the preference
regarding origins of products is constant, not the preferences for products
themselves. Note that we allow the curvature of a variety’s Engel curve to
vary by country group. Our grouping procedure assorts countries from the
first and second stage sample with maximum similarity in expenditure per
product. We have to assume that preferences within country groups formed
in this way are constant. In section 2.6 we explore the sensitivity of our results
to including country groups.

Biased first stage estimates pose a threat to the performance of our method-
ology if the bias carries over to the second stage. While in the first stage we rely
on variation across destinations to identify the parameter estimates, in the sec-
ond stage we rely on the within-product variation across varieties/exporters
for any given destination. Thus, the second stage estimates are biased if a
given country has a very atypical taste for a large number of varieties within
a product. We cannot control for destination-variety specific taste shocks. In
the discussion of our estimation results we thus mainly focus on the change in
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inequality between two periods, rather than the inequality level. Our results
are tenable if unobserved taste is constant over time.

Less worrying is the possibility of simultaneity bias in our estimation. Al-
though recent research points to negative distributional consequences of trade
(Autor et al. (2013), Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal (2016), see also the second
Chapter of this dissertation), these effects stem from more aggregate levels of
trade flows such as the whole of manufacturing imports by country. Our esti-
mation exploits instead the within- HS 4-digit variation of trade across source
countries. In addition, our methodology does not rely on a causal relation
between trade and inequality.

A second concern arises from the data used for the analysis. Our data
records only international trade flows but no domestic expenditure. Would
our inequality estimate be biased if, for example, a country adopts import
barriers steering an expenditure switch from foreign to domestic varieties?
Omitting domestic expenditure amounts to dropping one equation from the
system of demand equations. Empirically, the omission of domestic expendi-
ture is innocuous only if we can assume that the error terms across varieties
of goods are uncorrelated. Data that records both domestic and international
expenditure is not available globally at a disaggregation level comparable to
the data we use. In particular, countries lacking reliable data on inequality
also lack consistent data on domestic expenditure rendering alternative data
sets unsuitable for this study.

In a robustness exercise presented in section 2.6, we therefore approach the
concern from a theoretical perspective. Theoretically, the constant elasticity
of substitution between varieties of a good ensures that the relative expendi-
ture on two varieties is unaffected by a third, the domestic, variety. While
this assumption is unlikely to hold empirically for all varieties of a good, it is
conceivable that it holds within segments of varieties, e.g. among high quality
and among low quality varieties. In the robustness section, we explore the sen-
sitivity of our estimates when inequality is identified from relative expenditure
of varieties within segments.

The identification strategy does not leave room to control for destination-
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variety specific factors such as idiosyncratic taste or pricing-to-market behav-
ior. We note that next to a change in preferences a higher income level leads
exporters to charge higher prices as Simonovska (2015), among others, has
shown. This pricing-to-market potentially biases our income elasticity esti-
mates downwards. Higher-income countries spend less than expected with
constant prices due to the binding budget constraint. However, if the pric-
ing to market channel works only through income and does not affect the
functional relation between trade and income, the income elasticity estimates
capture both effects: non-homothetic preferences as well as pricing-to-market.
Ultimately, we are not interested in exactly why richer countries have a dif-
ferent spending pattern from poorer countries. Our method relies only on the
correlation of income and import patterns and its heterogeneity across income
levels.

Finally, we emphasize that we identify inequality from the variation in
expenditure across imported varieties exploiting the heterogeneity of income
elasticities. Any change in the income distribution not altering expenditure
behavior on tradables of the affected income group(s) is not reflected in our
trade-based inequality measure.

2.5 A trade-based Gini index

We first briefly discuss the results of the first step, the income elasticity es-
timates, since these form the data used in the second step. We then present
the results of the trade-based inequality measure. In the appendix we list our
estimation results for all countries for the first and last period.

2.5.1 Preliminaries: The income elasticities

To get a sense of the income elasticities, we plot the weighted average in-
come elasticity of an exporter against its log per capita income in Figure
2.1. An income elasticity is weighted by the product’s share in total exports
of the country. The first notable observation is the substantial variation of
weighted average elasticities. If non-homotheticities were irrelevant for trade,
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we would expect constant coefficients across varieties (exporter countries).
This is clearly not the case. The identification of changes in inequality cru-
cially relies on the heterogeneity of income elasticities across varieties. Thus,
Figure 2.1 supports the applicability of inferring inequality from trade data.
Table 2.2 summarizes the distribution of the income and inequality (semi-)
elasticity across varieties. The more detailed picture drawn by the summary
statistics corroborates the claim that our second step “data” exhibits sufficient
variation to allow for inference.

The second notable observation about Figure 2.1 is the negative correla-
tion between an exporter’s per capita income and its average income elasticity.
Though our method does not depend on the relation between the per capita
income of the exporter and the income elasticity of a typical product exported,
it is important to understand this characteristic of income elasticities. Previ-
ous findings by Hallak (2006) or Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal (2016) suggest
a positive link of trading countries’ per capita income and hence would im-
ply a positive correlation of an exporter’s income and its associated average
elasticity. The negative correlation we find seems to be largely data driven.
First of all, our exporter sample includes countries of lower per capita income
compared with previous studies. Restricting the plot only to high income
countries12 leads to a positive correlation. Second, our estimates are based
on gross export flows. The negative slope appears to be driven to a large
degree by South-East Asian economies that are highly integrated into global
value chains. Unfortunately, value added data are not available at comparable
product disaggregation nor for a comparable number of countries as are data
on gross import flows.

12Countries with per capita GDP above the median.
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Table 2.2: Income and inequality elasticities

γ̂2,oj γ̂3,ojg

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3
Mean −0.082 −0.151 0.171 0.770
Strd Deviation 0.753 1.539 2.401 3.031
Median −0.040 −0.063 0.000 0.485
Min −6.052 −27.646 −30.646 −23.581
Max 3.647 13.033 12.938 29.656
Observations 7,145 7,138 6,823 6,887

Notes: The table presents summary statistics of the distribution of
preference parameter estimates from equation (2.19). Group 1, 2 and 3
refer to groups of destinations.

Figure 2.1: Income elasticity estimates
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Notes: The figure shows the relationship between the weighted average of the normalized
γ̂2,oj and the natural logarithm of the exporter’s average GDP per capita over the sample
period 1995 - 2015. The weights are the product share in total exports over the sample
period.

2.5.2 Inequality Results

Bearing in mind the caveats discussed in section 2.4.4 we now turn to the
inequality estimation results. While our estimate corresponds to a country’s
squared coefficient of variation, we present our results in terms of the Gini
index using the transformation in equation (2.5). The Gini index is bounded
between 0 and 100, with higher values indicating higher inequality.
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2.5. A TRADE-BASED GINI INDEX

We interpret our inequality estimates in terms of income inequality rather
than consumption inequality. This interpretation is dictated by the choice
of Gini data used in the first estimation step. The choice of inequality in
disposable income as welfare definition is driven by the intend to get the
largest sample with comparable data possible for the first estimation step.
Due to the absence of savings from our model, in theory, consumption and
disposable income inequality relate to trade in equivalent ways.

Consider the two world maps of income inequality shown in Figure 2.2.
Panel (a) shows average net income inequality in the world between 2013 and
2015 using data from WIID, while the bottom panel (b) shows the correspond-
ing trade-based inequality estimates. Darker shades indicate higher inequality,
countries in white lack data. It is immediately apparent that our method suc-
ceeds in covering a wider set of countries. Latin America stands out in both
maps as a region of high inequality, while European countries mostly have low
levels of inequality. Africa emerges as a region of substantial heterogeneity
in income inequality. In the appendix, we provide a results table including
Gini estimate, data and ranking for all countries in both the initial and last
sample period. The full data on inequality will be accessible on our research
web page.
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Figure 2.2: Gini availability: Data and estimates (1)

(a) WIID, 2013-2015

Gini range
60 − 70
50 − 60
40 − 50
30 − 40
20 − 30
Missing

Notes: The maps show the within-country inequality for the period 2013-2015. Darker
shades indicate higher inequality. Panel (a) shows the net income inequality data collected
in WIID.
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Figure 2.2: Gini availability: Data and estimates (2)

(b) Estimate, 2013-2015

Gini range
60 − 70
50 − 60
40 − 50
30 − 40
20 − 30
Missing

Notes: The maps show the within-country inequality for the period 2013-2015. Darker shades
indicate higher inequality. Panel (b) shows the inequality estimates based on equation (2.21).
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Figure 2.3 plots the global Epanechnikov kernel density for the WIID data
and the estimated inequality data. The WIID inequality data peaks at around
30 and 50 Gini points. The world within-country inequality density appears
less polarized when looking at the global density of the estimated inequality
data. Table 2.3 contains summary statistics of the global Gini distribution for
both WIID data and trade-based estimates. Consistent with visual impression
given by Figure 2.3, we find the median to be shifted upwards when comparing
WIID data and the trade-based inequality estimate. The mean of both distri-
butions is roughly equal. The number of observations makes the contribution
of this study eminent: while Gini data fulfilling our selection criteria is avail-
able for 376 country-time periods, our method results in more than 1000 data
points. Even if we consider data of all quality levels and any welfare definition
included in the World Income Inequality Database, our approach still expands
the available data by 250 observations.

Table 2.3: Gini data and estimates - Summary statistics

Mean Sd Median Min Max Obs
GiniWIID 38.1 11.0 34.3 21.7 66.3 376
Ginitrade (est.) 37.8 8.9 37.5 6.3 61.4 1, 049

Notes: The table presents summary statistics of the Gini distribution based on
values from the WIID and based on the estimation of equation (2.21).

The inequality data can be used to study within-country inequality and
its evolution over 21 years in a cross-country setting. The Panels in Figure 2.4
compare the development of inequality for four emerging economies and two
advanced economies as estimated in this paper with survey data. We show
our estimates along with survey data from the Luxembourg Income Study and
from the World Bank’s Povcal data, two highly regarded sources for survey
data. The Luxembourg Income Study (LIS) is generally more focused on
advanced economies whereas Povcal collects survey data for a large number
of developing economies. We also plot the Gini data from the World Income
Inequality Database (WIID) that we use in the first estimation step, which is
to some degree overlapping with (earlier versions of) the LIS data.13

13Many more inequality data sets are available. Notably, Solt’s Standardized World Income
Inequality Data and the World Inequality Database. These are like ours estimates. In
addition, many national statistical agencies carry out their own studies. It is beyond the
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Figure 2.3: Global inequality density
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Notes: The figure shows the Epanechnikov kernel density for the net income inequality data
in the WIID (376 country-periods) as well as for the estimated inequality data (1049 country-
periods). The bandwidth is 1.5 and number of points at which the density is evaluated is
50.

Panels (a)-(d) depict the experience of Brazil, China, India and South
Africa. While our estimate for Brazil differs largely from the WIID and LIS
data in recent years, it is throughout very close to the inequality information
from the Povcal survey data (which is not used in the first step estimation). A
similar pattern obtains for China. In contrast, for the few periods with data
on inequality for India, our estimate is very close to the LIS/WIID survey
data. Povcal data for India is on consumption inequality whereas LIS/WIID
data and our estimates are on disposable income inequality. Inequality data
for India is available in these major databases only for the years 2004 - 2012.
Our estimates show that in the period 1995 - 2003, inequality in India soared
driving much of the increase in inequality in South Asia seen in Figure 2.6.
The case of South Africa shows a caveat of our method. Inequality can only be
estimated where trade data is available. South Africa however reports customs
data only jointly with the members of the South African Customs Union.14

scope of this paper to give a complete overview of alternative data sources.
14These are Botswana, Eswatini, Lesotho, Namibia, South Africa.
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This may explain discrepancy between our estimates and survey data.
Panels (e) and (f) of Figure 2.4 present the development of inequality in

the US and in France according to our estimates and according to survey data.
In the case of the US, our estimates once again are closer to the survey data
collected by Povcal than by LIS/WIID. Especially in more recent years our
estimates point to a further increase in inequality whereas the survey data
remain rather low.15 In the case of France, our estimates indicate an earlier
increase in inequality than picked up in the survey data by LIS and WIID.
Only the years since 2007 our estimates are close to the WIID data. Survey
data collected by Povcal point to higher inequality throughout the sample
period.

The unified framework and the consistently recorded primary data - trade
flows - also allow for inter-country comparisons. Figure 2.5 plots the evolution
of inequality by country income group. Average within-country inequality has
been rising between 1995 and 2015. Consistent with the idea of the Kuznets’
curve, inequality is lowest among the most and least advanced economies.
Both these income groups experienced rising levels of inequality. On average,
middle-income countries face inequality above the world average. However,
lower-middle income countries experienced a decline in inequality during the
early 2000s and inequality in upper-middle income countries appears to have
been declining since the 2007-2009 period.

Household surveys conducted to gather information on poverty and in-
equality differ by world region in their definition of welfare. While inequality
is typically measured in terms of disposable income in Europe, North and Latin
America, statistical agencies in African and Asian countries typically record
consumption inequality. Comparison of inequality trajectories across regions is
therefore notoriously hard. Our method, instead, generates comparable data
for all world regions. Figure 2.6 plots the inequality development over the years
1995 - 2015 by world region. In line with survey data, Latin America stands
out as the most unequal region. On the other side of the inequality spectrum,

15Inequality estimates based on fiscal data in the World Inequality Database led by Fa-
cundo Alvaredo, Lucas Chancel, Thomas Piketty, Emmanuel Saez and Gabriel Zucman point
to even higher inequality in the US than our estimates.
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Figure 2.4: Inequality time series by country and data set
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Notes: This figures compares the inequality time series per country according to our Gini
estimate with the time series from different survey sources. LIS: Luxembourg Income Study;
WDI: World Development Indicators; WIID: World Income Inequality Database. The WIID
data is used in the first estimation step. Labels on the horizontal axis indicate the middle
year of a three-year period. South Africa estimate based on trade data for South African
Customs Union.
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Figure 2.5: Inequality 1995 - 2015 by income group
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Notes: Average Gini estimate by income groups: HIC - high income, UMI - upper middle
income, LMI -lower middle income, LIC - low income, WLD - World average. Labels on the
horizontal axis indicate the middle year of a three-year period.

Europe and Central Asia have the lowest levels of inequality. New insights
emerge on the other five world regions. Average within-country inequality in
Sub-Sahara Africa increased sharply in the early 2000s, and appears to be
rising since. The MENA region also experienced a worsening of inequality up
until the Arab Spring (2010 - 2012 period) and a modest improvement in the
period thereafter. South Asia also experienced a sharp increase in inequality.
Starting far below the world average in the mid 1990s, South Asian countries
had, on average, inequality levels above the world average in 2013-2015.

Brazil is a country with decreasing inequality as shown in Figure 2.4. Policy
reports typically praise the successful redistributive policies invoked in Brazil
during the commodity price boom of the early 2000s. To give an example for a
driver of inequality from a cross-country perspective, we plot in Figure 2.7 the
inequality paths of economies grouped by their resource dependence.16 Since
many highly resource-dependent economies are located in Africa, the lack of
harmonized inequality data has so far impeded the study of the relation be-

16Resource dependence is measured by percentage of resource rents in GDP. Data is ob-
tained from the World Bank’s Wealth Accounting Database.
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Figure 2.6: Inequality 1995 - 2015 by world region
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Notes: Average Gini estimate by regions: EAP - East Asia & Pacific, ECA - Europe &
Central Asia, LAC - Latin America & Caribbean, MENA - Middle East & North Africa, NA
- North America, SA - South Asia, SSA - Sub-Sahara Africa, WLD - World average. Labels
on the horizontal axis indicate the middle year of a three-year period.

tween resource dependence and inequality. Contrary to the Brazilian case, our
estimates show that the countries with large shares of GDP from exploitation
of natural resources generally did not mitigate inequality using the windfall of
the commodity price boom. We find that countries from the third quintile of
the resource-dependence distribution have the highest levels of inequality.

Our inequality estimates are highly correlated with the available data. The
within-time period regression coefficient of the Gini estimate on the WIID Gini
is close to 0.9 (see Table 2.13 in the appendix). Figure 2.12 in the appendix
plots the Gini estimate against Gini data for each time period. The values are
scattered around the 45 degree line indicating a close match between estimates
and data. Our estimates diverge more substantially from the data for some
countries only in the last two periods. In addition, our estimation procedure
largely preserves the global ranking of countries in terms of their inequality.
For half of the observations, the difference in rank according to our estimate
and according to the WIID data is less than four positions (see Table 2.4). We
devote section 2.6 to discussing in more detail the performance of our method
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Figure 2.7: Inequality 1995 - 2015 by resource dependency
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Notes: Average Gini estimate by quintiles of the distribution of average resource revenues as
percent of GDP in 1995-1997. WLD labels the world average. Labels on the horizontal axis
indicate the middle year of a three-year period.

vis à vis available data.

Table 2.4: Change in ranking position

Mean Sd Median Min Max Obs
Rank difference 5 5 4 0 26 376

Notes: The table presents summary statistics of the difference in a global
inequality ranking based on the trade-based estimate and the WIID net
income inequality data.

2.6 Out-of-sample predictions and robustness

The results presented in Figure 2.12 (appendix) are in-sample predictions, i.e.
we estimated the preference parameters from the same sample of countries for
which we then compare the estimated Gini to the WIID Gini. To substantiate
the findings, we conduct a 10-fold cross validation exercise. We randomly
split our first-step sample of country-time pairs with observed Gini data into
ten subsamples. We drop each subsample in turn from the estimation of
income elasticities, apply our two-step approach to the remaining countries,
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and evaluate the Gini estimates against the data for those countries that were
dropped from the first step.

Row one in Table 2.5 shows the results for the out-of-sample predicted Gini
in terms of first differences and in terms of levels. On average, the difference
in predicted and observed change is approximately 2 Gini points, the median
is 1.5 Gini points. In levels, the difference between out-of-sample estimate and
observed Gini is, on average, 4 points (median: 3 points).

Table 2.5: 10-fold cross validation results - Baseline & Extensions

First-differences Level
Mean Sd Median Mean Sd Median

Baseline - Net Income 2.05 2.03 1.52 4.11 3.81 2.95
Baseline - Consumption 2.64 2.52 2.10 4.74 4.34 3.79
Baseline, variety types 2.15 2.17 1.59 4.12 3.87 3.01
No groups 3.01 3.22 2.09 8.26 6.07 7.53
Time-varying groups 2.20 2.00 1.62 3.58 3.46 2.81
EK Tobit (zeros) 2.48 2.59 1.84 4.92 4.28 3.99
NLS, no groups ∗ 2.91 2.66 2.14 7.43 5.01 6.60
AIDS 1.80 1.96 1.20 61.91 10.98 65.66

Notes: The table presents the distribution of the (square-root of the squared) difference between
the out-of-sample predicted Gini change/level compared to the change in WIID Gini (level of WIID
Gini). ∗ In-sample results for NLS due to computational constraints.

By way of example, the four panels of Figure 2.8 show the evolution of
changes in inequality over time for four countries: Brazil, Colombia, Norway
and the US. We plot the out-of-sample predicted Gini next to the net income
Gini taken from WIID. The estimation results overlap largely with the time
pattern found in the WIID data. Our trade-based inequality index appears
to be more volatile than the Gini data obtained from surveys for the US. For
Colombia, on the other hand, the sharp increase in inequality in 2007 - 2009
shows in our estimation results muted.
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Figure 2.8: Gini data and out-of-sample estimates: Time series by country
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Notes: The figure shows the between-period change in Gini coefficient in Brazil, Colombia, Norway and the US
over the sample period as described by the WIID data and our trade-based inequality estimate. The ticks on
the horizontal axis indicate the middle year of a three-year period (e.g. 1999 indicates the period 1998-2000).
The Gini estimates are out-of-sample predictions.
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Table 2.6 presents a series of robustness checks on the sample of curva-
ture parameters included in the inequality regression (step 2). The columns
show the mean, standard deviation and median of the difference between the
baseline Gini estimate and the respective robustness estimate. The first three
columns show the difference in terms of changes between two adjacent peri-
ods, the last three columns show the difference in terms of levels. We exclude
the top and bottom 1%, 5% and 10% of the curvature estimate distribution
to ensure that the inequality estimates are not driven by outliers. The first
three rows of Table 2.6 show that the predictions on a change in inequality
are only slightly affected by dropping the largest and smallest curvature esti-
mates. The median difference is at one Gini point when dropping the top and
bottom decile of the curvature parameter distribution. The median difference
in terms of levels is approximately two Gini points.

A second set of robustness checks concerns the precision with which the
curvature parameters are estimated. Recall that while the Gini estimates are
identified from the variation of curvature parameters across varieties, these
preference parameters are identified from the variation of inequality across
destination-time pairs per exporter. The preference parameters are more pre-
cisely estimated, the larger the number of observations per exporter-product
in the first step. Therefore, we restrict the sample of varieties in the sec-
ond step to those exporter-product pairs that sell to at least 60, 80 or 100
destination-time pairs (baseline is 40). The bottom three rows in Table 2.6
show this makes virtually no difference to our inequality estimates.

Table 2.6: 10-fold cross validation results - Robustness checks

First-differences Level
Mean Sd Median Mean Sd Median

drop top/bottom 1% γ̂3,ojg 0.46 0.61 0.30 0.73 0.87 0.43
drop top/bottom 5% γ̂3,ojg 0.81 0.98 0.54 1.43 1.47 0.93
drop top/bottom 10% γ̂3,ojg 1.38 1.66 0.86 2.64 2.91 1.52
# dt ≤ 60 0.08 0.14 0.03 0.06 0.12 0.02
# dt ≤ 80 0.13 0.17 0.06 0.14 0.18 0.07
# dt ≤ 100 0.20 0.34 0.08 0.22 0.36 0.10

Notes: The table presents the distribution of the (square-root of the squared) difference between the
predicted Gini change/level of a robustness exercise compared to the baseline prediction. The top three
rows show the results when the top/bottom 1%, 5%, 10% of the γ̂3,ojg distribution are dropped. The
bottom three rows show the results when the sample of γ̂3,ojg is restricted such that an exporter exports
to at least 60, 80, or 100 country-periods.
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To test the robustness of our approach, we explore several alternative spec-
ifications. First, we examine the sensitivity of our results to the assumption of
constant preference parameters within groups of countries. We compare the
baseline results to a stricter setting, imposing constant preferences globally,
and to a more flexible setting, allowing the composition of country groups
to change over time. Second, we address the omission of domestic expen-
diture in our trade data. Third, we impose the non-linear relation between
the slope and curvature parameter of the Engel curve that shows in equation
(2.18). The fourth exercise concerns the inequality data selected for the pref-
erence parameter estimation. We redo our two-step estimation selecting Ginis
with consumption inequality as welfare definition. Lastly, we replace the non-
homothetic CES preferences with preferences represented by the Almost Ideal
Demand System and apply our two-step estimation approach to the resulting
gravity equation.

Testing the restrictiveness of groups The identification of inequality
crucially depends on the non-linearity of the varieties’ expenditure function.
If the Engel curve is concave, we conclude there has been an increase in in-
equality when the variety’s imports fall. In contrast, when the Engel curve
is convex, we conclude there was an increase in inequality when the variety’s
imports rise. From our model we learn that, since the expenditure allocation
across varieties affects the aggregate price index, the same variety can exhibit
a concave expenditure function in one country, while being convex in another.
Empirically, we address this change of functional form of the Engel curve by
allowing the curvature parameter to vary by country group.

We examine the sensitivity of our results to the grouping in two ways.
First, we impose a constant curvature parameter for all countries and do not
allow for different shapes of Engel curves for the same variety in different
countries. The model would yield this result if the product’s ideal price index
was independent of the income-driven spending allocation across varieties.
Second, we allow for further flexibility in the curvature parameters. In the
baseline, we form groups of countries by the similarity of their expenditure
vector aggregated for the entire sample period (21 years). In the more flexible
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set up, we allow for the composition of groups to change in the first and second
decade of our sample.

Table 2.5 summarizes the deviation of the trade-based estimates from the
WIID data in rows three and four. Not accounting for the country group-
specific curvature particularly worsens the predictions in terms of levels. Al-
lowing for more flexibility slightly improves the predictions both for the change
in and for the level of inequality.

Figure 2.9 shows plots of the Epanechnikov kernel density of the out-of-
sample predicted Ginis and the Ginis taken from WIID for all three version17.
The left column shows the densities for levels, the right column shows the
densities for changes in inequality. We find that imposing a constant curvature
for all countries increases the difference between estimate and data notably for
lower levels of inequality. For both the baseline and the time-varying groups
version we notice a small shift of the entire density function to the left. The
no-groups version performs weakest among the three versions when turning
to the change in inequality between two periods, and the time-varying groups
version shows one large outlier. Still, the densities overlap remarkably for all
three versions.

Domestic expenditure As discussed in section 2.4.4, the omission of
domestic expenditure potentially biases the inequality estimates when the CES
assumption fails, i.e. when varieties within goods are not equally substitutable
with each other. To address this concern, we modify our second stage esti-
mation. We divide the varieties of goods into two types, high and low elastic,
and replace the destination-product-time fixed effect in equation (2.21) with
a destination-product-type-time fixed effect. Inequality is then identified from
the relative expenditure of varieties within product-type. The identifying as-
sumption is that within types of varieties the elasticity of substitution is again
constant. In that case, the availability of a domestic variety affects all varieties
from the same segment in proportional terms, keeping relative expenditure
constant. However, as row 3 of table 2.5 shows, the predictions are on average

17Bandwidth: 1.5, N: 50. The figure includes only country-periods for which WIID data
is available.
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Figure 2.9: Density of out-of-sample Gini estimates and data
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(e) Time-varying groups
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(f) Time-varying groups
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Notes: The figure shows the Epanechnikov kernel density for the net income inequality data
in the WIID as well as for the estimated inequality data when both indices are available
(376 country-periods). The bandwidth is 1.5 and number of points at which the density
is evaluated is 50. The left-column shows the density of inequality levels, the right column
shows the density of the changes in inequality. The top row shows the results for the baseline
estimation. The middle row presents the results when the Engel curve curvature parameter is
constant across countries globally. The bottom row allows the composition of groups within
which the curvature parameter is assumed to be constant to change from the first to the
second decade of the sample.
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unaffected by loosening the CES assumption.

Zero trade flows As pointed out by Helpman et al. (2008) and others
bilateral trade flows at the product level are sparse. The pervasiveness of
zero trade flows potentially biases our estimation results in step 1. Richer
countries tend to export in our sample to more countries, spanning the entire
income distribution across countries. Poorer countries instead export to fewer
countries. If a poor country exports a product to few countries, among which
some rich/unequal countries, we risk estimating a higher income/inequality
elasticity for exports from a poor country than from a rich country for a given
product. The inequality estimates might be biased upward by omitting zero
trade flows if a country does not import varieties with a very high inequality
coefficient, and vice versa.

We amend our model to rationalize zero trade flows and estimate the pref-
erence parameters based on a corner solution model following Eaton and Ko-
rtum (2001). The model and estimation procedure is described in appendix
2.C. Row 6 “EK Tobit (zeros)” in Table 2.5 shows that accounting for zero
trade flows does not improve the out-of-sample inequality prediction on aver-
age. The mean and median deviation from first-differenced survey Gini data is
close to the baseline model. The deviation from survey data in levels is about
one Gini point higher for the EK Tobit estimation than for the OLS/Least
Squares Dummy estimation.

Non-linear least squares estimation In the baseline estimation we
do not impose the functional relation between income elasticity and curvature
parameter obtained from the model. Due to computational constraints we cur-
rently have not implemented an estimation imposing the parameter constraint
on the income elasticity, and allowing for different curvature parameters across
groups of countries.18 For the same reason, we have not yet conducted the
10-fold cross-validation exercise.19

Nevertheless, we present results for the in-sample prediction of an NLS
18Note that income elasticities are constant across countries.
19We are working on it.
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estimation in the first step, when groups are irrelevant in row seven of Ta-
ble 2.5. We observe a slight improvement relative to the “OLS, no groups”-
estimation. It is, however, not clear whether this is due to imposing the non-
linear constraint on the slope and curvature parameter of the Engel curves.
It could also be a mechanical result since comparison is in-sample instead of
out-of-sample.

Consumption inequality data We selected countries for the first step
estimation for which high quality inequality data in terms of net income is
available. Instead of net income we could have chosen consumption inequality
as the relevant welfare definition. It is not immediate from our theory which
welfare definition is the relevant one. We therefore repeat our two-step estima-
tion approach using consumption inequality data to estimate the preference
parameters. This alters substantially the sample of countries in the first step.
The WIID does not record consumption inequality for most European, North
or Latin American countries. Instead, the consumption inequality data is col-
lected for several African and Asian countries. Consumption inequality data
is available only for few countries in consecutive years, and the primary data
sources are fairly heterogeneous. Table 2.9 in the appendix lists the number
of countries with and without consumption inequality data by period.

The second row of Table 2.5 summarizes the out-of-sample performance
when the preferences parameters are identified from variation in consumption
inequality. A change in trade-based Gini between two periods is still close to a
change observed in the primary data. The difference in trade-based and WIID
Gini in terms of levels increases to five points on average (media: four points).

Almost Ideal Demand System The parameterization of the expen-
diture function specified in section 2.3.2 structures how the income distri-
bution affects imports. As discussed in section 2.2, the international trade
literature knows alternative microfoundations that introduce non-homothetic
preferences in trade models. A notable alternative to our model is the one
in Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal (2016). The authors represent the house-
hold preferences with the Almost Ideal Demand System (AIDS) introduced
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by Deaton and Muellbauer (1980). We apply our approach using the model
in Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal (2016) to evaluate how the overall structure
of our model affects the inequality estimates. We estimate equation (45) in
Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal (2016) using our first-step sample to obtain the
coefficients on inequality-adjusted per capita income. We then invert the de-
mand system and back out the inequality- adjusted per capita income from a
regression of the partial residuals on the income semi-elasticities. Using per
capita income and the functional relation between the Theil index, which en-
ters the AIDS gravity, and the Gini coefficient, we find the predicted Ginis
from the AIDS model. We report the result of the ten-fold cross-validation for
the AIDS structure in row eight of Table 2.5.

Though the changes in inequality seem to be well predicted by the AIDS
model, the predicted levels are vastly different from the primary data. The
reason is that the Theil is predicted to be negative leading to a Gini coeffi-
cient of 100 for almost the entire sample.20 The share-log form of the gravity
equation resulting from the AIDS framework makes the estimation extremely
sensitive to outliers. Since there is no agreement yet in the literature how to
model non-homothetic preferences in the trade context, we prefer to maintain
the CES structure.

2.7 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a novel method of measuring within-country in-
equality. Within-country inequality is inferred from the relative expenditure
on imported varieties after characterizing each variety by its income elasticity.
We form groups of countries such that the expenditure patterns of countries
with high-quality inequality data reflect the expenditure patterns of countries
without inequality. Within groups formed in this way, the expenditure func-
tion of varieties is assumed to have the same shape (slope and curvature).
This assumption allows us to estimate preference parameters on a subsample
of countries, invert the demand system and back out changes in inequality for

20The Gini is not defined for negative Theil values.
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countries without inequality data.
We find a high correlation of our estimates with available Gini data and

extend the coverage from 60 to 160 countries for the time period 1995 - 2015.
Using 10-fold cross-validation, we explore the robustness of our findings against
a number of alternative specifications. Notably, we find that while the group-
ing of destination countries matters the exact way in which groups are formed
does not affect our results much.

The inequality estimates derived in this paper are a first step towards
an informed assessment of within-country inequality globally. We circumvent
budgetary constraints which currently hinder a frequent collection of inequality
data in particular in developing countries. Developing and emerging economies
therefore stand to benefit the most from our method. Our inequality estimates
will soon be made available on our research web page to be used for studying
cross-country determinants and consequences of inequality. In future research,
we aim to gain more detailed insights into the type of income redistribution
that is reflected by changes in import patterns. We work on extending our
method to trace whether an observed rise in inequality derives from realloca-
tion of income at the top or at the bottom of the income distribution.
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2.A. DERIVATION OF ESTIMATING EQUATION

2.A Derivation of estimating equation

The spending on variety jo of an individual with income I in country d is,
from (2.10) and (2.12):

xdjo = ρdjαjoI
βjo+1p

1−σj
djo Pdj(I)σj−1 (2.22)

To simplify notation, we define the income elasticity of a variable y as λy ≡
∂y
∂I

I
y . To derive the coefficient on G̃ in (2.7), we use that, by definition:

∂xdjo
∂I

= xdjo
I
λxdjo (2.23)

Differentiating with respect to I, rearranging and multiplying by I2/xo gives:

∂2xdjo
∂I

I2

xdjo
= (λxdjo − 1)λxdjo +

∂λxdjo
∂I

I (2.24)

From (2.22), it is immediate that:

λxdjo = 1 + βjo + (σj − 1)λPdj . (2.25)

Using (2.11) and (2.12) shows that:

λPdj = 1
1− σj

(∑
o

sdjoβjo

)
. (2.26)

Plugging back into λxdjo gives:

λxdjo = 1 + βjo −
∑
o′

sdjo′βjo′ (2.27)

Differentiating λPdj with respect to I:

∂λPdj
∂I

I = 1
1− σj

∑
o

∂sdjo
∂I

Iβjo = 1
1− σj

∑
o

sdjoβjo(λxdjo − 1)

= 1
1− σj

∑
osdjo

β2
jo

− (1− σj)λ2
Pdj

(2.28)
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Plugging back in (2.24) gives:

∂2xo
∂I

I2

xo
=
(
βo −

∑
o′

so′βo′

)(
1 + βo −

∑
o′

so′βo′

)
+
(∑

o′

so′βo′

)2

−
∑
o′

so′β
2
o′

(2.29)
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2.B Country Groups

Our methodology rests on the assumption that the preference parameters are
constant within HS 4-digit product across importer countries with and without
Gini data. We group countries and claim that preferences of countries with
and without Gini data within groups are sufficiently similar within HS 4-goods
to infer inequality from import patterns.

The grouping procedure is theory-based. Notably, if the income elasticity
βjo is constant across households and countries, inequality affects imports of
a variety jo differently across importer countries only if the weighted average
income elastiicity of the countries’ consumption baskets β̄jd differs. See the
last term in equation (2.18). The weighted average income elasticity is defined
in equation (2.16), which we repeat here for convenience:

β̄jd(Ih) ≡
∑
o

sdjo(Ih)βjo. (2.30)

Define the sdj as the row vector collecting expenditure shares by country d
in product j from the origin countries o. Similarly, define βj as the row vector
of income elasticities of product j. Then we can rewrite the weighted average
income elasticity in vector notation

β̄jd(Ih) ≡ sdjβ′j . (2.31)

We group countries with the highest similarity in expenditure share vec-
tors. The goal of our procedure is to form groups of countries with and without
Gini data such that those countries included in the first step regression are
representative of those that are not included in the regression. Representative
means that for types of countries within a group the income elasticity of the
variety jo is above or below the average.

We deviate slightly from the theory and choose to calculate expenditure
shares at the HS Chapter level (instead of the HS 4-digit level) and over the
full sample period (instead of by period). That is, we calculate the expenditure
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shares:
sd,C = XC,od

XC,d
=
∑
j∈C

∑
t

Xjodt/
∑
j∈C

∑
t

∑
o

Xjodt, (2.32)

where C is an HS Chapter and j ∈ C are all HS 4-digit codes belonging to
Chapter C.

We then calculate the cosine similarity for each country pair, i.e. we calcu-
late the cosine of the angle between the expenditure vectors of two countries
d and d′. The cosine similarity considers the similarity in the direction of the
expenditure vectors as opposed to the length of the vectors (like a Euclidean
distance measure would). The formula is

simd,d′ = sd,C ∗ sd′,C
‖sd,C‖

∥∥sd′,C∥∥ =
∑N
o=1XoCdXoCd′(∑N

o=1X
2
oCd

∑N
o′=1X

2
o′Cd′

)1/2 (2.33)

Next, we use hierarchical clustering using Ward’s linkage method - first,
for the countries with Gini data in more than half of all sample periods (first
step sample). Each country is initially a singular cluster. Countries are then
being merged to form groups with minimum within-cluster variance of the
similarity index. The process continues until we are left with three groups of
countries from the first-step-sample.

We then calculate for each country without Gini data d ∈ U the average
similarity in expenditure shares with the expenditure shares of the countries
with Gini data per group d′ ∈ g ⊂ O. That is for each country without Gini
data, we get three average similarities with countries with Gini data that have
already been grouped by Ward’s linkage method in the previous step:

av. simd,g = 1
N

∑
d′∈g⊂O

simd,d′ .

We then assign each country without Gini data to that group of countries
with which it shares the highest average similarity. The order of forming
groups first on the first-step sample and matching the remaining countries
later to these groups is important. If we were to form groups with the full
sample we would risk that in the extreme all countries with Gini are assigned
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Table 2.7: Average similarity in expenditure shares within
groups

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3
mean 0.410 0.305 0.432
sd 0.187 0.166 0.147
p50 0.388 0.273 0.416
min 0.113 0.059 0.178
max 0.750 0.582 0.748
Number of HS Chapters 15

Notes:

to one group and all countries without Gini data are assigned to another group.
Below we provide summary statistics on the within-group similarity, and

a break-down of the groups by world region. See also Figure 2.11 for the
availability of Gini data by world region.
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Figure 2.10: Country group composition by HS Chapter
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(b) Group 2
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(c) Group 3
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Notes: One bar is the stacked share of countries from a region that form part of the respective
group in the respective HS Chapter.
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Table 2.8: Group composition by HS Chapter and World Region

Chapter Group EAP ECA LAC MENA NA SA SSA Total

1 1 17 0 20 4 0 3 3 47
1 2 1 31 1 1 0 2 2 38
1 3 4 14 3 15 2 2 35 75

2 1 19 4 9 13 1 7 29 82
2 2 2 4 14 7 1 0 11 39
2 3 1 37 1 0 0 0 0 39

3 1 21 3 13 4 2 2 6 51
3 2 0 0 11 1 0 2 10 24
3 3 1 42 0 15 0 3 24 85

4 1 2 27 3 16 0 3 33 84
4 2 1 18 0 0 0 1 0 20
4 3 19 0 21 4 2 3 7 56

5 1 20 5 1 0 0 3 5 34
5 2 2 40 0 20 1 2 35 100
5 3 0 0 23 0 1 2 0 26

6 1 21 7 12 18 1 7 39 105
6 2 0 0 12 0 1 0 0 13
6 3 1 38 0 2 0 0 1 42

7 1 17 29 12 19 2 6 38 123
7 2 0 0 12 0 0 1 1 14
7 3 5 16 0 1 0 0 1 23

8 1 20 5 11 11 1 4 21 73
8 2 2 0 13 1 1 0 0 17
8 3 0 40 0 8 0 3 19 70

9 1 21 27 14 19 2 7 37 127
9 2 1 18 0 1 0 0 0 20
9 3 0 0 10 0 0 0 3 13

10 1 17 5 22 13 2 7 37 103
10 2 4 22 2 5 0 0 3 36
10 3 1 18 0 2 0 0 0 21

11 1 21 12 12 16 1 7 38 107
11 2 0 0 11 0 1 0 0 12
11 3 1 33 1 4 0 0 2 41
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Table 2.8: Group composition by HS Chapter and World Region

Chapter Group EAP ECA LAC MENA NA SA SSA Total

12 1 22 12 4 17 1 4 33 93
12 2 0 0 19 1 1 1 3 25
12 3 0 33 1 2 0 2 4 42

13 1 21 5 12 14 1 6 35 94
13 2 0 0 12 0 1 1 0 14
13 3 1 40 0 6 0 0 5 52

14 1 17 11 17 13 1 5 25 89
14 2 2 1 7 3 1 1 9 24
14 3 3 33 0 4 0 1 6 47

15 1 21 9 11 17 1 5 35 99
15 2 0 1 13 0 1 2 0 17
15 3 1 35 0 3 0 0 5 44

2.C Model extension: Zero trade flows

The simplest way to treat zero trade flows in the above analysis is to assume
that exporters have to pay a fixed cost of exporting fjd and will not do so if
demand is too low. We now define the value of exports as the latent variable
X∗jod. Observed exports are thus

Xjodt =
{
X∗jod if X∗jod ≥ εjfjd
0 if X∗jod < εjfjd

(2.34)

We can estimate in the first stage a corner solution regression with

ln(Xjod) = (2.35)Fjot + Fjdt + γ1,j ln(τod) + γ2,jo ln(Īdt) + γ3,jog
1
2G̃dt + νodjt if ≥ ln(εjfjd)

ln(εjfjd) otherwise.

(2.36)
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2.C. MODEL EXTENSION: ZERO TRADE FLOWS

We do not observe destination-product fixed costs. Therefore, we follow Eaton
and Kortum (2001) by taking the minimum value of ln(Xjod) for an importer-
product combination jd across all exporters o as a proxy for εjfjd. That is the
minimum observed imports of a product in a destination mark the threshold
below which demand is too low to cover the fixed costs. We apply the Eaton
and Kortum (2001) approach as well in our second stage regression.
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2.D Figures

Figure 2.11: Gini data: Availability
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Figure 2.12: In-sample relation of Gini estimate and WIID Gini
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(b) 1998 - 2000
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(c) 2001 -2003
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(d) 2004 - 2006
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(e) 2007 -2009
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(f) 2010 - 2012
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(g) 2013 - 2015
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Notes: The figure shows the in-sample relation between estimated Gini and net-income Gini
from WIID by period.
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2.E Tables

Table 2.9: Gini availability for welfare
definition: consumption

dt ∈ U dt ∈ O Total
1995-1997 121 37 158
1998-2000 111 48 159
2001-2003 100 59 159
2004-2006 99 61 160
2007-2009 101 59 160
2010-2012 106 54 160
2013-2015 135 25 160
Total 773 343 1116

Notes: The table shows the number of coun-
tries for which available Gini data fulfill selec-
tion criteria of Table 3.9 (dt ∈ O), replacing
the welfare definition of net income with con-
sumption, and for which Gini data are unob-
served (dt ∈ U) by period.

Table 2.10: Summary Statistics

Mean Sd Median Min Max Obs
Exporter per
importer & time

75 19 75 7 114 1, 116

Products per
importer & time

339 36 352 54 365 1, 116

Varieties per
importer & time

3, 804 1, 783 3, 800 55 6, 688 1, 116

Importer-time per
variety (sample O)

272 80 290 41 376 7, 161

Notes: The table presents summary statistics of the trade data.
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Table 2.11: Summary Statistics by Destination Groups

sample O full sample
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

mean 138.3 80.7 149.8 296.3 84.9 137.7
sd 51.2 38.1 60.9 198.6 83.1 91.6
p50 123.0 68.0 188.0 227.0 61.0 115.0
min 56.0 27.0 11.0 56.0 4.0 1.0
max 229.0 204.0 215.0 659.0 492.0 400.0

Notes: The table presents summary statistics of the distribution of number of importer-
time observations across product groups (HS chapters). The first three columns show the
distribution for the sample with WIID Gini data, the last three columns show the summary
statistics for the distribution of the full sample. Group 1, 2, and 3 refers to destination
groups with shared Engel curves.

Table 2.12: Trade cost coefficient estimates

Mean Sd Median Min Max
distance −0.764 0.373 −0.768 −1.764 1.002
border 0.723 0.394 0.657 −0.126 2.422
language 0.409 0.316 0.412 −1.217 1.624
colony 0.444 0.324 0.458 −1.200 1.535
continent 0.491 0.508 0.485 −1.338 2.080
Observations 362

Notes: The table presents summary statistics of the distribution of gravity coef-
ficient estimates across products from equation (2.19). N = 362 is the number of
products.

Table 2.13: Regression of Gini estimates on Gini
data (WIID)

Ginitrade ∆(t)Ginitrade

Ginisurvey 0.961∗∗∗
(45.54)

∆(t)Ginisurvey 0.201∗∗∗
(4.85)

R2 0.85 0.10
Time dummies included. t statistics in parentheses.
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Notes: The table presents regression results of regressing
the Gini estimate on the WIID Gini data and time dum-
mies. The first column shows the results of a regression of
the level prediction, the second column shows the result of
regressing first differenced Gini values on each other.
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Table 2.14: Gini index: Estimates and survey data, 1996 and 2014

Country Ginitrade (estimate) GiniWIID (WIID data)

Rank 2014 Gini 2014 Rank 1996 Gini 1996 Rank 2014 Gini 2014 Rank 1996 Gini 1996

CHE 1 19.0 13 24.4 12 29.0
NOR 2 19.5 5 18.5 3 25.1 5 24
MNG 3 21.1 4 17.3
CZE 4 24.0 20 25.8 5 25.9 8 26
SVN 5 24.3 16 25.4 1 24.6 4 23
SVK 6 25.3 23 27.0 2 24.7 7 25
MKD 7 26.0 63 34.6 31 36.1
BIH 8 26.0 71 35.8
FIN 9 26.1 10 23.4 7 26.1 1 22
MDA 10 26.6 104 39.8 36 46
AUT 11 26.7 19 25.7 9 27.3 11 27
BEL 12 26.8 14 25.2 6 26.0 9 26
SRB 13 27.2 20 33.6
NLD 14 27.7 9 22.6 8 26.4 17 30
DEU 15 28.0 15 25.3 13 29.5 10 26
QAT 16 28.1
KWT 17 28.4 18 25.6
IRL 18 28.4 24 27.4 15 30.4 25 34
SWE 19 29.2 12 24.3 4 25.2 2 22
DNK 20 29.2 7 21.6 10 27.3 2 22
Max rank 150 142 51 49

Notes: The table presents the inequality ranking and Gini values in the first (2013-2014) and last sample period
(1995-1997) based on the WIID and based on the estimation of equation (2.21). The year 2014 in the header
refers to the period 2013 -2015. The year 1996 in the header refers to the period 1995-1997. “Max rank” refers
to the highest rank in the respective Gini sample and time period.
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Table 2.14: Gini index: Estimates and survey data, 1996 and 2014

Country Ginitrade (estimate) GiniWIID (WIID data)

Rank 2014 Gini 2014 Rank 1996 Gini 1996 Rank 2014 Gini 2014 Rank 1996 Gini 1996

FRA 21 29.6 25 27.8 13 29.5 12 28
MWI 22 29.8 69 35.3
ZWE 23 29.9
BLR 24 30.0 59 34.2 6 25
GMB 25 30.1
TKM 26 30.2 83 37.3
KGZ 27 30.2 52 33.5
ALB 28 30.4 46 32.6
KAZ 29 30.6 37 30.4
EST 30 30.7 61 34.5 26 34.4 26 34
POL 31 31.2 29 28.6 17 32.1 19 32
ETH 32 32.0 2 9.2
ZMB 33 32.5 6 21.2
RWA 34 32.7 8 22.0
TCD 35 32.9 110 40.9
TUN 36 33.2 67 35.3
OMN 37 33.2 32 29.2
BDI 38 33.2 107 40.6
ARM 39 33.2 124 48.2 47 61
RUS 40 33.4 76 36.5 22 33.7
Max rank 150 142 51 49

Notes: The table presents the inequality ranking and Gini values in the first (2013-2014) and last sample period
(1995-1997) based on the WIID and based on the estimation of equation (2.21). The year 2014 in the header
refers to the period 2013 -2015. The year 1996 in the header refers to the period 1995-1997. “Max rank” refers
to the highest rank in the respective Gini sample and time period.
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Table 2.14: Gini index: Estimates and survey data, 1996 and 2014

Country Ginitrade (estimate) GiniWIID (WIID data)

Rank 2014 Gini 2014 Rank 1996 Gini 1996 Rank 2014 Gini 2014 Rank 1996 Gini 1996

UKR 41 33.7 55 33.9
AFG 42 33.8
GBR 43 33.8 33 29.8 19 33.2 28 35
CAN 44 34.0 42 31.7 16 29
AZE 45 34.6 96 38.9
MLI 46 34.8 43 32.0
ARE 47 35.1 75 36.4
COG 48 35.3 54 33.8
NZL 49 35.3 95 38.8 23 34
PAK 50 35.8 40 31.3
FJI 51 35.8 1 7.5
CHN 52 36.2 49 33.3 15 29
MUS 53 36.2 68 35.3
UGA 54 36.4 56 33.9
ESP 55 36.6 58 34.0 24 34.3 30 36
NPL 56 36.7 28 28.6
SGP 57 36.9 102 39.4
ITA 58 37.0 48 32.9 18 32.5 27 34
HUN 59 37.3 27 28.3 11 28.4 14 29
GAB 60 37.3 66 35.2
Max rank 150 142 51 49

Notes: The table presents the inequality ranking and Gini values in the first (2013-2014) and last sample period
(1995-1997) based on the WIID and based on the estimation of equation (2.21). The year 2014 in the header
refers to the period 2013 -2015. The year 1996 in the header refers to the period 1995-1997. “Max rank” refers
to the highest rank in the respective Gini sample and time period.
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Table 2.14: Gini index: Estimates and survey data, 1996 and 2014

Country Ginitrade (estimate) GiniWIID (WIID data)

Rank 2014 Gini 2014 Rank 1996 Gini 1996 Rank 2014 Gini 2014 Rank 1996 Gini 1996

AUS 61 37.3 90 37.8 18 31
SAU 62 37.5 65 35.1
COD 63 37.8 64 34.7
CAF 64 37.8 22 26.8
HRV 65 37.8 47 32.8 16 30.6
LVA 66 38.0 60 34.4 27 35.4 21 33
CIV 67 38.0 78 36.9
MAR 68 38.1 82 37.3
TZA 69 38.1 62 34.6
TUR 70 38.1 53 33.7 36 42.1
KHM 71 38.2
ISR 72 38.4 87 37.7 24 34
PSE 73 38.4
GEO 74 38.6 86 37.7 34 40.0
LBY 75 38.7
BFA 76 38.7 70 35.6
SEN 77 38.8 81 37.1
BGD 78 39.0 36 30.3
BGR 79 39.1 39 31.1 30 35.9 32 37
DZA 80 39.2 88 37.7
Max rank 150 142 51 49

Notes: The table presents the inequality ranking and Gini values in the first (2013-2014) and last sample period
(1995-1997) based on the WIID and based on the estimation of equation (2.21). The year 2014 in the header
refers to the period 2013 -2015. The year 1996 in the header refers to the period 1995-1997. “Max rank” refers
to the highest rank in the respective Gini sample and time period.
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Table 2.14: Gini index: Estimates and survey data, 1996 and 2014

Country Ginitrade (estimate) GiniWIID (WIID data)

Rank 2014 Gini 2014 Rank 1996 Gini 1996 Rank 2014 Gini 2014 Rank 1996 Gini 1996

CUB 81 39.3 105 39.8
UZB 82 39.5 89 37.8
KOR 83 39.5 100 39.3 22 33
LTU 84 39.8 51 33.4 29 35.8
EGY 85 39.8 74 36.4
GRC 86 39.8 80 37.1 25 34.4 29 35
CYP 87 39.9 34 29.9 20 33.6
JPN 88 40.0 97 39.0 19 32
IRQ 89 40.1 38 31.1
TJK 90 40.1 91 37.9
CMR 91 40.1 35 29.9
GNQ 92 40.3 115 42.7
SUR 93 40.3 94 38.7
NER 94 40.5 3 13.7
HKG 95 40.5 118 44.2
MRT 96 40.5 50 33.4
MDG 97 40.6 98 39.1
ROU 98 41.0 41 31.6 28 35.7 13 29
COM 99 41.1 92 38.2
JOR 100 41.2 84 37.5
Max rank 150 142 51 49

Notes: The table presents the inequality ranking and Gini values in the first (2013-2014) and last sample period
(1995-1997) based on the WIID and based on the estimation of equation (2.21). The year 2014 in the header
refers to the period 2013 -2015. The year 1996 in the header refers to the period 1995-1997. “Max rank” refers
to the highest rank in the respective Gini sample and time period.
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Table 2.14: Gini index: Estimates and survey data, 1996 and 2014

Country Ginitrade (estimate) GiniWIID (WIID data)

Rank 2014 Gini 2014 Rank 1996 Gini 1996 Rank 2014 Gini 2014 Rank 1996 Gini 1996

KEN 101 41.2 85 37.6
LKA 102 41.4 26 28.2
LBR 103 41.5
USA 104 42.4 108 40.6 33 37.9 33 37
SDN 105 42.5 93 38.3
DJI 106 43.0 11 23.5
VNM 107 43.1 72 36.1
GIN 108 43.1 106 40.3
IRN 109 43.2 31 28.9
BEN 110 43.3 73 36.3
PRT 111 43.3 112 41.6 23 34.2 31 36
BHR 112 43.3 116 43.7
YEM 113 43.5 79 37.0
MYS 114 43.8 114 42.1
SLE 115 44.2 21 26.3
GNB 116 44.3 17 25.5
GHA 117 44.4 44 32.1
THA 118 44.7 109 40.7
LBN 119 44.8 119 44.7
TGO 120 44.8 57 34.0
Max rank 150 142 51 49

Notes: The table presents the inequality ranking and Gini values in the first (2013-2014) and last sample period
(1995-1997) based on the WIID and based on the estimation of equation (2.21). The year 2014 in the header
refers to the period 2013 -2015. The year 1996 in the header refers to the period 1995-1997. “Max rank” refers
to the highest rank in the respective Gini sample and time period.
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Table 2.14: Gini index: Estimates and survey data, 1996 and 2014

Country Ginitrade (estimate) GiniWIID (WIID data)

Rank 2014 Gini 2014 Rank 1996 Gini 1996 Rank 2014 Gini 2014 Rank 1996 Gini 1996

MOZ 121 45.2 101 39.3
MAC 122 45.8 99 39.2
PHL 123 46.8 117 43.9
HTI 124 46.8
GUY 125 47.2 103 39.5
IDN 126 47.2 113 41.6
MEX 127 47.9 125 48.8 43 46.6 37 49
NGA 128 48.0 111 41.3
AGO 129 48.5 120 45.3
URY 130 48.8 129 52.0 32 37.3
ARG 131 49.2 126 51.2
IND 132 49.2 77 36.9
NIC 133 49.7 123 47.6 37 45.3
TTO 134 50.3 122 47.3
BOL 135 51.4 134 54.2 41 46.1 46 60
ZAF 136 51.5 121 46.5
PER 137 52.1 140 56.1 39 45.7 40 53
PAN 138 52.3 130 53.2 44 47.2
ECU 139 52.4 136 55.0 45 47.7 42 55
VEN 140 52.6 131 53.6 35 40.7 38 51
Max rank 150 142 51 49

Notes: The table presents the inequality ranking and Gini values in the first (2013-2014) and last sample period
(1995-1997) based on the WIID and based on the estimation of equation (2.21). The year 2014 in the header
refers to the period 2013 -2015. The year 1996 in the header refers to the period 1995-1997. “Max rank” refers
to the highest rank in the respective Gini sample and time period.
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Table 2.14: Gini index: Estimates and survey data, 1996 and 2014

Country Ginitrade (estimate) GiniWIID (WIID data)

Rank 2014 Gini 2014 Rank 1996 Gini 1996 Rank 2014 Gini 2014 Rank 1996 Gini 1996

JAM 141 52.6 141 56.9 49 66
PRY 142 52.6 133 54.0 46 48.5 41 55
CRI 143 52.6 128 51.5 50 51.2 34 45
GTM 144 53.2 127 51.5 41 46.1
BRA 145 53.2 142 60.5 40 46.0 48 63
COL 146 53.2 138 55.8 49 51.1 45 57
CHL 147 53.3 139 56.0 48 50.9 43 55
SLV 148 53.3 132 53.7 37 45.3 39 51
DOM 149 53.7 137 55.6 51 54.4 35 46
HND 150 54.2 135 55.0 47 49.9 44 56
BTN 30 28.7
ERI 45 32.4
LAO
MMR
PNG
PRK
SLB
SOM
SYR
TLS
Max rank 150 150 51 49

Notes: The table presents the inequality ranking and Gini values in the first (2013-2014) and last sample period
(1995-1997) based on the WIID and based on the estimation of equation (2.21). The year 2014 in the header
refers to the period 2013 -2015. The year 1996 in the header refers to the period 1995-1997. “Max rank” refers
to the highest rank in the respective Gini sample and time period.
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CHAPTER 2. RECOVERING WITHIN-COUNTRY INEQUALITY
FROM TRADE DATA

2.F Data sources

Table 2.15: HS Chapter Description

HS Chapter Title Examples
1 Animal & Animal Products Meat, fish, dairy products
2 Vegetable Products Vegetables, fruit, plants
3 Foodstuffs Edible preparations, drinks, tobacco
4 Mineral Products Salt, chalk
5 Chemicals and Allied Industries Soap, perfumes, fertilizers
6 Plastics/Rubber Tableware, kitchenware, apparel of rubber
7 Raw Hides, Skins, Leather & Furs Apparel and clothing accessoires, saddlery, cases
8 Wood & Wood Products Paper, paper board, books, printed matter
9 Textiles Clothes
10 Footwear/Headgear Shoes
11 Stone/Glass Pearls, Diamonds, Ceramic Products, Glass
12 Metals Tools, cutlery
13 Machinery/Electrical Computer, vacuum cleaner, dish washer
14 Transportation Cars, bikes
15 Miscellaneous Sports equipment, music instruments, toys
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Table 2.16: Data sources

Variable Data source Note
imports BACI (CEPII) HS 6 digit, aggregated to 4 digit. Consumption goods

classified by UNCTAD. Further excluded are HS chap-
ters 26-27 “Mineral Products”, chapters 31, 34, 35, 36,
38 “Products of Chemical or Allied Industries” as well
as chapters 72-81 and chapters 83, 84 of “Base Metals
and Articles of Base Metal” and finally products listed
under subheading 93 “Arms and Ammunition”.

distance CEPII
colonial dummy CEPII
common official language
dummy

CEPII

shared border dummy CEPII
Regional Trade Agree-
ments

Larch’s Regional Trade Agree-
ments Database

GDP per capita (PPP) World Development Indicators
(World Bank)

Gini World Income Inequality
Database Version 3.4 (2017)
(UNU - WIDER)

welfare definition ”Income, disposable”; quality ”Av-
erage” & ”High”; age coverage: ”All”; area cover-
age: ”All”; income unit: ”Household”; unit of analysis:
”Person”. Further selection among duplicate entries is
based on sources: LIS, OECD, SEDLAC/ECLAC, Eu-
rostat, Transmonee 2004. Additionally, non-duplicate
entries fulfilling the unit selection criteria listed above
are included.
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Chapter 3

Trade Costs, Home Bias and
the Unequal Gains From
Trade

3.1 Introduction

In the last decade, research in international trade put a strong focus on quan-
tifying the welfare gains from trade using parsimonious models (Costinot and
Rodŕıguez-Clare, 2014). Based on few sufficient statistics, these models pro-
vide a simple way to calculate how a representative agent benefits from access
to new or cheaper foreign goods. If preferences are non-homothetic, a house-
hold’s consumption basket – and its gains from trade - depend on its position
in the income distribution. For example, if international trade reduces the
relative price of the goods typically consumed by poor households, the poor
stand to gain relatively more from trade than the rich. Fajgelbaum and Khan-
delwal (2016) provide one of the most elegant models to address this question,
based on an Almost Ideal Demand System (AIDS), and find a strong pro-poor

This chapter is co-authored with Gonzague Vannorenberghe. Thanks to Pablo Fajgel-
baum and Amit Khandelwal for kindly sharing the replication material for Fajgelbaum and
Khandelwal (2016). Thanks to Mathieu Parenti, Sjak Smulders and Burak Uras for valuable
comments. This work was supported by the Fonds de la Recherche Scientifique – FNRS
under the CDR Grant J.0138.18 “Measuring inequality from trade data”.
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bias of international trade.
This paper revisits the distributional welfare effects of trade in an AIDS

model. We extend the setup of Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal (2016) to allow
for a home bias in preferences and for a border effect in the costs of trade, and
quantify the gains from trade for different specifications of the model. The
results are very sensitive to our extension, even generating a pro-rich bias in
the most flexible specification.

The gains from trade in the AIDS model are governed by two sets of
parameters: the price elasticity and the income elasticities of different goods.
If India exports relatively more to poor than to rich countries, its goods are
characterized by a low income elasticity. Conditional on other determinants of
trade, the model predicts that poor households in any country tend to consume
more goods from India than the average. They are said to benefit the most
from trade in a country that imports large shares of Indian goods.

The model parameters are determined by estimating a structural gravity
equation derived from the AIDS preferences. In line with the theory, the
gravity equation is estimated on data that includes intra-national trade flows.
This implies that in the case of India, for example, the identification relies
on the exports of India to each foreign country but also on its domestic sales.
Allowing for a home bias in preferences or a border effect in trade costs changes
the weight that intra-national flows carry in identifying the income elasticity
of a country’s products.

We show in this paper that the structural estimates of the AIDS model
parameters are highly sensitive to the inclusion of domestic expenditure data
in the regression sample. While AIDS preferences have several clear advan-
tages for welfare analysis, they generate an expenditure equation where the
dependent variable is an expenditure share – and not the logarithm of expen-
diture as is common in the international trade literature. Theory-consistent
estimation requires to include data on domestic expenditure in the regres-
sion sample. Because domestic expenditure far exceeds foreign expenditure,
assumptions on the determinants of domestic expenditure have the potential
to change the income elasticity of goods and the price elasticity. A change
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of the structural parameters has major consequences for the qualitative and
quantitative welfare predictions.

The fact that countries tend to trade disproportionately with themselves
(McCallum (1995) and the long subsequent literature on border puzzles) is
well-known and a number of contributions in the literature have shown that
standard trade models need additional elements to match these facts. Non-
homothetic preferences partly explain the home bias in expenditure (Caron
et al., 2014). That a rich country like the US consumes a high share of domestic
goods can be seen as evidence for the US producing highly income-elastic
goods. Likewise, that a poor country like India sources disproportionately
goods from home indicates that India produces low income-elastic goods.

Yet, non-homothetic preferences are not the only explanation. One can-
didate is a home bias in taste, i.e. the tendency of nationals of a country to
prefer their home goods to foreign goods. Such a home bias has often been
mentioned as an explanation of the discrepancy between the observed trade
patterns and those of standard Heckscher-Ohlin-models of international trade
(Trefler (1995) and Davis and Weinstein (2001)), and is a common ingredi-
ent of quantitative models in international macroeconomics (e.g. Gali and
Monacelli (2005) among many others). Recent papers have also identified
home biases empirically (e.g. Morey (2016) or Cosar et al. (2018)), and Atkin
(2013) provides evidence of habit formation in preferences. Habit formation
can act as a potential long-run cause of home bias.

An alternative explanation is the presence of additional trade frictions
that are not captured by the standard parameterization of trade costs. If
intra-national trade costs are lower than international trade costs, consumers
have an incentive to buy products disproportionately from home. Caron et al.
(2014) caution against abstracting from such and other supply side factors in
the estimation of income elasticities as this would lead to omitted variable bias.
They include an exporter-specific dummy that takes value one for international
trade and zero otherwise in the regression to notably match the lower trade
openness of poorer countries (see also McCallum (1995), Waugh (2010), Fally
(2015)).
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After briefly describing the general theoretical setup of Fajgelbaum and
Khandelwal (2016), we introduce a country-specific home bias in taste and
asymmetric trade costs for foreign and domestic trade to the model. This very
flexible specification nests the Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal (2016) version as
well as two intermediate cases. The first is one with a constant home bias
across countries and symmetric trade costs, akin to adding an “international”
dummy to the gravity regression like Caron et al. (2014). The second is one
with constant home bias but asymmetric trade costs.

We estimate the four different gravity specifications and compare the sen-
sitivity of estimates to the presence of intra-national trade flows in the sample.
Intra-national flows as a group of observations have strong influence on the
distance coefficient in the Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal (2016)-version. Do-
mestic trade flows similarly show up as outliers in the identification of the
income elasticities. These two parameters are key for the quantification of
the welfare effects of trade. Estimates from the most flexible structure, with
heterogeneous home bias and asymmetric trade costs, are least sensitive to
outliers in the data.

Equipped with estimates of the structural parameters, we apply the method-
ology developed by Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal (2016) to quantify the welfare
effects of international trade for consumers in different income groups. The
distribution of welfare gains from trade differ markedly across models. Using
the estimates of the model version by Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal (2016),
we confirm their results of a pro-poor bias in gains from trade. Conversely,
employing the estimates from the version with country-specific home bias and
border effect, the results point to a pro-rich bias in the gains from trade. The
other two versions imply rather equally distributed gains from trade. One of
the main reasons for these different conclusions is that the ranking of coun-
tries in terms of their associated income elasticity of exports changes. While
the Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal (2016) specification characterizes very open,
rich countries like Great Britain or Germany with low income elasticities, the
estimation allowing for a home bias and a border effect assigns these countries
a high income-elasticity.
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The AIDS nests the translog demand system as the special case of homoth-
etic preferences and so our insights apply similarly to the translog model (see
Feenstra and Weinstein (2017), Feenstra (2018), and Arkolakis et al. (2019)).
Pivotal for quantitative welfare results in the translog model is the price elas-
ticity (elasticity of substitution). Adding structure to account for the high
domestic expenditure tones down the importance of domestic expenditure in
the estimation of this parameter. The resulting decrease in the price elasticity
estimate inflates the predicted level of welfare gains.

We contribute to the vast literature on the welfare gains from trade (see
Costinot and Rodŕıguez-Clare (2014) for an overview). Building on Fajgel-
baum and Khandelwal (2016), we develop the study of distributional conse-
quences of trade further. A related study is Nigai (2016) who shows the im-
portance of accounting for consumer heterogeneity in income and preferences
for the quantification of welfare gains from trade using Stone-Geary prefer-
ences. Besides, our insights are valuable for the research on welfare effects of
trade through variable mark-ups that relies on translog preferences (see e.g.
Feenstra and Weinstein (2017), Feenstra (2018), and Arkolakis et al. (2019)).

The chapter adds as well to the literature on theory-consistent estimation
of gravity equations and the particular role in that of domestic expenditure
(Yotov, 2012; Borchert and Yotov, 2017). Our efforts to disentangle non-
homothetic preferences from other mechanisms that explain high domestic
expenditure relate well with Caron et al. (2014). In examining the empirical
properties of AIDS and translog gravity, we link in particular to Novy (2013).
Novy (2013) shows that a translog gravity equation, despite some valid predic-
tions on trade patterns not addressed with a standard gravity model, cannot
capture overall variation in trade data better than a Constant Elasticity of
Substitution model. We add to Novy (2013) by addressing the sensitivity of
the translog gravity estimates to potential outliers in the data. Finally, the
present paper casts a new light on studies using the same model as Fajgelbaum
and Khandelwal (2016), for example Liu and Meissner (2019).

The structure of our paper is as follows. In section 3.2, we outline the
AIDS model based on Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal (2016) and present our
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innovations that account for the high share of domestic expenditure. Section
3.3 sheds light on the parameter identification given the models and data.
Section 3.4 explains the methodology developed in Fajgelbaum and Khandel-
wal (2016) to compute welfare gains across the income distribution. In this
section, we also derive a simple formula to calculate the translog welfare gains
from trade. Section 3.4.3 contrasts the welfare implications across models.
Section 3.5 concludes.

3.2 Theory

3.2.1 Setup

We extend the framework of Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal (2016) to include
home bias in preferences and a border effect in trade costs. The economy
consists of N countries. Each country produces one unique variety in an
Armington sense, a variety being thus defined by the exporter. As in the
original paper, we assume that preferences are non-homothetic and represented
by an Almost Ideal Demand System (AIDS). With the parameterization of the
AIDS preferences chosen by Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal (2016)1, the share
of spending of individual h in country n for a variety from country i is given
by:

sni,h = αni − γ
[
ln (pni)−

1
N

N∑
i′=1

ln (pni′)
]

+ βi ln
(
xh
a(p)

)
(3.1)

where a(p) is a homothetic price aggregator and xh is the nominal income
of individual h. The demand for a particular variety depends on a preference
parameter αni, on the relative price of the variety from i in country n compared
to the average of the other varieties, and the real income of individual h
(xh/a(p)). The coefficient βi is capturing the non-homotheticity of demand.
When βi > 0, the share of spending on variety i is increasing with real income
while it is decreasing if βi < 0. The parameters αni and βi fulfill the following

1This choice is standard. See Deaton and Muellbauer (1980). For more details see the
appendix section A.
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restrictions:
N∑
i=1

αni = 1 ∀n,
N∑
i=1

βi = 0. (3.2)

A key advantage of the AIDS preferences is their aggregation properties.
Adding the demand over all individuals in country n gives:

Sni = Xni

Yn
= αni − γ

[
ln (pni)−

1
N

N∑
i′=1

ln (pni′)
]

+ βiyn, (3.3)

where yn is a measure of inequality-adjusted real income:

yn ≡
(

ln
(
x̄n
a(p)

)
+ Σn

)
. (3.4)

x̄n is the average income in country n, and x̄n
a(p) is the average real income.

Σn is the Theil index of income distribution in country n. Assuming that the
price of a variety from i in country n is given by pni = τnipii gives a gravity
equation:

Xni

Yn
= αni − γ

[
ln (τnipii)−

1
N

∑
i′

ln (τni′pi′i′)
]

+ βiyn, (3.5)

where τni > 0 ∀i measure the iceberg costs of trade between countries i and
n.

Summing over all n, imposing that Yi =
∑N
n=1Xni and plugging back

in the above equation gives an alternative way of writing (3.5), akin to the
traditional gravity equation. We follow Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal (2016)
and write:

Xni

Yn
= Ani + Yi

YW
− γTni + βiΩn, (3.6)
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where YW denotes world income and:

Ani = αni −
N∑

n′=1

Yn′

YW
αn′i (3.7)

Tni = ln (τni)−
1
N

N∑
i′=1

ln (τni′)−
∑
n′

Yn′

YW

[
ln (τn′i)−

1
N

N∑
i′=1

ln (τn′i′)
]
(3.8)

Ωn = yn −
N∑

n′=1

Yn′

YW
y′n. (3.9)

The gravity equation (3.6) expresses the share of income that country n spends
on variety i relative to the share spent on i at the world level (Yi/YW ). A
country n spends a higher share of its income on i than the world if it has
a stronger preference for the variety than the average country (Ani), if it
is closer to i than the average country (Tni) or if it has an adjusted real
income that is more conducive to consuming i (βiΩn), e.g. a richer or more
unequal country than average for a high-βi variety. The gravity equation is
the key relationship that we use to empirically identify the main parameters
of the demand system: the price semi-elasticity γ and the vector of variety-
specific income semi-elasticities {βi}. These parameters play a key role in the
computation of welfare effects (see Section 3.4) and are thus central for the
quantitative results of the analysis.

3.2.2 Home bias and border effect

As in the original paper by Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal (2016), we need to
impose some additional restrictions on the parameters before proceeding to the
estimation of the gravity equation (3.6). Here we introduce the two novelties
of our paper: a home bias in preferences and a border effect in trade costs.

Home bias in preferences. We assume that the parameter αni is given by:

αni =
{

αi − λn
N if n 6= i

αi + N−1
N λn if n = i

(3.10)

with λn indexing the degree of home bias specific to importer n. A higher λn
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means that consumers in a country tend to prefer their domestic variety com-
pared to the other varieties. This does not mean that the domestic varieties
must have the highest preference parameter. If a country has a low αi, its
domestic consumers are still likely to have a higher preference parameter for
other varieties but less so than foreign consumers. This specification is more
flexible than the one chosen by Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal (2016), who as-
sume that λn = 0. Plugging the above in the definition of Ani in equation
(3.7) gives:

Ani = λiGD,ni −
1
N

[
λn −

∑
n′

Yn′

YW
λn′

]
(3.11)

where

Λn = λn −
∑
n′

Yn′

YW
λn′ and GD,ni =

{
− Yi
YW

if i 6= n

1− Yi
YW

if i = n
(3.12)

The variable Ani captures the extent to which n has strong preferences for
i compared to other countries. In the presence of a home bias (λn > 0), there
is an asymmetry between domestic and foreign demand, reflected by λnGD,ni.
Since country i has a comparatively higher demand for its own good than
other countries have, the demand of country n, n 6= i, for goods from i is
relatively lower. The larger is country i, the more the home bias decreases the
relative demand of other countries for i’s goods. If n = i, on the other hand,
the demand appears larger due to the home bias.

Border effects in trade costs. The costs of trade τni can be decomposed
as follows:

τni = tni
∏
j

g
−δj
j,ni ε̃ni, (3.13)

where gj,ni are dummies, indexed by j, that capture whether countries n and
i share a common border or a common language. εni is an error term and tni

is a function of distance between n and i:

ln(tni) =
{

φ+ ρ ln(dni) if i 6= n

φ+ φ̃+ (ρ+ ρ̃) ln(dni) if i = n
(3.14)
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where dni is the distance between countries i and n. We here allow both the
level of trade costs and the marginal effect of distance on trade costs to differ
between intra-national and international trade. If trade costs are generally
lower for domestic flows we expect φ̃ < 0. Also, if intra-national trade costs
are less sensitive to distance than are international trade costs, we expect
ρ̃ < 0. The trade cost specification is again more flexible than in the paper by
Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal (2016), who impose ρ̃ = φ̃ = 0, i.e. no systematic
difference between intra- and international trade.

Using (3.14), the demeaned trade costs Tni become (see appendix for
derivation):

Tni = ρDni +
∑
j 6=D

δjGj,ni + φ̃GD,ni + ρ̃ ln(dii)GD,ni −
ρ̃

N
∆n + εni, (3.15)

where GD,ni is a dummy for intra-national trade as defined in (3.12), and
where:

∆n = ln(dnn)−
∑
n′

Yn′

YW
ln(dn′n′) (3.16)

Dni = ln (dni)

− 1
N

N∑
i′=1

ln (dni′)−
∑
n′

Yn′

YW

[
ln (dn′i)−

1
N

N∑
i′=1

ln (dn′i′)
]
. (3.17)

Gj,ni is the jth component of the demeaned gravity dummy, and εni is the
demeaned error, where we apply the same demeaning as for Dni.

3.2.3 Estimating equations

Combining the different components into equation (3.6) gives the augmented
gravity equation:

Xni

Yn
− Yi
YW

=− γρDni −
∑
j 6=D

γδjGj,ni + βiΩn

+
(
λi + γφ̃+ γρ̃ ln(dii)

)
GD,ni −

1
N

(Λn + γρ̃∆n) + εni. (3.18)
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The two key sets of coefficients that we wish to retrieve from the estimation
of the gravity equation are the coefficient on demeaned distance, ργ, and
the vector of exporter-specific income semi-elasticities {βi}. To consistently
estimate these parameters, we estimate the following empirical model:

Xni

Yn
− Yi
YW

= −γρDni −
∑
j 6=D

γδjGj,ni + βiΩn + ηiGD,ni + en + εni, (3.19)

where en is a destination fixed effect and where we allow the dummy for intra-
national flows (GD,ni) to have a coefficient that is exporter-specific (ηi). A
home bias in preferences and a border effect in trade costs have similar effects
on our gravity equation: they both require to control for a destination fixed
effect and to include a (demeaned) dummy for intra-national trade flows in
the estimation. The main difference is the exact way in which this dummy
enters the equation. Allowing for an exporter-specific coefficient on the intra-
national trade dummy is the most flexible specification. It accommodates
both the home bias and the border effect in trade costs. We refer to this
specification as the “FLEX” model.

Our general specification nests the original Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal
(2016) estimation, with no home bias and no border effect, which arises when
ηi = 0 and en = 0 (FK 2016). We also consider two constrained versions of
our most flexible specification (3.19). The first assumes that if there is home
bias, it is symmetric across countries (λn = λ) and that if there is a border
effect, the elasticity of trade costs to distance is the same for international and
intra-national flows (ρ̃ = 0). In that case, en = 0 and ηi = λ and we only need
to augment the Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal (2016) model with a demeaned
dummy for intra-national trade. In the following, this model is referred to
as the “constant home bias” specification. The second considers a case
with symmetric home bias (λn = λ) but allows for a different elasticity of
trade costs to distance for international and intra-national flows (ρ̃ 6= 0). We
implement this estimation by restricting ηi in (3.19) to be a constant times
ln(dii) and refer to this version as the “asymmetric trade costs” version.
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3.3 Gravity estimation

3.3.1 Data

To ease comparison, we use the same data as Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal
(2016). All data sources are listed in Table 3.9 in the appendix. We esti-
mate the four gravity models on data from the World Input Output Database
(WIOD). The WIOD Release 2013 contains data on total expenditure in 35
sectors for 40 supplier and 40 user countries. Crucially, this data set contains
observations on domestic expenditure by country. We aggregate the expen-
diture data across sectors and take the average value over the years 2005 -
2007.

Trade costs are constructed using data on bilateral distance and indicators
for a common language and a common border from Centre d’études prospec-
tives et d’information internationales (CEPII). Bilateral distance is calculated
as the population-weighted distance of the largest cities in the countries and
internal distance is defined in a similar way (Mayer and Zignago, 2011). The
dummies for common border and common language are set to 1 when trade
is domestic.

Data on GDP per capita is obtained from Penn World Tables. The Theil
index is computed using Gini data from the World Income Inequality Database
and assuming log-normally distributed income. The Stone price index is con-
structed with data from Feenstra and Romalis (2014).

3.3.2 Results

The Tables 3.1 and 3.2 report the results of our estimates for the four ver-
sions of the model. In all four empirical models, the coefficient on distance
(Dni) is negative and the coefficient on the border dummy is positive, both
of them statistically significant. This is in line with the gravity literature.
The coefficient on language however only appears significant in the empirical
specification of Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal (2016). While qualitatively sim-
ilar across models, the magnitude of the coefficients on distance and on the
border dummy are much larger in the FK 2016 specification. The estimate ργ
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Table 3.1: Gravity estimation results - part 1 of 2

FK 2016 Const. Home
Bias

Asym. trade
cost FLEX

Distanceni −0.043∗∗∗ −0.003∗ −0.005∗∗∗ −0.004∗∗∗
(0.005) (0.001) (0.001) (0.000)

Languageni 0.131∗∗∗ −0.000 0.001 0.001
(0.020) (0.003) (0.002) (0.001)

Borderni 0.134∗∗∗ 0.013∗∗∗ 0.010∗∗∗ 0.010∗∗∗
(0.022) (0.003) (0.002) (0.002)

Dummy dom. trade 0.796∗∗∗ 0.406∗∗∗
(0.013) (0.044)

Dom. distance 0.070∗∗∗
Destination FE No No Y es Y es
Country-specific home b. No No No Y es
Adj. p.c. income Y es Y es Y es Y es

Observations 1600 1600 1600 1600
Strd. Dev. βi 0.016 0.004 0.002 0.002
AIC −2791.8 −8344.9 −9692.8 -10778.7
BIC −2560.5 −8108.3 −9241.1 -10122.6

Notes: Results from estimating equation (3.19) or a constrained version thereof. See text for details. Income
elasticity estimates reported in Table 3.2.

increases from -0.043 to -0.004 between the FK 2016 and the “FLEX” version.
With ρ = 0.177 as in Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal (2016)2, the implied price
semi-elasticity γ changes from -0.24 to -0.02. Allowing for of home bias in
preferences or for a border effect in trade costs thus has a very strong impact
on the estimated coefficient on distance in the gravity equation.

Also the estimated {βi} are quantitatively very different between the dif-
ferent specifications. Their magnitude is again much larger in the FK 2016
specification than in the other three. For example, the semi-elasticity of in-
come for Indian varieties varies from -.048 (rank 40/40) in the most restricted
specification (FK 2016) to .001 (rank 4/40) in the most flexible one. The same
parameter for the United States goes down from .051 (rank 1/40) to .004 (rank
2/40). This comparison points out the lower variance of semi-elasticities of
income in the three novel model specifications compared to FK 2016. The
standard deviation of these elasticities across exporters (reported at the bot-
tom of Table 3.1) falls from 0.016 in the most restricted model to 0.002 in
the most flexible model. Withal, the estimates are positively and significantly
correlated across models as shown in Table 3.3.

2Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal (2016) take the value ρ = 0.177 from Novy (2013) in their
main specification and show that their welfare results are robust to choosing alternative
values of ρ equal to 0.177, 0.133, and 0.221.
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Table 3.2: Gravity estimation results - part 2 of 2

FK 2016 Const. Home
Bias

Asym. trade
cost FLEX FK 2016 Const. Home

Bias
Asym. trade

cost FLEX

βAUS 0.011 0.002 0.001 0.000 βIRL −0.009 −0.003 −0.003 −0.000
(0.011) (0.001) (0.001) (0.000) (0.013) (0.003) (0.002) (0.000)

βAUT −0.001 −0.002 −0.001∗ −0.001 βITA 0.006 0.002 0.001 0.000
(0.008) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.006) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001)

βBEL −0.025∗ −0.000 0.001 0.002 βJPN 0.028∗∗∗ 0.004∗ 0.003∗ 0.000
(0.011) (0.003) (0.002) (0.002) (0.008) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001)

βBGR 0.004 0.003 0.002 0.001 βKOR 0.006 0.000 0.001 −0.000
(0.016) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.011) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

βBRA −0.010 −0.003 −0.001 −0.000 βLTU 0.004 0.002 0.001 0.000
(0.016) (0.004) (0.001) (0.000) (0.010) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001)

βCAN −0.017 0.000 −0.001 −0.000 βLUX −0.012 −0.015 −0.008 −0.001∗
(0.015) (0.001) (0.001) (0.000) (0.007) (0.013) (0.006) (0.001)

βCHN 0.008 −0.002 0.001 0.001 βLV A 0.006 0.001 −0.000 0.000
(0.030) (0.005) (0.001) (0.001) (0.009) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

βCY P 0.016∗ 0.001∗ 0.000 0.001 βMEX −0.028 −0.001 −0.000 −0.001
(0.008) (0.000) (0.001) (0.001) (0.017) (0.001) (0.001) (0.000)

βCZE −0.003 −0.001 −0.001 −0.001 βMLT −0.006 −0.000 −0.000 −0.000
(0.005) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.009) (0.000) (0.001) (0.001)

βDEU −0.014 0.001 0.000 0.001 βNLD −0.008 0.001 0.001 0.001
(0.013) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.009) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

βDNK 0.003 −0.001 −0.000 −0.001 βPOL −0.001 −0.001 −0.001 −0.001
(0.009) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.011) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

βESP −0.004 0.002∗ 0.001 0.001 βPRT −0.001 −0.000 −0.001 −0.000
(0.006) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.005) (0.000) (0.001) (0.001)

βEST 0.007 0.001 0.000 0.000 βROM 0.003 0.001 0.000 0.000
(0.007) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.015) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

βFIN 0.013 0.000 0.000 −0.000 βRUS −0.003 −0.004 −0.001 −0.002
(0.010) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.021) (0.004) (0.002) (0.002)

βFRA −0.013 0.002 0.001 0.001 βSV K 0.005 0.002 0.001 −0.000
(0.011) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.010) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001)

βGBR 0.005 0.010 0.010 0.009 βSV N −0.002 −0.001 −0.001 −0.001
(0.013) (0.006) (0.005) (0.006) (0.005) (0.000) (0.001) (0.001)

βGRC 0.017 0.001 0.001 0.001 βSWE 0.006 0.000 −0.000 0.000
(0.009) (0.000) (0.001) (0.001) (0.008) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

βHUN 0.008 0.001 0.001 −0.000 βTUR 0.006 −0.002 −0.001 0.000
(0.012) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.016) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001)

βIDN −0.023 −0.006 −0.001 0.001 βTWN 0.017 0.001 0.001 0.001
(0.031) (0.006) (0.002) (0.001) (0.010) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

βIND −0.048 −0.008 −0.002 0.001 βUSA 0.051∗ 0.013∗∗ 0.003 0.004∗
(0.042) (0.008) (0.003) (0.001) (0.021) (0.004) (0.002) (0.002)

Destination FE No No Y es Y es No No Y es Y es
Country-specific home b. No No No Y es No No No Y es
Dist. & gravity variables Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es

Observations 1600 1600 1600 1600
Strd. Dev. βi 0.016 0.004 0.002 0.002
AIC −2791.8 −8344.9 −9692.8 -10778.7
BIC −2560.5 −8108.3 −9241.1 -10122.6

Notes: Results from estimating equation (3.19) or a constrained version thereof. See text for details. Coefficients on trade cost variables reported in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.3: Correlation of βi across models

FK 2016 Const. Home
Bias

Asym. trade
costs

FLEX

FK 2016 1
Const. Home B. 0.633∗∗∗ 1
Asym. trade cost 0.403∗∗∗ 0.861∗∗∗ 1

FLEX 0.175∗∗∗ 0.600∗∗∗ 0.792∗∗∗ 1
Notes: Raw correlation coefficients for income elasticity estimates from four model versions.

Table 3.4 contrasts the ranking by income semi-elasticity across models for
the ten largest countries in the sample. While the rank for the US, the largest
country, is relatively stable across specifications, the ranking for Germany, the
largest exporter3, jumps from 35 in the FK 2016 specification to rank 5 in the
“FLEX” version. In the intermediate cases, its income elasticity is in midrange.
Conversely, for Japan the rank stays stable around 2(3) in the FK 2016 version
and the intermediate models but falls to rank 20 in the most flexible version
with country-specific home bias and border effects. Great Britain’s ranking
jumps from 17 to 1(2) in all novel specifications. We now turn to exploring the
precise reasons for these large differences between the model specifications.

3.3.3 Identification of the coefficient on distance

Figure 3.1 depicts the variation used in each of the four models to identify
the coefficient γρ. By the Frisch-Waugh-Lovell theorem, an OLS coefficient
estimate from a multi-variate regression is equivalent to the coefficient on the
variable of interest from a univariate regression after partialing out the joint
variation of the remaining regressors from the dependent variable and the
explanatory variable of interest. We regress the dependent variable Xni

Yn
− Yi

YW

and the explanatory variable of interest Dni on all regressors except Dni itself.
The regression of the trade flow residual on the distance residual gives the
equivalent value for γρ as estimating the full model in equation (3.19) (or a
constrained version thereof).

Panel (a) corresponds to the specification in Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal
3The size of an exporter is here calculated in terms of total foreign sales by country in

total foreign sales globally.
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Table 3.4: Country rankings by income elasticity

Country Share in
world
sales

Dom.
share in
total
sales

Rank
FK

2016
Home
Bias

Asym.
trade
costs

FLEX

USA .288 .963 1 1 2 2
JPN .099 .942 2 3 3 20
CHN .098 .902 8 32 10 8
DEU .063 .804 35 17 22 5
GBR .054 .888 17 2 1 1
FRA .049 .89 34 6 6 9
ITA .044 .894 12 8 9 15
ESP .029 .903 28 7 7 7
CAN .027 .816 36 23 37 29
KOR .025 .867 14 22 16 31

Notes: The table lists the 10 largest countries in the sample (by Yi/YW ), their
domestic expenditure share (Xii/Yi), and the rank of their associated income elas-
ticity by model.

(2016). The intra-national trade flow observations stand out with a much
higher residual trade share compared to the international trade flows. US
exports cluster at the bottom of the data cloud. The US is by far the largest
economy in the sample with a share of 0.29 in world trade. The two second-
largest economies are Japan and China, each with a world trade share of
about 0.1. The figure suggests that the identification of the parameters γρ
relies to a substantial part on the variation between intra-national trade flows
and international exports by the USA rather than exploiting the variation of
trade across distance.

It is immediate that in all three novel specifications the intra-national trade
flows are much closer to the international trade observations than in the FK
2016 version. In addition, in the two models in panels (c) and (d), the US
does not stand out as much with the lowest residual trade share. However,
the “constant home bias” model shown in panel (b) seems to give the US an
even larger weight in the identification of ργ. Crucially, in all three new model
specifications, the variation across trade flows is much reduced compared to
the FK 2016 model.
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(c) Asym. trade costs
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(d) FLEX
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Notes: The panels show the variation in trade shares exploited to identify the parameter γρ
across four models. The axes plot the residual adjusted trade share Xni

Yn
− Yi

YW
and distance

variable (defined in (3.17)) after partialing out the correlation of each with all regressors in
the respective model other than Din.
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A comparison between the AIDS-based gravity equation to a standard
gravity equation, such as one derived from a Constant Elasticity of Substitution-
utility, is instructive to illuminate the source of the sensitivity of the parameter
estimates to the presence of intra-national trade observations. The two mod-
els differ in three central aspects. First, the non-homothetic preferences imply
non-unitary income elasticities across varieties and a role for the importer’s
income distribution in determining trade. Second, the dependent variable in
the AIDS-based gravity is a share of trade flows and not the logarithm of trade
flows as in most of the gravity literature. Third, the model implies a different
scaling of the variables compared to the standard gravity model. The variables
are demeaned by a weighted average across importers. As a result, exports
from large countries in the sample are much stronger scaled-down than would
be the case in a standard gravity model.4

We modify an otherwise standard gravity equation according to each of
these deviations and estimate the distance elasticity with and without intra-
national trade data. Details of this exercise are given in the appendix and
results are reported in Table 3.6 in the appendix. The distance elasticity
estimate changes most strongly between regressions excluding and including
intra-national trade data in the sample for the model specification with the
trade share as dependent variable. The estimate neither changes much across
samples when adding inequality-adjusted per capita income as a regressor nor
when changing the fixed effects.

3.3.4 Identification of the income elasticities

The second set of parameters, the income semi-elasticities {βi}, are identified
from the variation across the inequality-adjusted per capita income of im-
porters. We show in Figures 3.2 and 3.3 the variation used in the four models

4The results in the baseline are robust to replacing the weighted mean by the more
common exporter fixed effect. The AIDS model structure implies a somewhat inconsistent
demeaning compared to the standard gravity equation with importer fixed effects. Whereas
the right-hand side gravity variables (distance, language, border) are demeaned by a simple
average, the income elasticities are not demeaned, and the trade flows on the left-hand side
are adjusted for the absolute size of the importer instead of the average size. Table 3.6 in
the appendix shows however that this has a negligible effect on the parameter estimates.
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to identify the income elasticity of different varieties for two countries, India
and the United States. Applying again the Frisch-Waugh-Lovell theorem, the
figures plot the residual trade flows from a regression of the trade share on
all independent variables in (3.19) except Ωn against the residuals of regress-
ing Ωn on all explanatory variables except itself. Similar to γ, the income
elasticities {βi} are highly sensitive to the treatment of intra-national trade
flow observations in the estimation. Whereas intra-national trade flows as a
group influence the estimate of the coefficient on distance, single data points
influence the income elasticity estimates.
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Figure 3.2: Identification of βIND

(a) FK 2016
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(c) Asym. trade costs
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(d) FLEX
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Notes: Variables on the axes are trade share and Ωn interacted with an exporter dummy after
partialing out the correlation with all other regressors in equation (3.19) or a constrained
version thereof.
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Figure 3.3: Identification of βUSA

(a) FK 2016
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(b) Home Bias
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(c) Asym. trade costs
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(d) FLEX
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Notes: Variables on the axes are trade share and Ωn interacted with an exporter dummy after
partialing out the correlation with all other regressors in equation (3.19) or a constrained
version thereof.
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In Panel (a) of each figure, we see the domestic flows as clear outliers. In
the FK 2016 model, Indian varieties are low-income elastic to a large extent
because India is relatively poor and is the principal buyer of its own goods.
Similarly, the United States appears as a country producing high income-
elastic varieties partly because it is a rich country and is the principal buyer
of its own goods. It is however not only domestic expenditure that stands out
but also the expenditure of neighboring countries as seen in the plot for the
US.

In how far the domestic observations influence the parameter estimates
depends on the country’s income relative to the sample mean. The poorest
countries like India have a higher leverage than countries close to the average
in this sample, for instance the US. Thus, while the fact that expenditure on
domestic products exceeds imports of foreign goods is potentially problematic,
it depends on the composition of the sample which countries’ income semi-
elasticities are affected more or less.

The difference between domestic and foreign residual trade shares is de-
creasing as we add flexibility to the model. This can be seen in Panels (b)
- (d) of Figures 3.2 and 3.3. The domestic trade flows still stand out in the
estimation imposing a symmetric home bias across countries. However, noting
the difference in scale of the vertical axis between Panel (a) and Panels (b) -
(d), the deviation of the domestic trade flow from the remaining observations
is lower than in the FK 2016 model. The most flexible specification featuring
a heterogeneous home bias in taste and asymmetric trade costs eliminates this
deviation entirely.

To measure the influence of the outliers systematically, we calculate the
change in coefficient βi when excluding a given trade flow j, one trade flow at
a time:

dfbi = β̂i − β̂(j)
i

s.e.(β̂(j)
i )

(3.20)

where β̂
(j)
i is the coefficient estimate when the jth observation is omitted

from the sample. “dfb” stands for “difference in β”. Scaling the difference
in estimates by the standard error implies that a dfbi of one means that the
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coefficient estimate β̂i would change by one standard error had observation j

been excluded from the sample.
Table 3.5 shows how the influence of single observations on the estimates

for {βi} varies across models and sheds light in particular on the domestic
trade flows’ influence. In the model specification by Fajgelbaum and Khan-
delwal (2016), the domestic trade flow observations have the highest influence
score dfbi for the income elasticity estimates of 22 countries. This number
stays the same for the “constant home bias”-model but drops to 13 and 15
countries in the “FLEX” and “asymmetric trade cost” versions. The aver-
age dfbi across domestic trade observations is with 0.55 standard deviations
the lowest for the “FLEX” model. The two intermediate, constrained models
create on average even a slightly higher dependence on domestic trade obser-
vations than the original model by Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal (2016). This
is also apparent in the third row of Table 3.5 which lists the overall number
of observations that have a high influence factor. While the numbers seem
worse for all three new model versions, row 4 reveals that at least for the
“FLEX” model the ten influential observations affect only five different βis.
In particular, the income elasticity estimate for Great Britain alone makes up
for five observations. Great Britain’s estimate depends much on the inclu-
sion of India, Indonesia, Luxembourg, Ireland and itself. Also Germany shows
up twice, with its domestic trade and trade to Luxembourg being the most
influential observations for Germany’s β. Improvements are finally found in
the bottom row of Table 3.5. Compared to five countries with domestic trade
observations having a dfbi score of more than one standard deviation in the
FK 2016 model, only Germany shows up as highly sensitive to the inclusion
of its domestic trade in the “FLEX” extension. The “constant home bias”
and “asymmetric trade costs” versions are not much improving the model of
Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal (2016) in terms of sensitivity to domestic trade
flows.

The reason is found in the specifics of the country sample in conjunction
with the model structures. The model’s dependent variable is the import
share from country i by country n adjusted for the share of i in the world. All
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Table 3.5: Influential observations in βi estimation

FK
2016

Home
Bias

Asym.
trade
costs

FLEX

# dom. flows with highest dfbi 22 22 15 13
mean dfbi of dom. flows .84 1.03 .88 .55
# obs. dfbi > 1 ... 6 14 11 10
...unique βi affected 5 9 7 5
...of which dom. obs. 5 7 4 1

Notes: dfbi is defined in equation (3.20).

three new model specifications presented here modify how much the exporter’s
share in the world gets discounted. Since most countries in the sample have
a very high domestic share, the “constant home bias” model estimates a high
coefficient on the domestic dummy (0.8). This value is too high however for
the few very open economies like Luxembourg or Ireland. The “asymmetric
trade costs” version imposes a common constant effect of domestic trade and
but also adds a marginal effect of internal distance. The most open economies
in the sample also tend to be the smallest in terms of area. The role of a
heterogeneous internal distance effect is for the smallest countries only minor
compared to the constant parameter on internal trade. Again in relative terms,
the constant would be too large for these countries and over-predicts domestic
trade. The “FLEX” version is the most flexible of all models. It accommodates
large and small domestic expenditure shares as well as large and small areas.
This version also is the preferred model according to the Akaike and Bayesian
information criteria reported at the bottom of Tables 3.1 and 3.2.5

In Figure 3.4, we plot the estimated {βi} against the exporter’s per capita
GDP. While for Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal (2016) the relation between in-
come elasticity and exporter income per capita is clearly positive, the link is
insignificant for the estimates of each of the model extensions. This is in con-
trast to what could be expected based on earlier results from the international
trade literature (Hallak (2006), Fieler (2011), Caron et al. (2014)). Similar

5The Akaike and Bayesian information criteria select the model with the highest likelihood
function while penalizing the number of parameters.
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to the result for the price elasticity, the income elasticities’ values are much
closer to zero.
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Figure 3.4: Results of βi estimates by model

(a) FK 2016
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3.4 Welfare effects of trade

Once the parameters γ and {βi} are set, the AIDS model allows to calculate the
aggregate and individual expenditure effect of trade using data on aggregate
expenditure shares and the country’s income distribution. In the following,
we present the method developed by Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal (2016) to
quantify the distributional consequences of trade liberalization. While the
welfare formula itself does not depend on the particular version of the model
that we consider (with or without home bias and border effect), the quantita-
tive results can be highly sensitive to the values of γ and {βi}, which do differ
markedly between models.6

A household’s welfare is defined in terms of its real income and so the
welfare gains are split between an income and an expenditure component:

ω̂h = x̂h −
∑
i

p̂isih, (3.21)

where hats denote the percentage change of a variable (b̂ = db/b). As in
Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal (2016), we abstract from income effects of trade7

(x̂h = 0) and decompose household welfare gains into an aggregate and an
individual component,

ω̂h = Ŵn + ψ̂nh (3.22)

where

Ŵn = −
N∑
i=1

p̂niSni (3.23)

and

ψ̂nh = −
N∑
i=1

p̂ni(sih − Sni). (3.24)

Consumer h’s welfare gains differ from the aggregate welfare gains due to
different spending allocation. A households’s welfare rises more than average

6We follow Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal (2016) and set ρ = 0.177 to obtain the value of
γ from the estimate of ργ, the coefficient on distance.

7Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal (2016) consider a trade shock originating abroad and rule
out an effect on an individual’s income as well as effects on the domestic goods’ prices.
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if the price of a good falls on which the household spends a disproportionately
higher share than the country in the aggregate.

3.4.1 Welfare gains in the AIDS model

Combining equations (3.1) and (3.3) yields

sih − Sni = βi ln(xh
x̃n

) where x̃n = x̄ne
Σn (3.25)

and household welfare gains are given by

ω̂nh = Ŵn −
N∑
i=1

βip̂ni ln(xh
x̃n

). (3.26)

A household’s welfare deviates from the aggregate welfare if its income differs
from the inequality adjusted average income. Above average rich households,
who spend a lot on high βi-goods, gain more if the price of those goods falls.
On the other hand, poor households gain relatively less if the price of high
βi-goods falls. Equation (3.3) implies

dSni = −γp̂ni + γ

N

N∑
i′=1

p̂ni′ + βidyn, (3.27)

where d is the difference operator. For a given change in income, changes
in aggregate expenditure shares reflect the changes in prices. By rearranging
equation (3.27) for p̂ni and replacing in (3.26), one can express the change in
welfare in terms of changes in expenditure shares. The domestic good is the
numeraire so that domestic goods’ prices do not change when moving from
autarky to trade. The change in welfare becomes

ω̂nh = Ŵn + ψ̂nh

=
∑
i

1
γ
Sni(dSni − dSnn) +

∑
i

1
γ
Sni(βi − βn)dyn

+
[∑

i

βi
γ

(dSni − dSnn) + (βi − βn)dyn

]
ln(xh

x̃n
), (3.28)
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which correspond to equations (33)-(35) in Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal (2016).
The aggregate component Ŵn sets the level of the welfare gains from trade
in country n while ψ̂nh determines the distribution of the welfare gains from
trade across the income distribution. Non-homotheticities play a role for the
aggregate as well as for the individual welfare gains from trade. The first
term can be interpreted as the welfare gains of a representative consumer in n
with homothetic preferences and a consumption vector Sni. The second term
adds the welfare effects of a representative consumer with non-homothetic
preferences. The third term captures the differences in welfare gains across
individuals within countries due to the non-homotheticity.

3.4.2 Welfare gains in the translog model

When preferences are homothetic, βi = 0 ∀i, the second and third term in
equation (3.28) disappear and the model boils down to a translog model. The
change in homothetic welfare given by8

ŴHn =
∑
i

Sni
dSni − dSnn

γ
=
∑
i

SnidSni
γ

− dSnn
γ

(3.29)

is equivalent to the welfare gains in a translog model. To quantify the change
of welfare from autarky (WA

Hn) to trade (W T
Hn) in the translog model, we note

that W T
Hn/W

A
Hn = exp

(∫WT
Hn

WA
Hn

d ln(W )
)

. The exact change in welfare from
autarky to trade is thus

W T
Hn

WA
Hn

= exp

(
1
γ

∑
i

∫ STni

SAni

SnidSni −
1
γ

∫ STnn

SAnn

dSnn

)

= exp

(
1
γ

[
1
2 + 1

2
∑
i

(STni)2 − STnn

])
. (3.30)

Feenstra and Weinstein (2017) derive a similar equation to (3.30) and discuss
in detail how it compares to the welfare equation implied by a Constant Elas-

8See also footnote 21 in Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal (2016).
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ticity of Substitution-utility.9 A change in welfare when moving from autarky
to trade can be calculated with data on inter- and intra-national trade shares
once a value for the price semi-elasticity γ is obtained. Because the param-
eter estimate of γ tends to be between -1 and zero and inversely enters the
exponential function, minor variations in its value change the welfare results
dramatically.

3.4.3 Unequal gains from trade

We compare the welfare implications of the four model versions from a coun-
terfactual experiment of moving the consumers from observed trade openess
to autarky. Changing the price and income semi-elasticities matters for the
predicted level and distribution of the welfare gains from trade. We begin the
discussion with the implications for the aggregate, homothetic welfare compo-
nent of equation (3.28)/(3.30), denoted WHn. We turn to the distributional
welfare consequences thereafter.

Translog case Table 3.7 lists the aggregate, homothetic welfare loss
when moving from observed trade openness to counterfactual autarky for all
countries and using estimates of γ from the four different models. Using
the γ estimate from any of the new models, the aggregate welfare effects
balloon in particular for the most open economies, with the smallest domestic
consumption. Whereas the welfare loss from autarky ranges from 0.4% for
Brazil to 43% for Luxembourg when using the γ estimates from Fajgelbaum
and Khandelwal (2016), Brazil’s welfare loss is estimated to lie between 3.5%
and 5.3% in the alternative models and Luxembourg is predicted to loose
between 99.3% to 99.9% when moving from trade to autarky. The fact that
the γ estimates are only a tenth of the γ estimate of the benchmark model, and
that its inverse enters an exponential function create these stark differences as
to the overall level of welfare gains from trade.

9The difference with their framework is that we consider an Armington setup with no
extensive margin and compute the gains from trade keeping domestic prices constant.
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AIDS case Turning to the distributional consequences, Figure 3.5 presents
the gains from trade across percentiles of the income distribution. The welfare
effects are computed using the parameters from each of the four model spec-
ifications. To facilitate comparison, the gains from trade of each percentile
are calculated as the difference to the median household’s welfare effect per
country.

In spite of the differences in parameter estimates, the average welfare pre-
dictions across countries of the FK 2016 model and the “constant home bias”
model are hardly distinguishable. Since it is the ratio of the price and income
elasticity parameters that matters, if both decrease by the same factor, the ra-
tio stays (roughly) constant and there are no differences in welfare predictions.
Great Britain and the US are two countries for which there is a more obvious
change: in both countries, the pro-poor bias is more pronounced according to
the “home bias” model. These are the two countries with the highest income
elasticity estimates (see Figure 3.4, panel (b)). Moving the countries from
observed levels of trade openness to counterfactual autarky means that they
will stop importing goods disproportionately consumed by poorer households.
For many countries, the U-shape pattern of the welfare distribution is pre-
served which implies that poor and rich gain relatively more than the median
household.

When we allow for asymmetric trade cost functions for domestic and inter-
national trade flows, the welfare pattern changes. Welfare gains in the US are
much more equally distributed. Also in other countries, the welfare gains at
the tails of the distribution differ much less from the median’s gains. As Great
Britain’s exports score the highest income elasticity estimate, the poor in the
UK are still predicted to gain disproportionately when opening to trade.

The conclusions revert entirely when the taste for domestic goods is allowed
to vary across countries. In Luxembourg and Great Britain, all households
benefit equally from opening to trade. For all other countries, the rich gain
the most. The U-shape pattern found in Panels (a) and (b) is no longer present
either, meaning that the richer the less harmed (below median households) and
the more benefiting (above median households) are consumers from the price
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change of their consumption basket induced by opening to trade.
Finally, Figure 3.6 and Table 3.8 also summarize the change in predictions.

The figure and table present the ratio of welfare gains from trade of the top
decile to the bottom decile of the income distribution. The ratio is less than
one for most countries in the benchmark model. The fewer constraints we
impose on the degree and form of home bias - moving from a constant home
bias via a home bias proportional to internal distance to freely estimated,
heterogeneous home bias - the more the unequal, pro-poor gains from trade
become pro-rich.
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Figure 3.5: The distribution of welfare gains from trade (1)

(a) FK 2016
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(b) Home Bias
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Notes: The black solid line show the mean welfare gains across 40 countries by percentile.
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Figure 3.5: The distribution of welfare gains from trade (2)

(c) Asym. trade costs
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(d) FLEX
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Notes: The black solid line shows the mean welfare gains across 40 countries by percentile.
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Figure 3.6: The relative gains from trade: 90th to 10th percentile

(a) FK 2016
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(b) Home Bias
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(c) Asym. trade costs
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(d) FLEX
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Notes: Plots show the ratio of the welfare gains from trade of the 90th to the 10th percentile.
For better readability, we omit India from panel (a) with a ratio of 10, and Brazil from panel
(c) with welfare gains ratio of 10.77. Table 3.8 in the appendix lists all countries and welfare
gains ratios by model.
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The changing welfare conclusions come about due to the change in the
income elasticity estimates. In the baseline model, without home bias, the in-
come elasticities vary strongly across countries as we see in Figure 3.4. There-
fore, differences in spending allocation across the income distribution result in
very heterogeneous gains from trade. Yet, in the other three models, the varia-
tion in income elasticities across exporters is much smaller, so the distribution
of welfare gains across individuals is to a large degree driven by the allocation
of aggregate spending shares (compare the third term in equation (3.28)).
In addition, adding flexibility to the baseline model changes the ranking of
countries by their associated income elasticity estimate (Table 3.4). High ag-
gregate expenditure on goods from now high-βi countries, like Germany and
Great Britain, results in a tendency to predict a pro-rich bias in gains from
trade in a model with country-specific home bias.

3.5 Conclusion

This paper studies the welfare gains from trade in models with non-homothetic
preferences represented by the Almost Ideal Demand System and its counter-
part, the translog demand system. We quantify the welfare gains from trade
across the income distribution using data from World Input Output Database.
Crucially, these data include observations on domestic expenditure. Since do-
mestic expenditure far exceeds international trade shares, these observations
potentially bias parameter estimates. To make progress, we extend the model
developed by Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal (2016) by introducing a country-
specific home bias in taste and a border effect. This most general model nests
Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal (2016) as well as two intermediate versions.

The predictions about the distributional consequences of liberalizing trade
change substantially depending on the model specification. We confirm a
pro-poor bias in the Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal (2016) version. We find
close to equally distributed gains in the version with either asymmetric trade
cost functions or a constant home bias across countries. Finally, the model
predicts a pro-rich bias in the most flexible version featuring country-specific
home bias in taste and asymmetric trade costs for intra- and international
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flows. Allowing for sectoral heterogeneity in spending will likely change the
welfare predictions again and is left for future work. Similarly, accounting for
the income effects of a trade liberalization and sectoral as well as international
linkages in production is necessary for a more comprehensive assessment of the
welfare gains from trade, but goes beyond the scope of this paper.

In sum, parameter estimates from an AIDS or translog model are highly
sensitive to the precise assumptions of the model and to the estimation sample.
Empirical applications of these models should therefore be interpreted with
caution and their conclusions tested under different modeling structures.
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3.A Almost Ideal Demand System

Preferences are defined by the indirect utility function

v(xh,p) = F

[(
xh
a(p)

) 1
b(p)
]

(3.31)

where the price aggregators a(p) and b(p) are defined by

a(p) = exp

α+
J∑
j=1

αj ln(pj) + 1
2

J∑
j=1

J∑
k=1

γjk ln(pj) ln(pk)

 (3.32)

and

b(p) = exp

 J∑
j=1

βj ln(pj)

 . (3.33)

Applying Shephard’s lemma, the expenditure share in good j for consumer h
is given by

sj(p, xh) = αj +
J∑
k=1

γjk ln(pk) + βj ln( xh
a(p)) (3.34)

for j = 1, ...J .
Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal (2016) parameterize the price semi-elasticities

γjk as follows:

γjk =

−
(
1− 1

N

)
γ if j = k

γ
N if j 6= k.

3.B Derivation of equation (3.15)

Demeaning the different components of the trade costs as in (3.8), we obtain

ln(tni)−
1
N

∑
i′

ln(tni′) = ρ

(
ln(dni)−

1
N

∑
i′

ln(dni′)
)

+


1
N

(
−φ̃− ρ̃ ln(dnn)

)
if i 6= n

N−1
N

(
φ̃+ ρ̃ ln(dnn)

)
if i = n

(3.35)
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and

∑
n′

Yn′

YW

(
ln(tn′i)−

1
N

∑
i′

ln(tn′i′)
)

= ρ
∑
n′

Yn′

YW

(
ln(dn′i)−

1
N

∑
i′

ln(dn′i′)
)

− φ̃

N

(
1−N Yi

YW

)
+ ρ̃

[
Yi
YW

ln(dii)−
1
N

∑
n′

Yn′

YW
ln(dn′n′)

]
(3.36)

Plugging back in the definition of Tni in (3.8), using (3.13) and rearranging
gives (3.15).

3.C A simple comparison of AIDS gravity with a
standard gravity

To provide intuition for the implication of each of these deviations from a
standard set-up, we contrast estimates from a standard gravity equation with
results from modified versions of the standard model in line with the three
deviations listed in the main test. The specific focus of this exercise is the
impact of the inclusion of data on intra-national expenditure. To this end,
we estimate each model on a sample of international trade data first. We
then include intra-national expenditure data and re-estimate the model. In
a last regression, we add a control variable to account for the inclusion of
intra-national data.10

The standard gravity model is of the following form,

ln(Xni) = γstrd ln(distni) +
∑
k

δstrdk gni,k + λn + ηi + εni, (3.37)

where gni,k are dummy variables indicating a common border or common
language of the trade partners, λn and ηi are importer and exporter fixed

10This exercise is related to Novy (2013). However, Novy (2013) does not include or
discuss the implications of observations on domestic expenditure for the predictive power of
a CES- relative to a translog-gravity model.
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effects, respectively, and εni is an error term with mean zero. We estimate the
model with Least Squares Dummy Variables.

Table 3.6 presents the results. In columns 1 to 3 of Panel A, the estimates
obtained from the standard gravity estimation are presented. We note that
the distance elasticity is qualitatively unchanged in the three specifications.
The coefficients on the gravity dummies are much more sensitive to the inclu-
sion of domestic expenditure observations. In column 3 we explicitly control
for these observations by adding an intra-national dummy and allow for dif-
ferent sensitivity of intra-national flows to distance. Explicitly controlling for
these observations (column 3) moves all coefficients towards the values of the
regression on the international expenditure data of column 1. The R squared,
describing the explanatory power of the model, is similarly high in all three
regressions and lies between 0.86 and 0.9.

Columns 3 to 6 in Panel A present the results from the first modification
of the standard gravity model. We add destination per capita income (in logs)
interacted with exporter dummies to the set of regressors. The coefficients
on distance, common border and common language are very close to the once
from the standard gravity model and so is the R squared.

In Panel B, at the bottom of Table 3.6, we present the results from the
remaining two modifications. First, in columns 1 to 3 we regress the share of
trade flows - rather than the logarithm - on the set of trade cost proxies and
fixed effects. While the sign and significance of the standard gravity estimates
are preserved, the magnitude differs markedly11. More importantly, including
data on domestic expenditure raises the coefficient by two thirds in absolute
value, but controlling for intra-national trade flows lowers the coefficient by
an order of magnitude. Extending the sample to include intra-national ex-
penditure data lowers the R squared from 0.64 to 0.46. Adding the additional
control variable, however, raises the R squared to almost 1. In contrast to
the standard gravity, controlling for intra-national flows with exporter-specific
intra-national dummies does not move the coefficient on distance back towards

11In fairness, to compare the estimates from columns 1-3 of Panel B to the distance
elasticities from columns 1-3 of Panel A, we would need to multiply by the estimates by the
trade share. Albeit, for the welfare calculation no such transformation takes place.
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the value obtained in the international trade sample.
Lastly, columns 4 to 6 of Panel B in Table 3.6 demonstrate the impact of

the different scaling implied by the AIDS model. We maintain the exporter
fixed effects, but demean only the right-hand side variables with importer fixed
effects. The R square is clearly lower compared to the standard model. The
coefficients however are almost not affected by this change.
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Table 3.6: AIDS- vs. CES- gravity

Panel A Standard Non-homothetic

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Log distance -1.164∗∗∗ -1.297∗∗∗ -1.136∗∗∗ -1.205∗∗∗ -1.334∗∗∗ -1.169∗∗∗

(-33.33) (-35.83) (-33.08) (-33.33) (-35.85) (-33.03)

Common Border 0.384∗∗∗ 0.794∗∗∗ 0.406∗∗∗ 0.423∗∗∗ 0.819∗∗∗ 0.448∗∗∗
(4.21) (7.96) (4.36) (4.64) (8.20) (4.81)

Common Language 0.342∗∗∗ 0.948∗∗∗ 0.382∗∗∗ 0.333∗∗∗ 0.941∗∗∗ 0.385∗∗∗
(3.96) (10.51) (4.35) (3.85) (10.46) (4.39)

Dummy intranat. 1.701∗∗∗ 1.497∗∗
(2.90) (2.55)

Dummy intranat. × Log dist. 0.209∗∗ 0.235∗∗
(2.03) (2.27)

Constant 5.161∗∗∗ 3.758∗∗∗ 0.881∗∗ 7.110∗∗∗ 3.841∗∗ 0.233
(14.61) (10.10) (2.52) (3.93) (2.07) (0.14)

Dummies destination Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Dummies origin Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Destination inc. p.c. No No No Yes Yes Yes
Observations 1560 1600 1600 1560 1600 1600
Adjusted R2 0.859 0.871 0.894 0.863 0.875 0.897

Panel B Share-log Fixed effects

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Log distance -0.030∗∗∗ -0.050∗∗∗ -0.005∗∗∗ -1.184∗∗∗ -1.297∗∗∗ -1.136∗∗∗

(-20.46) (-11.61) (-10.41) (-30.54) (-26.64) (-23.43)

Common Border 0.037∗∗∗ 0.118∗∗∗ 0.010∗∗∗ 0.372∗∗∗ 0.794∗∗∗ 0.406∗∗∗
(9.73) (10.03) (6.87) (3.67) (5.92) (3.09)

Common Language 0.014∗∗∗ 0.159∗∗∗ 0.002∗ 0.326∗∗∗ 0.948∗∗∗ 0.382∗∗∗
(3.83) (14.95) (1.70) (3.38) (7.81) (3.08)

Dummy intranat. 0.396∗∗∗ 1.701∗∗
(44.21) (2.05)

Dummy intranat. × Log dist. 0.072∗∗∗ 0.209
(45.47) (1.44)

Constant 0.278∗∗∗ 0.431∗∗∗ 0.043∗∗∗ 0.095∗∗∗ -0.000 -0.000
(18.93) (9.82) (8.05) (4.76) (-0.00) (-0.00)

Dummies destination Yes Yes Yes RHS RHS RHS

Dummies origin Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 1560 1600 1600 1560 1600 1600
Adjusted R2 0.638 0.465 0.993 0.479 0.570 0.610

Notes: t statistics in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.
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3.D Figures

Figure 3.7: Correlation of βi estimates across models

(a) FK 2016
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Figure 3.8: Distribution of gains from trade by model
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Notes: Average welfare gain across countries by percentile. Normalized to the median’s
welfare gains.
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Figure 3.9: Distribution of welfare gains by country and model
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Table 3.7: Loss from autarky in a translog model

Country HerfindahlDom.
share
(%)

model to estimate γ
FK

2016
Home
Bias

Asym.
trade
costs

FLEX

LUX .29 .51 43 99.9 99.3 99.8
MLT .45 .66 23.6 97.4 90.8 95.1
IRL .49 .68 22 96.5 88.9 93.8
HUN .49 .69 20.1 95.1 86.2 91.9
SVK .5 .7 18.8 94 84.2 90.3
BEL .53 .72 16.3 91 79.3 86.5
EST .54 .73 14.8 88.5 75.7 83.4
LTU .54 .73 15.8 90.2 78.2 85.5
SVN .54 .73 16.1 90.6 78.8 86.1
CZE .56 .74 14.2 87.4 74.3 82.1
BGR .57 .75 12.5 83.5 69.3 77.6
AUT .61 .77 12.2 82.9 68.5 76.9
CYP .61 .78 10.1 76.2 61 69.7
DNK .62 .78 10.3 76.9 61.7 70.4
LVA .61 .78 10.6 77.9 62.8 71.5
NLD .62 .79 9.9 75.6 60.3 69.1
TWN .64 .8 9.4 73.5 58.1 66.9
ROM .66 .81 7.9 66.9 51.5 60.1
SWE .65 .81 7.9 67.3 51.9 60.5
POL .68 .82 7 62.7 47.6 55.9
DEU .69 .83 6.1 57 42.4 50.4
FIN .68 .83 6.5 59.5 44.7 52.8
PRT .7 .83 6.5 59.7 44.9 53.1
CAN .71 .84 6.9 62 47 55.3
GRC .72 .85 5.2 51.3 37.6 45
MEX .74 .86 5.2 51.5 37.8 45.2
ESP .77 .88 3.4 37.7 26.7 32.6
FRA .78 .88 3 33.5 23.5 28.8
GBR .78 .88 3.1 34.6 24.3 29.7
KOR .79 .89 3 33.7 23.6 29
ITA .8 .9 2.4 28.4 19.6 24.2
TUR .82 .9 2.1 24.7 17 21
RUS .83 .91 1.8 22.2 15.2 18.9
AUS .85 .92 1.4 17.2 11.6 14.5
IDN .85 .92 1.4 17.1 11.6 14.5
CHN .86 .93 1.1 14.4 9.7 12.1
IND .88 .94 .8 10.5 7 8.8
USA .88 .94 .8 10.7 7.2 9
JPN .91 .95 .5 6.3 4.2 5.3
BRA .92 .96 .4 5.3 3.5 4.4

Notes: Experiment is to move households from observed levels of trade openness
to counterfactual autarky.
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3.E Tables

Table 3.8: The relative loss from autarky of 90th to 10th percentile

Country FK 2016 Home Bias Asym.
trade costs

FLEX

AUS .44 .88 1.1 1.35
AUT .88 .99 1.02 1.04
BEL 1.08 .99 1.01 1.02
BGR .82 .98 1 1.04
BRA .29 .73 1.39 10.77
CAN 1.34 1.03 1.07 1.11
CHN .34 .93 1.11 1.53
CYP .75 .99 1.02 1.06
CZE .92 .99 1.02 1.03
DEU .98 .97 1.04 1.08
DNK .84 .99 1.02 1.06
ESP .75 .93 1.04 1.16
EST .82 .99 1.01 1.04
FIN .69 .97 1.03 1.09
FRA .9 .93 1.04 1.16
GBR .59 .79 .87 1
GRC .58 .96 1.03 1.13
HUN .87 .99 1 1.01
IDN 1.03 1.13 1.19 1.4
IND 10.01 1.26 1.28 1.57
IRL 1.02 1.01 1.02 1.02
ITA .55 .9 1.05 1.23
JPN .17 .67 .98 1.79
KOR .67 .97 1.07 1.21
LTU .84 .98 1.01 1.03
LUX 1 1 1 1
LVA .78 .98 1.02 1.06
MEX 1.62 1.06 1.1 1.27
MLT .98 1 1.01 1.01
NLD .92 .99 1.01 1.05
POL .78 .98 1.05 1.11
PRT .76 .98 1.05 1.13
ROM .75 .97 1.02 1.09
RUS .51 1.02 1.16 1.6
SVK .89 .99 1 1.01
SVN .93 1 1.01 1.02
SWE .81 .98 1.03 1.06
TUR .41 .93 1.15 1.42
TWN .73 .99 1.03 1.07
USA .06 .42 .92 1.4

Notes: Experiment is to move households from observed levels of trade openness
to counterfactual autarky.
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Table 3.9: Data sources

Variable Data source Note
trade data WIOD Release 2013 Average flows between

2005-2007. Total ex-
penditure data.

distance CEPII
common official language
dummy

CEPII

shared border dummy CEPII
GDP per capita Penn World Tables
prices Feenstra and Romalis (2014)
Gini World Income Inequality Database

Version 2.0 (UNU - WIDER)
Average Gini using
all available data
2001-2006.
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Chapter 4

Location, Per Capita Income
and Trade Patterns

4.1 Introduction

The type of goods a country produces is intricately linked to its development
path. Not only does it change over the course of development, future growth
prospects also vary with a country’s production structure (Hausmann et al.,
2007). Gaining insight in the country characteristics that shape production
furthers the understanding of global differences in development.

This paper seeks to shed light on the extent to which consumer preferences
influence a country’s production. The paper advances the hypothesis that not
only consumers at home, but also nearby consumers abroad exert influence
on a country’s production. Since trade is costly, firms close-by can offer lower
prices to those customers than firms from more distant countries. The com-
petitive edge resulting from their proximity to consumers raises the stake for
firms to meet domestic consumers’ as well as nearby foreign consumers’ prefer-
ences. Understanding the role of foreign consumers’ preferences for production
is important particularly for developing countries for which specialization ac-

Thanks to Florian Mayneris, Guzmán Ourens, Sjak Smulders, Burak Uras and Gonzague
Vannoorenberghe for valuable comments. Thanks also to attendants of the GSS Seminar
Tilburg for valuable comments.
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cording to domestic demand only may impede economic integration with more
advanced economies.

Preferences of potential customers are summarized in a country’s “quality
market potential”, which I define as a weighted average of per capita income
across all countries. In this measure, each country’s per capita income serves as
a proxy for its consumers’ preferences.1 The label “quality market potential”
alludes to the notion that rich consumers value a product’s quality relatively
highly. The weights are designed to reflect the opportunity costs in foregone
trade revenues due to a mismatch of supplied and demanded product quality.
From the perspective of firms in the exporting country, these costs increase in
geographic proximity to and the size of a given target market.

In the first part of the analysis, I study how a country’s “quality mar-
ket potential” (QMP) affects the sensitivity of its exports to the per capita
income of trade partners. A country located closer to high-income countries
is expected to produce goods that appeal relatively more to rich consumers
and, consequently, to export relatively more to high-income destinations. To
test my hypothesis empirically, I augment a standard gravity equation. The
gravity equation relates bilateral exports to proxies for trade costs such as the
bilateral distance between countries and to exporter-product and importer-
product specific terms. I add the destination’s per capita income interacted
with the exporter’s QMP to the set of explanatory variables. The coefficient
on this interaction term shows how strongly QMP mediates the effect of des-
tination per capita income on exports. The model is estimated using a large
panel of bilateral trade data at the HS 6-digit level.

The estimation results show that a higher QMP raises the sensitivity of a
country’s exports to destination income. Countries located in a richer region
export disproportionately more to high-income relative to low-income destina-
tions than countries located in poorer regions. To illustrate, if Viet Nam had
Poland’s quality market potential, Viet Nam would export 11% more to the

1The recent international trade literature shows that import demand is systematically
related to the destination’s per capita income (Hallak, 2006, 2010; Fajgelbaum et al., 2011;
Markusen, 2013; Matsuyama, 2019). This pattern is rationalized with non-homothetic pref-
erence.
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US than to Mexico. If Viet Nam’s domestic income increased by an equivalent
amount Viet Nam’s exports would increase by at most 2% more to the US
than to Mexico according to my results. In fact, conditional on the country’s
QMP, the effect of the exporter’s income per capita is insignificant in several
specifications.2

Recent studies point to quality upgrading as the driving force behind the
positive effect of QMP on trade flows to rich countries (Lugovskyy and Skiba,
2015; Dingel, 2017; Bastos and Silva, 2010; Bastos et al., 2018; Eaton and
Fieler, 2019). These papers study either the average effect of proximity to
rich countries on export unit values, or the average effect of per capita income
on unit values of imports. This paper instead studies how these two factors
interact. This chapter also takes a broader perspective of these previous stud-
ies. Not only quality may be a driver behind the positive effect of QMP across
heterogeneous destinations. A higher potential to sell to rich consumers may
also incite an expansion in the number and quantity of products sold. This in
turn would have a negative on unit values via mark-ups.

In theory, quality market potential and export patterns are reinforcing each
other. The consumer preferences in the largest markets for a country’s goods
influence the type of goods produced. At the same time, the size of a market
for an exporter depends on the match of the type of goods produced with the
preferences of consumers in the market. To address the circularity inherent
in quality market potential and sales to high-income countries, I allow for an
adjustment period between a change in the quality market potential and the
realization of higher exports to richer destinations.

In addition, I accommodate the indirect effect of quality market potential
on trade. An exporter’s quality market potential is highly correlated with its
domestic per capita income. I control for this indirect effect by adding an in-
teraction term of the exporter’s with the importer’s income per capita. Adding

2I use the estimate on QMP, 0.06, of Table 4.4, column 5. For the quantification of the
effect of per capita income, I use the estimate 0.01 of column 1 in Table 4.3. This is the
largest coefficient I find for per capita income. The difference in Viet Nam and Poland’s
quality market potential in log terms equals 1.03 in 2015, and the difference in log income
per capita between USA and Mexico equals 1.82 in the same year. 0.06 ∗ 1.03 ∗ 1.82 = 11%
and 0.01 ∗ 1.03 ∗ 1.82 = 2%.
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this second interaction term also reveals the relative importance of foreign to
domestic consumers’ preferences in directing trade flows across heterogeneous
destinations.

The subsequent analyses examine the when and the how of the relative im-
portance of QMP and per capita income on trade patterns further. First, the
strength of either effect may vary over the course of the exporter’s economic
development. I estimate specific effects for “high-income”, “upper middle-
income” and “low-income” (including “lower middle income”) countries ac-
cording to the World Bank’s definition of country groups. While the impact
of QMP on trade patterns falls with economic development, the effect of do-
mestic per capita income rises. Less developed countries appear to be more
outward oriented in their production. Over the course of development, domes-
tic per capita income gains in importance for trade patterns.

Second, at the industry level (HS 2), both foreign and domestic consumers’
preferences have a significant, positive impact on the income elasticity of ex-
ports. The discrepancy between product- and industry-level results points to
variation at the trade margins, which is the subject of the final analysis of this
paper.

Decomposing the bilateral trade flows into an extensive product margin
and an intensive margin as in Hummels and Klenow (2005) sheds light on
how quality market potential affects exports. The intensive margin is further
decomposed into a unit value and an implied quantity margin. I re-estimate
the gravity equation from part 1 of the analysis, replacing trade values with
each of the margins as dependent variable. A growing literature debates the
growth implications of trade success along the different trade margins (Besedeš
and Prusa, 2011), and so understanding the channels through which quality
market potential affects bilateral trade flows provides essential input for policy
making.

Quality market potential and per capita income interact with destination
per capita income through different channels. Conditional on per capita in-
come, a higher QMP expands sales at the extensive and quantity margin of
trade as destination income per capita rises. Yet, unit values fall with proxim-
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ity to high-per capita income countries. This is consistent with the increase at
the extensive and quantity margin putting downward pressure on mark-ups.
Conversely, conditional on their QMP, richer exporters export relatively fewer
products of higher unit values as destination income per capita increases. I
provide suggestive evidence that the positive effect on unit values is due to
a higher quality of exports. The negative effect of per capita income on the
extensive margin exactly offsets the positive effect on the intensive margin.

This paper contributes to the growing literature on the interaction of ex-
porter characteristics with destination per capita income determining bilateral
trade flows. Among other factors, recent research points to an exporter’s do-
mestic income (Hallak, 2006), an exporter’s skill endowment (Caron et al.,
2014), and an exporter’s comparative advantage in production technologies
of differentiated goods (Fieler, 2011) driving a country’s destination income
elasticity of exports. Motivated by the economic geography literature3, I add
an exporter’s proximity to high-per capita income markets to the list. What
distinguishes this paper from the previously cited literature is in addition the
level of trade flow aggregation. Whereas these previous studies investigate the
impact of per capita income, for example, on sector-level trade flows, I move
the analysis to the 6-digit classification of goods.

The paper adds as well to the large literature on the margins of trade.
In the context of income-driven trade flows, the unit value margin garnered
the most attention. The analysis of unit values links previous findings from
studies on the average unit value variation across importers (see Hummels and
Skiba (2004); Choi et al. (2009); Hummels and Lugovskyy (2009); Bastos and
Silva (2010); Bastos et al. (2018)) with the literature on unit value variation
across exporters. The analysis of the unit value margin in the context of the
quantity and extensive margins also helps the interpretation of unit values as
reflecting quality or mark-ups, and is informative for theoretical modeling (see
also Baldwin and Harrigan (2011) on the latter point).

Closely related to mine is the study on export unit values by Lugovskyy
3Notably, Fujita et al. (1999); Davis and Weinstein (2003); Behrens et al. (2009). These

papers study a country’s geographic position as a determinant of trade flows in the context
of homothetic preferences.
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and Skiba (2015) that also centers around a country’s average proximity to
high-income markets as a determinant of unit values (see Dingel (2017) on the
geographic location of US cities). Unlike Lugovskyy’s and Skiba’s, my data set
allows me to study the variation of unit values across exporters and importers
such that I can uncover heterogeneous effects of the exporter’s QMP on prices
across destinations.4

Finally, this paper also relates well to a recent quantitative study of the
margins of trade by Eaton and Fieler (2019). Eaton and Fieler (2019) develop
a general equilibrium model that allows trade flows to vary at the extensive
and intensive margins (quantity and price). The model captures the positive
association of per capita income of exporters and importers with unit values.
They, too, use the decomposition methodology introduced by Hummels and
Klenow (2005). However, neither the interaction of exporter and importer
income per capita nor third-countries’ per capita income play a role in their
model.

The next section argues for the relevance of an exporter’s quality market
potential for trade based on a detailed discussion of the international trade
literature. Section 4.3 specifies the empirical analyses. Section 4.4 describes
the data and presents the first set of results on the trade effect of quality market
potential. Section 4.5 then explains the decomposition exercise and presents
the results of the heterogeneous effect of quality market across destinations on
the different trade margins. Section 4.6 concludes.

4.2 Conceptual background

In this section, I sketch how quality market potential may interact with des-
tination per capita income to determine trade outcomes. The presumption
is that, on the demand side, per capita income reflects consumer preferences
and shifts import demand across differentiated varieties. Varieties are differ-
entiated by origin country. Building on the international trade literature, I

4Their data set features only six Latin America destinations: Argentina, Brazil, Chile,
Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and Uruguay. It therefore does not admit studying the heteroge-
neous impact across destinations, which is the focus of the present paper.
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argue that the product differentiation across origin countries is a result of a
country’s QMP capturing the composition of consumer preferences.

First, a country’s quality market potential may affect the country’s exports
if firms have an incentive to match nearby consumers’ preferences. Fajgelbaum
et al. (2011) provide a theoretical framework that links demand to production
and exports when preferences are non-homothetic.5 In their model, products
differ in terms of quality, and richer consumers have a higher willingness to
pay for quality under non-homothetic preferences. A stronger domestic de-
mand for high-quality goods in high-income countries supports a larger num-
ber of high-quality producers due to economies of scale. When trade costs are
low, economies of scale and a strong domestic demand for quality incentivize
specialization in quality across the per capita income levels of countries and
therefore trade patterns.

The crucial assumption for the specialization patterns in the model by Fa-
jgelbaum et al. (2011) is that trade costs are uniform across countries. In that
case, it is the free access to domestic consumers that gives an edge to a country
in producing quality that matches the domestic consumers’ preferences. Third
countries are reached from any country at equal costs and so there is no role
for a country’s geographic position vis à vis potential export markets.

Empirically trade costs are not uniform across countries, giving rise to
a role for geography (Davis and Weinstein, 2003; Matsuyama, 2017). In a
general equilibrium model with homothetic preferences, increasing returns to
scale in production and non-uniform trade costs, Behrens et al. (2009) show
that the geographic centrality of a country can break the link between domestic
demand and production. A key, though standard, ingredient in the model by
Behrens et al. (2009) is that firms are constrained to make zero total profits,
aggregating across all markets they serve, and that fixed costs are uniform
across destinations. This forges a link between the preferences of consumers in
any two destination markets and along with non-uniform trade costs gives rise
to the role of the average proximity to high-income countries for trade patterns.
I apply this notion to a context of preferences that are non-homothetic. The

5Section VII. of their paper shows this link in a many-countries-model.
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only difference is that, when preferences are non-homothetic, proximity to
countries of high average rather than high aggregate income matters.

Second, a country’s quality market potential might indirectly affect the
country’s exports by raising the country’s per capita income. Redding and
Venables (2004) document a positive link of wages and geographic location
in the context of homothetic preferences and Liu and Meissner (2019) con-
firm their findings in the context of non-homothetic preferences. The effect
on domestic income makes market potential change the domestic preferences
for the quality of products. Thus, production and export structure are al-
tered indirectly. This intuition is developed formally in Breinlich and Cuñat
(2013).6 Whereas Breinlich and Cuñat (2013) investigate sectoral labor shares
as outcome variables, I am interested in less aggregated production patterns
and therefore revert to trade statistics.

Third, a higher quality market potential may affect the country’s exports
by lowering adjustment costs to serving any given high-income market. Dif-
ferent levels of per capita income may call for adjustment of certain product
attributes like, for example, quality. A rich exporter and one located close to -
and hence frequently interacting with - rich countries will have a strong incen-
tive to design a product to meet rich consumers’ preferences. These incentives
are weaker for firms in a poor country or one located far from rich countries.
Morales et al. (2019) show for a sample of Chilean chemical exporters that ex-
ports increase towards destinations sharing some characteristics with previous
destinations. Morales et al. (2019) argue that selling to similar destinations
lowers adjustment costs due to demand similarity of those destinations. While
the authors do not find an effect of similarity in per capita income alone, it
is conceivable that per capita income matters more for consumption goods
rather than chemicals.

Quality market potential may alter export patterns through any of the
margins constituting trade values. Consider the volume of trade, or quantity
margin, first. In models with economies of scale in the tradition of Krugman
(1980), variation in export flows across countries comes about due to variation

6The intuition is also briefly touched upon in the conclusion of Matsuyama (2019).
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in the number of homogeneous firms breaking even. Suppose fixed costs of
production vary by product type but are otherwise uniform. A firm located
in a country with high quality market potential (QMP) is assumed to make
larger profits in rich countries compared to firms located in a country with low
QMP due to the match in preferences in the rich country with the supplied
product type. The larger profits invite entry in exporting the rich consumers’
preferred type of a good. A larger number of firms exporting homogeneous
or horizontally differentiated goods raises the aggregate quantity exported to
rich countries from a high-QMP country.

The effect of quality market potential on the extensive margin is ambigu-
ous. When fixed costs differ not only within products by type but also across
products, a high QMP may raise the number of products for which firms
break-even when selling to high-income per capita countries. Thus, quality
market potential may positively affect the extensive product margin of trade.
Conversely, a high QMP may also reduce the extensive margin of trade as
it implies proximity to foreign competitors (Behrens et al., 2009) to which
firms may react with concentrating their exports on their “best-performing”
products (Mayer et al., 2014).

Finally, relatively higher exports from high-QMP to high-income per capita
countries may stem from higher unit values. Unit values reflect average pro-
duction costs, but also mark-ups and are frequently interpreted as reflecting
the quality of traded goods (Hallak, 2006; Lugovskyy and Skiba, 2015; Eaton
and Fieler, 2019). If quality market potential affects - as suggested by the
label - the quality of exports, I expect a positive interaction of the exporter’s
QMP and destination per capita income. The implicit assumption is that
richer consumers have a higher willingness to pay for quality, and countries in
the proximity of rich countries have a strong incentive to produce high-quality
goods.

If unit values capture production costs, I expect a negative effect of quality
market potential. If proximity to high-income markets lowers adjustment costs
of tailoring products to the preferences of rich consumers, average export prices
should fall with quality market potential.
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If unit values reflect mark-ups instead, I also expect a negative effect of
the interaction between quality market potential and destination income per
capita. If countries located closer to high-income countries host larger numbers
of firms producing highly income-elastic goods, quality market potential not
only reflects the proximity to consumers but also raises the number of com-
petitors. The “crowding” effect of quality market potential puts downward
pressure on mark-ups and thereby would lower unit values.7

The empirical methodology of this paper is not designed to disentangle
different mechanisms put forward in this section, but rather to document and
analyze novel empirical patterns that are consistent with either of the expla-
nations. The identifying assumption that quality market potential affects a
country’s production structure is underlying to all three mechanisms.

4.3 Empirical specification

The basis of the analysis is a standard gravity equation augmented with des-
tination per capita income:

ln(Xjodt) = Fjot + Fjdt + γ1 ln(τod) + θot ln(ydt) + εodjt (4.1)

Xodjt denote trade flows in product j from origin o to destination d at time
t. τod are bilateral trade costs, empirically measured by bilateral distance and
dummies for whether or not the two countries share a border, a language,
a colonial past, or are members of the same regional trade agreement. Fjot

and Fjdt are fixed effects capturing exporter-product specifics such as factor
endowments and size, and importer-product specifics such as the degree of
competition in product j in country d. Finally, ydt is the per capita income in
country d. Per capita income enters with a coefficient specific to an exporter,

7Hummels and Lugovskyy (2009) generalize a model of “ideal variety” in which households
have Lancaster preferences and firms operate under monopolistic competition. Entry crowds
the product space, lowering mark-ups and requiring firms to produce larger quantities to meet
the zero profit condition. Consumers of higher income have a stronger willingness to pay
for varieties closer to their ideal which cushions the downward pressure on prices in richer
countries. They consider only importer characteristics (size and per capita income) in their
price regression but no exporter characteristics or interactions of the two.
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and the coefficient is allowed to vary over time.
Theoretically, such an “augmented” gravity equation can be rationalized

with non-homothetic preferences driving demand, and goods being differen-
tiated by their origin. The coefficient θot characterizes the type of goods
exported by exporter o. A θot 6= θo′t implies that country o’s exported goods
differ from country o′’s exported goods in their appeal to high-income con-
sumers.

The next subsection introduces the key variable of interest in this paper,
quality market potential. The empirical strategy is specified thereafter.

4.3.1 Quality market potential

To summarize foreign consumers’ preferences, I develop and formalize the
term “quality market potential” in this subsection. This statistic describes
the incentives for firms from a given exporter country o to tailor their output
according to differential preferences in potential destination markets.

Suppose all firms in a country are homogeneous and sell to one country
only. Suppose further, as in equation (4.1), import demand is governed by
the match between the preferences of a country’s consumers, signalled by
the country’s per capita income, and the origin-specific product attributes
summarized in θot (I omit the time subscript in the following). When firms in
country o sell to one country only, their profit-maximizing choice of θ should
reflect the preferences in the single destination country, say market m. Denote
that choice as θ?m.

If firms from country o were to sell to two countries, m and M , but had
to decide on one set of product attributes, they would have to balance the
gains from meeting preferences prevalent in country m perfectly against the
loss of deviating from preferences in the second market M . The solution is
some convex combination θ̃o of θ?m and θ?M , the θs that would be chosen could
each firm tailor the product exactly to the liking of consumers in m and M ,
respectively:

θ̃o = ωomθ
?
m + (1− ωom)θ?M . (4.2)

Intuitively, the weight attached to market m should increase in the oppor-
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tunity cost to sellers from o of deviating from the ideal θ?m. Those opportunity
costs are the foregone sales to market m. Since the weighting is a function
of the loss from mis-alignment of supply and demand for product attributes,
which itself is a function of the choice of θ̃o, no explicit solution exists. Condi-
tional on the destination’s per capita income and the deviation of θ̃o from θ?m,
the opportunity costs fall with the homothetic component of the gravity equa-
tion. That is, opportunity costs fall with rising trade costs to and competition
in a market.

The sum in equation (4.2) describes the logic behind what I call a coun-
try’s “quality market potential”, namely, the preference composition of po-
tential consumers of differentiated goods produced in country o. Firms have
an incentive to provide a single type of a good to several markets if there
are economies of scale to designing a product or if it is prohibitively costly
to tailor products to single markets. If firms had an incentive and the ability
to match the product attributes perfectly to the preferences in each market,
importer income per capita would affect exports from different origins equally
and we could not differentiate products by their origin. In practice, observed
bilateral trade flows are a mix of exports from firms that do and do not tailor
their products to the preferences of consumers in different markets.

To measure a country’s quality market potential empirically, I extend the
sum in (4.2) to include all countries globally and assume a linear mapping
between a country’s per capita income and its preferred output characteristics,

θ?m = βym.

I model the weights as bilateral trade costs τγom scaled by a destination-
sector and year parameter ϕjmt which takes up market characteristics such
as productivity of and trade costs for competing firms from other exporter
countries. I normalize the product τγomϕjmt such that the weights sum up to
one:

ωomt = τγomϕjmt∑
m′
∑
j τ

γ
om′ϕjm′t

. (4.3)

I parameterize trade costs τ as in the baseline regression as a linear function
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of (log) bilateral distance, and dummies for common membership in regional
trade agreement, a shared language, borders, and colonial past. I obtain
estimates for γ and ϕjmt from estimating equation (4.1).8

Formally, a country’s “quality market potential” is measured by

QMPot = β
∑
m

∑
j

τ γ̂omϕ̂jmt∑
m′
∑
j τ

γ̂
om′ϕ̂jm′t

ymt (4.4)

for m = 1, ...M,m 6= o and where a ˆ denotes the estimate of a parameter.
To assess this statistic, I compare it with alternatives from the literature

and conduct a robustness exercise employing a more reduced form alternative.
Table 4.11 in the appendix presents correlation coefficients for quality market
potential constructed here with two alternatives from the literature as well as
two reduced form alternatives. I find quality market potential as defined in
(4.4) to be positively and significantly correlated with all four alternatives.9

A similar term, labelled “Multilateral Quality Compensation” (MQC),
plays a central role in Lugovskyy and Skiba (2015). The authors develop a
formal model of optimum quality choice by single- and multi-quality producing
firms and show that multilateral demand composition matters for the optimal
quality choice when firms cannot produce a unique quality level for each mar-
ket. The MQC is a ratio of trade-weighted sums of preferences for quality and
transportation costs from the exporter country to a given destination market.

The multilateral demand term in Lugovskyy and Skiba (2015) differs to the
one in (4.4) in that Lugovskyy and Skiba assume a log-linear relation between
preferences and per capita income in a country. Based on an auxiliary gravity
equation, they construct weights from those factors that drive bilateral trade
but are unrelated to quality, similar to the present paper. In the regression,

8Whereas the main analysis makes use of bilateral trade data at the HS 6-digit level,
I estimate the auxiliary regression using HS 2-digit trade data. The two-step estimation
requires to adjust standard errors in line with Murphy et al. (1985) or to apply bootstrap
estimation for correct inference. Unfortunately, at the time of submission the bootstrap
routine was still running.

9I obtain Lugovskyy and Skiba’s MQC from their replication material and construct
the corresponding country-level version of market potential in Dingel (2017), p.1562. Other
papers with related multilateral demand terms include Breinlich and Cuñat (2013) and Liu
and Meissner (2019). Neither of these two papers analyses trade outcomes, however.
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they choose however to capture market conditions with the target market’s
GDP rather than with a fixed effect. The second term, the weighted sum
of transportation costs, is present in my quality market term, too, due to
the normalization of the weights. Albeit, while Lugovskyy and Skiba (2015)
weight transportation costs with distance and GDP, I weight distance with
the destination fixed effect only.

Another closely related term appears in the analysis of unit values of trade
flows across US cities in Dingel (2017), labeled “market potential”. Dingel
models market potential in reduced form as the weighted average of log per
capita income in destination markets. He constructs weights as the prod-
uct of population in the destination city and the inverse bilateral distance
(the weights are normalized to sum to 1). Note that the choice of represent-
ing preferences of consumers with log per capita income is important here.
Weighting per capita income in levels with population would cancel and the
term would collapse to a distance-weighted average of GDP.

Inspired by Dingel (2017), I construct a reduced form quality market po-
tential for a robustness exercise. I replace γ̂ in equation (4.4) with −1 and
ϕ̂jm with the country’s GDP.10 Another alternative is to only weight GDP per
capita by bilateral distance similar to early studies on the role of geography
for trade (Davis and Weinstein, 2003).

4.3.2 Baseline model

My hypothesis is that the exporter’s income elasticity in equation (4.1), θot,
depends positively on the country’s quality market potential. To test my
hypothesis, I impose the following structure on the income elasticity θot:

θot = β ln(QMPos) where s ∈ {1, t− 1, t− 5}.

In theory, market potential and market access are mutually reinforcing. What
firms produce determines where they sell how much (market access) and where
they sell how much feeds into the decision what to produce (market potential).

10Note that this reduced form approach does not require to adjust standard errors.
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Because this circularity cannot explicitly be accounted for in the construction
of quality market potential, I assume that quality market potential affects the
income elasticity with a time lag. This can be interpreted as the time it takes
to adjust production to the differential preferences of potential consumers.
Quality market potential becomes “market access”, i.e. realized exports, only
once the production has adjusted to the preferences.

The assumption of an adjustment period rules out an immediate feedback
effect from selling to countries of a given per capita income to a country’s
output characteristics and in turn to export patterns. I experiment with three
different adjustment periods: one year (t − 1), five years (t − 5) and keeping
quality market potential constant at the initial year in the sample (s = 1).

The baseline regression equation is then

ln(Xjodt) = Fjot + Fjdt + γ2 ln(τod) + β ln(QMPos) ln(ydt) + ν1,odjt (4.5)

for s ∈ {1, t− 1, t− 5}.

The parameter β has two roles. First, it reflects the differential preferences
of consumers with different income levels. Second, β shows how sensitive the
income elasticity is to quality market potential. It reveals whether exporters
transform their market potential into market access, i.e. sales to high-income
consumers.

Quality market potential might also indirectly affect an economy’s output
and trade patterns through its effect on wages as discussed in section 4.2. In
that case, omitting the exporter’s per capita income induces a bias away from
zero on the coefficient. I separately control for contemporaneous per capita
income of the exporter in the main regression to control for this indirect effect.
I model θot in reduced form as

θot = β1 ln(QMPos) + β2 ln(yot) (4.6)

where s ∈ {1, t− 1, t− 5}.
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The main estimating equation becomes

ln(Xjodt) = Fjot + Fjdt + γ2 ln(τod)

+ β1 ln(QMPos) ln(ydt) + β2 ln(yot) ln(ydt) + ν2,odjt (4.7)

for s ∈ {t− 1, t− 5, 1}.

Controlling for contemporaneous per capita income serves a second objec-
tive, aside from avoiding an omitted variable bias. The coefficient β2 reveals
the impact of domestic per capita income on trade. In line with the assump-
tion on preferences made to define quality market potential, domestic per
capita income represent domestic consumer’s preferences. Comparing β1 and
β2 therefore indicates the relative importance of domestic and foreign con-
sumers’ preferences for bilateral trade patterns.

4.4 Export patterns

This section reports the first set of results. I start by introducing the data
used for the analysis. I then present results on the effect of quality market
potential on bilateral trade. I show the results for the three different time
structures imposed on the income elasticity in the baseline regressions and
focus on the five-year lag model for the robustness exercises.

4.4.1 Data

This study makes extensive use of data provided by Centre d’Etudes Prospec-
tive et d’Informations Internationales (CEPII). I obtain data on bilateral
product-level trade flows collected in the BACI database and data on unit
values contained in their Trade Unit Values (TUV) data set. To calculate
unit values, CEPII obtains data from the tariff lines database of the United
Nations Statistical Division, which are the values and quantities of trade de-
clared by individual countries to the UN. Unit values are calculated at the
finest level of classification available per country and then aggregated to the
HS 6-digit level for cross-country comparison. Both data sets are freely avail-
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able.
I observe yearly, bilateral trade flows between 2000 and 2015 at the 6-digit

product level of the Harmonized System. The HS 6-digit codification is the
finest product classification level for which cross-country panel data exists. I
keep only the years 2005-2015 in the regression sample. Thereby the sample
for the five-year lag model starts in the same year as the samples for the other
two lag specifications.

For the decomposition of trade flows into the three margins it is important
to keep the sample constant across regression models. Therefore I retain only
those exporter-importer-HS6-year observations that appear in the BACI as
well as in the TUV data.

At such fine a level of product classification as the HS 6-digit, zeros are
pervasive in trade data. To limit the incidence of zero trade flows, I impose
a number of restrictions on the data. The analysis is restricted to interme-
diate and consumption goods according to the UNCTAD definition. These
product groups exhibit the largest scope for differentiation, so cross-country
heterogeneity in import demand due to differences in per capita income is
most relevant for trade in these product groups. I exclude countries with a
population of less than 1 million inhabitants as well as the smallest countries
in terms of area from the sample11. For each HS6-category and year, I keep
the 40 largest exporters in terms of value of exports to the world. Keeping
the largest 40 exporters corresponds to keeping roughly the largest 75% of the
size distribution, though this threshold varies slightly across years. Further,
I require that each country exports to and imports from at least 10 countries
per HS6 good and year. With all restrictions put in place, the main estimation
sample still contains just above 12 million observations. These correspond to
106 exporters, 146 importers trading in 2274 HS6 products.

The time-invariant trade cost proxies are obtained from the Geo database
also made available by CEPII. Information on regional trade agreement partic-
ipation comes from Mario Larch’s Regional Trade Agreements Database (Egger
and Larch, 2008). Average income is measured by real GDP per capita, avail-

11The internal distance constraint is binding for the following countries with more than
on 1 million inhabitants: Hong Kong, Mauritius, Singapore.
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able in the World Development Indicators of the World Bank. I obtain Gini
data for a robustness exercise from the World Income Inequality Database.
This database is a collection of Gini data from primary sources. I choose the
Gini index defined in terms of income inequality (as opposed to consumption
inequality) and keep only sources rated as “high” or “average” quality. Table
4.1 provides an overview of the key variables in the data.

Table 4.1: Summary statistics key variables

mean sd min max

Xodjt 3.95 69.16 0.00 31402.97
unit value 111.92 3717.82 0.01 1825611.25
GDPpcdt 26.86 21.48 0.15 102.91
GDPpcot 31.62 20.12 0.27 102.91
QMPot 33.28 9.26 6.07 54.95
distanceod 4.88 4.37 0.06 19.81
Obs. in Mio. 12.25

Notes: All variables in 1000s.

Table 4.2 presents raw correlation coefficients for quality market potential
with four key exporter characteristics: aggregate income, per capita income,
average income per capita of as well as average distance to trade partners.
Quality market potential is positively correlated with the domestic per capita
income and size of the exporter. The strong correlation with per capita in-
come motivates adding domestic per capita income as a control variable in the
regression. The average distance to trade partners falls with higher quality
market potential, whereas the average trade partner’s per capita income rises
with quality market potential. Interestingly, domestic per capita income is
negatively correlated with the per capita income of trade partners.

Table 4.2: Correlation table: Quality market potential and country characteristics

log QMPot log GDPot log GDPpcot log av. distot
log QMPot 1
log GDPot 0.289∗∗∗ 1
log GDPpcot 0.416∗∗∗ 0.697∗∗∗ 1
log av. distod −0.180∗∗∗ 0.155∗∗∗ −0.156∗∗∗ 1
log av. GDPpcdt 0.138∗∗∗ −0.204∗∗∗ −0.119∗∗∗ 0.105∗∗∗

Notes: Raw correlation coefficients. “av. dist” is the simple average distance of importer countries
to exporter country o. “av. GDPpcdt” is the simple average per capita income of importer countries
of goods from country o.

Figure 4.1 shows the within-year variation of quality market potential
across countries. In spite of it being a global average, quality market potential
exhibits variation within years across exporters. This variation is important
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for the identification of the influence of foreign consumers’ preferences on a
country’s exports patterns, as reflected by the income elasticity of exports.

Figure 4.1: Variation in quality market potential by year
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range.

The estimation makes use of the time variation of a quality market poten-
tial per exporter. Figure 4.2 presents the distribution of the 5-year growth
rates of quality market potential across countries. Over a five-year time hori-
zon, the per capita income composition of potential trade partners changes
substantially in my sample. There is noteworthy variation across countries,
and growth maybe positive as well as negative.

The two graphs in Figure 4.3 plot the average θot-estimates per exporter
from the auxiliary regression (4.1) against average per capita income and qual-
ity market potential, respectively. The correlation is positive in both cases.
The fitted line for average GDP per capita in Panel (a) has slope 0.01, and
the fitted line for quality market potential in Panel (b) has slope of 0.13. The
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Figure 4.2: Time variation in quality market potential
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cross-country variation in quality market potential is notably smaller than the
variation in per capita income, yet permits inference. The following section
turns to a more rigorous analysis of these patterns.

4.4.2 Estimation results

This section presents the regression results of estimating the augmented grav-
ity equations (4.5) and (4.7). Throughout, standard errors are clustered by
importer-exporter-HS 2-digit industry allowing for arbitrary correlations of de-
mand shocks over years and HS6 products within industries. While the fixed
effects account for destination specifics by industry that are common to all ex-
porters, the clustering accommodates preferences of the importer for products
from a given exporter. To benchmark the estimates, I re-run regression (4.7)
shutting down the effect of quality market potential, β1 = 0, and keeping only
the interaction term of exporter and importer per capita income.

Table 4.3 presents the baseline results of estimating equation (4.5) and the
benchmark regression. Column 1 reports the result of the benchmark regres-
sion12. Columns 2 through 4 report the estimate of the income elasticity of
trade as a function of exporter’s quality market potential. Each column corre-
sponds to a different adjustment period of the exporter’s industrial structure to
a changed income composition of potential customers. I find that a country’s
quality market potential affects exports to high-income countries dispropor-
tionately. The baseline regressions show: a one percent higher quality market
potential raises exports to richer countries in the following year about four
times as much as a one percent higher domestic per capita income, namely
by 0.05 percentage points compared to 0.012 points. Higher lags increase the
effect of quality market potential.

Table 4.4 presents the results of estimating the main specification, equa-
tion (4.7). Recall that with this regression I test how a country’s quality
market potential affects bilateral trade patterns conditional on the effect of its
domestic per capita income on the income elasticity of exports. The sensitiv-

12Only the coefficients of interest are reported. The full table of results is available on
request.
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Figure 4.3: Income elasticity correlation with exporter characteristics
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ity of the income elasticity to the exporter’s quality market potential is only
marginally lowered when controlling for the exporter’s domestic per capita
income. However, controlling for both exporter’s GDP per capita as well as
its quality market potential renders the coefficient on per capita income of the
source country insignificant, at conventional levels, in the one- and five-year
lag specifications. Only in the model specification fixing quality market po-
tential at its initial level (the year 2005), the exporter’s per capita income has
a significant impact on the destination income elasticity.

One might worry that the lagged quality market potential just reflects
lagged per capita income. Therefore, I replace the contemporaneous with a
lagged exporter income per capita in equation (4.7). Columns (4) through (6)
in Table 4.4 report the results. The patterns resemble those presented in the
first three columns of Table 4.4 in magnitude, sign and significance. I use this
specification for all of the following, additional analyses.

Table 4.3: Gravity equation estimation results - Baseline

(1) (2) (3) (4)
(log) Xodjt (log) Xodjt (log) Xodjt (log) Xodjt

(log) GDPpcdt × (log) GDPpcot 0.0123∗∗∗
(4.24)

(log) GDPpcdt × (log) QMPot−1 0.0487∗∗∗
(6.46)

(log) GDPpcdt × (log) QMPot−5 0.0719∗∗∗
(8.33)

(log) GDPpcdt × (log) QMPo,2005 0.165∗∗∗
(8.96)

trade cost proxies X X X X

Impoter-HS6-year FE X X X X

Expoter-HS6-year FE X X X X

Obs. in Mio. 12.25 12.25 12.25 12.25
Notes: t statistics in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001. Standard errors clustered by exporter-importer-HS2.

Importer-HS6-year, Exporter-HS6-year fixed effects and trade costs variables included. Trade cost variables are log distance,
regional trade agreement, colonial past, common language, common border.

Robustness The results are robust to various alterations in the esti-
mation and in the model specification. First, I consider the structure of the
correlation of shocks to trade relationships. In the main regression, I cluster
standard errors by country-pair and HS 2-digit industry. This admits corre-
lation within pairs across products and years but not across pairs. However,
the intuition for the mechanism proposed in this paper is that third countries
matter for bilateral trade flows. I cluster standard errors by country-pair-HS 2
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Table 4.4: Gravity equation estimation results - Main regressions

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
(log) Xodjt (log) Xodjt (log) Xodjt (log) Xodjt (log) Xodjt (log) Xodjt

(log) GDPpcdt × (log) QMPot−1 0.0400∗∗∗ 0.0607∗∗∗
(4.70) (6.21)

(log) GDPpcdt × (log) QMPot−5 0.0656∗∗∗ 0.0615∗∗∗
(7.06) (6.43)

(log) GDPpcdt × (log) QMPo,2005 0.154∗∗∗ 0.151∗∗∗
(8.01) (7.83)

(log) GDPpcdt × (log) GDPpcot 0.00459 0.00315 0.00935∗∗
(1.36) (0.98) (3.14)

(log) GDPpcdt × (log) GDPpcot−1 0.000793
(0.23)

(log) GDPpcdt × (log) GDPpcot−5 0.00445
(1.51)

(log) GDPpcdt × (log) GDPpco,2005 0.00887∗∗∗
(3.40)

trade cost proxies X X X X X X

Impoter-HS6-year FE X X X X X X

Expoter-HS6-year FE X X X X X X

Obs. in Mio. 12.25 12.25 12.25 12.14 12.25 12.24
Notes: t statistics in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001. Standard errors clustered by exporter-importer-HS2. Importer-HS6-year, Exporter-HS6-year fixed effects

and trade costs variables included. Trade cost variables are log distance, regional trade agreement, colonial past, common language, common border.

industry and year to admit shocks to be correlated within years across country-
pairs and goods, too. An even less restrictive way is to cluster standard errors
only by exporter and importer (separately), which allows correlation of shocks
across countries (destinations and sources, respectively). Next, I cluster by
exporter-industry and importer-industry as well as only by country pair.

As the estimates and t-statistics reported in Table 4.9 in the appendix
show, clustering standard errors by industry matters for the significance of the
effect of quality market potential on trade patterns. The (lack of) significance
of per capita income for trade patterns persists.

A second concern is the specification of quality market potential itself. I
vary the construction of quality market potential in three ways. Table 4.10 in
the appendix reports the results. First, I include the exporter’s own per capita
income in calculating its quality market potential. This leaves the coefficients
of the main regression virtually unchanged.

Second, I replace quality market potential with a reduced form alternative
that uses a country’s GDP and the inverse bilateral distance to the exporter as
weights. This reduced form quality market potential increases the coefficient
by an order of magnitude compared to the main regression in the one- and
five-year lag models. It also raises the coefficient more than 3 times in the
specification with fixed quality market potential. In this exercise, higher do-
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mestic per capita income is even predicted to disproportionately lower exports
towards rich countries.13

Finally, quality market potential might be mis-measured without adjust-
ing per capita income for income inequality in the respective target markets.
The incentives to tailor products in a certain fashion might be hampered if
nearby markets host consumers of very different income levels. To address
this concern, I re-calculate the exporting countries’ quality market potential
using predicted values from a regression of per capita income on the Gini
index. Note that in this robustness exercise the countries that enter the cal-
culation of quality market potential include mostly European and American
markets due to the limited availability of comparable Gini data. The results
are presented in the last two columns of Table 4.10. The inequality-adjusted
quality market potential is associated with a disproportionate effect on ex-
ports to high-income countries. The estimates are comparable in magnitude,
and the sign and significance of the estimates in the main model are preserved
(compare columns 7 and 8 of Table 4.10).

Quality market potential over stages of development In the main
analysis, the relevance of domestic and foreign consumers’ preferences on a
country’s production is assumed constant across all levels of development.
However, how important consumers’ preferences are for production may de-
pend on the exporter’s own level of development. For example, Lugovskyy
and Skiba (2015) show that a country’s geographic location affects average
unit values particularly of exports from non-OECD countries. I therefore al-
low the coefficients β1 and β2 of equation (4.7) to vary by development level of
the exporter. I group countries according to the World Bank’s classification of
high-income, upper middle-income, and lower-middle/low-income countries.

Table 4.5 reports the results. First, both the domestic per capita income
as well as the income composition of foreign consumers have a significant
and sizable effect on relative trade flows to rich compared to poor destina-
tions. Interestingly, the direction of the effect differs across development lev-

13The coefficients remain highly significant. This can point to the bias in standard errors
in the two-step estimation being not too severe.
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els. Emerging and developing economies see a stronger increase of exports as
destination income rises when located close to high-income countries. Devel-
oped economies located close to rich countries, in contrast, see exports fall
with destination income. These patterns are qualitatively similar for any lag
structure imposed.14

The effect of per capita income on trade flows exhibits the reverse pattern.
Within the group of high-income countries, rich countries tend to export rel-
atively more to rich destinations. In contrast, among emerging or developing
countries, a higher domesitc per capita is associated with falling export as
destination income per capita rises.

The non-linear relation between QMP and exports across development
levels highlights the two aspects embodied in quality market potential. For
emerging and developing countries, the incentives set by foreign consumers’
preferences help to turn market potential into market access to high-income
countries. Lacking a domestic consumer base, these countries appear to be
more foreign oriented in designing differentiated goods that appeal to high-
income consumers. For developed economies, proximity to high-income coun-
tries has a negative impact as it implies not only proximity to consumers but
also to competitors.

Industry-level analysis Previous research uncovering a link between
the exporter’s and importer’s per capita income has typically drawn on indus-
try level data for the analysis (Hallak, 2006; Fieler, 2011; Caron et al., 2014;
Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal, 2016). To make my results more comparable
to these studies, I re-estimate the main regressions on data at the HS 2-digit
level.15

Table 4.6 reports the results. At the industry level, both an exporter’s per
capita income and its quality market potential foster exports to high-income

14There are two exceptions. For upper-middle income countries, the sign of the coefficient
on the per capita income interactions switches from positive to negative from 1-year lag to 5-
year lag structure. Also, the significance of QMP switches from insignificant, at conventional
levels, to highly significant from 1-year lag to 5-year lag structure.

15I impose the restrictions of the main, HS 6-digit sample on the HS 2-digit sample such
that all country-pairs are present in both samples and there are no additional countries
included in the HS 2-digit sample.
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Table 4.5: Gravity equation estimation results - Income groups

(1) (2) (3)
s = t− 1 s = t− 5 s = 2005

Inc. groupot=1 × (log) GDPpcdt × (log) QMPos −0.0385∗∗ −0.0721∗∗∗ −0.0294
(−3.02) (−5.85) (−1.43)

Inc. groupot=2 × (log) GDPpcdt × (log) QMPos 0.0158 0.0598∗∗∗ 0.207∗∗∗
(1.46) (5.80) (10.23)

Inc. groupot=3 × (log) GDPpcdt × (log) QMPos 0.163∗∗∗ 0.144∗∗∗ 0.216∗∗∗
(12.39) (11.85) (9.60)

Inc. groupot=1 × (log) GDPpcdt × (log) GDPpcos 0.108∗∗∗ 0.115∗∗∗ 0.141∗∗∗
(15.06) (18.44) (24.25)

Inc. groupot=2 × (log) GDPpcdt × (log) GDPpcos 0.0535∗∗∗ −0.0308∗∗∗ −0.120∗∗∗
(4.95) (−3.55) (−11.87)

Inc. groupot=3 × (log) GDPpcdt × (log) GDPpcos −0.109∗∗∗ −0.131∗∗∗ −0.131∗∗∗
(−8.67) (−10.15) (−7.97)

trade cost proxies X X X

Impoter-HS6-year FE X X X

Expoter-HS6-year FE X X X

Obs. in Mio. 12.14 12.25 12.24
Notes: t statistics in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001. Standard errors clustered by exporter-importer-HS2.

Importer-HS6-year, Exporter-HS6-year fixed effects and trade costs variables included. Trade cost variables are log distance,
regional trade agreement, colonial past, common language, common border. Income groups: 1 = High-income countries, 2 =
Upper middle-income countries, 3 = Lower middle & low-income countries.

per capita destinations. For any time lag specification, a ten percent increase
in per capita income raises trade flows by about 0.3-0.4 percentage points as
destination per capita income raises. In the preferred model, controlling for
the exporter’s lagged per capita income, a ten percent higher quality market
potential raises future exports to rich countries by 0.4 to 0.8 percentage points
more than to poor countries.

The results presented in Table 4.6 indicate that foreign consumers’ pref-
erences do not reduce the importance of domestic consumers’ preferences for
production as one could conclude from Table 4.4. Rather, they show that the
two exporter characteristics operate at different levels of a country’s produc-
tion structure. The discrepancy between the product-level and industry-level
results further indicates variation at the trade margins. I turn next to analyz-
ing these.

4.5 Location, export unit values and variety

In this section, I analyze by which trade margins heterogeneous exporters
expand sales as destination income per capita changes. I build on the decom-
position method introduced by Hummels and Klenow (2005) and re-estimate
the main regression for each trade margin.
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Table 4.6: Gravity equation estimation results - HS 2-digit regressions

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
(log) Xodjt (log) Xodjt (log) Xodjt (log) Xodjt (log) Xodjt (log) Xodjt

(log) GDPpcdt × (log) QMPot−1 0.0407∗∗∗ 0.0404∗∗∗
(6.30) (5.71)

(log) GDPpcdt × (log) QMPot−5 0.0541∗∗∗ 0.0405∗∗∗
(7.44) (5.46)

(log) GDPpcdt × (log) QMPo,2005 0.142∗∗∗ 0.0877∗∗∗
(10.30) (5.33)

(log) GDPpcdt × (log) GDPpcot 0.0338∗∗∗ 0.0343∗∗∗ 0.0357∗∗∗
(16.71) (17.63) (19.16)

(log) GDPpcdt × (log) GDPpcot−1 0.0338∗∗∗
(16.58)

(log) GDPpcdt × (log) GDPpcot−5 0.0365∗∗∗
(20.05)

(log) GDPpcdt × (log) GDPpco,2005 0.0373∗∗∗
(21.68)

trade cost proxies X X X X X X

Impoter-HS6-year FE X X X X X X

Expoter-HS6-year FE X X X X X X

Obs. in Mio. 2.49 2.49 2.49 2.47 2.49 2.36
Notes: t statistics in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001. Standard errors clustered by exporter-importer-HS2. Importer-HS6-year, Exporter-HS6-year fixed

effects and trade costs variables included. Trade cost variables are log distance, regional trade agreement, colonial past, common language, common border.

Decomposition Hummels and Klenow (2005) introduce a tractable method
to decompose bilateral trade flows into an intensive and an extensive margin.
Let Xodjt be the imports of destination d from source o of product j in year t
and Xdjt country d’s world imports. An exporter’s share in a country’s total
imports is given by

Xodjt

Xdjt
= Xodjt∑

h∈JWdt
xWdht

= IModjt×EModjt, (4.8)

where j, h indexes products. Jodt is the set of products that are exported to
destination d in year t by source country o and JWdt is the full set of products
imported by destination d.

The extensive margin (EM) is defined as

EModjt ≡
∑
h∈Jodt xWdht∑
h∈JWdt

xWdht
, (4.9)

and is a weighted count of the number of goods h exported to d from o. The
weights reflect the importance of a good in destination d’s total imports.

The intensive margin (IM) is defined as

IModjt ≡
Xodjt∑

h∈Jodt xWdht
. (4.10)
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Then
ln(Xodjt) = ln(IModjt) + ln(EModjt) + ln(Xdjt). (4.11)

Decomposing the intensive margin further allows to quantify the contribu-
tion of the average price to the overall effect of quality market potential on
trade patterns. The intensive margin consists of a unit value and a quantity
component since

Xodjt = Xodjt

Qodjt
Qodjt. (4.12)

The term Xodjt
Qodjt

equals the unit value of exports for product j. Instead of
calculating unit values at the HS 6-digit level directly, I make use of CEPII’s
TUV data base for this analysis. For this data base, unit values are calculated
at an even finer product classification level (tariff line level) and are then
harmonized to the 6-digit level to facilitate cross-country analyses. Thus, my
observations are weighted average unit values across products within an HS
6-digit category. The unit value margin becomes

IMPodjt ≡

 ∑
l∈Lodjt

ωlodjt
xlodjt
qlodjt


︸ ︷︷ ︸

av. unit value

/
∑

h∈Jodt

xWdht (4.13)

where l indexes a product (tariff line) observed by CEPII, the weights ωlodjt
are set by CEPII and account for, for example, the differences in number
of products per HS 6-code across countries. The remainder of the intensive
margin is attributed to quantity.

I exploit the linearity of the panel fixed effects estimator to quantify the
contribution of each margin to the overall effect of quality market potential
on trade with high-income countries relative to low-income countries. The
linearity of the fixed effects estimator implies that the coefficients of regressing
components of the dependent variable on the explanatory variables add up to
the coefficient of the main regression. I estimate the model in (4.7), replacing
the log trade flows with the expressions based on (4.9), (4.10) and (4.13) on
the left hand side.
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Decomposition results Table 4.7, Panels A to C summarize the re-
sults of the decomposition exercise for the three time structures imposed on
the income elasticity. The columns correspond to the different dependent vari-
ables. Column 1 repeats the estimates from the augmented gravity equation,
reported first in Table 4.4. Column 2 reports the results for the extensive
margin regression, and column 3 reports the results for the intensive margin
regression. Column 4 finally reports the effect of QMP and per capita income
on the export unit values across destinations.

My results indicate that foreign and domestic consumer preferences affect
trade patterns in very different ways. Quality market potential predominantly
affects export flows through the quantity margin of trade. The extensive
margin and the unit value margin show significant reaction only after five-
years.16 The extensive margin of trade increases, whereas unit values fall when
a country is located closer to richer markets for a given level of competition
in the target market.

The effect of per capita income on trade patterns mirrors the effect of
quality market potential. While richer exporters sell fewer goods the richer
the destination, they sell goods of higher unit values. The decomposition
explains the null effect of the exporter’s per capita income on overall trade
flows to rich relative to poor destinations. The extensive and intensive margin
effect cancel each other out. On the intensive margin, the dominant force is
the unit value margin. Because the coefficient in the unit value regression
exceeds the coefficient on exporter per capita income in the intensive margin
regression, one can infer that the quantity of traded goods falls with importer
per capita income.

Taken together, the results point to richer countries selling higher quality
goods to rich than to poor countries at the expense of the volume of exports
and number of products exported. Conditional on the domestic per capita in-
come, the interaction effects of the exporter’s quality market potential with the
destination’s per capita income would be consistent with foreign consumers’
preferences giving an incentive to enter production of goods that appeal to

16Baier et al. (2014) investigate the dynamics of trade margins and also find that the
extensive margin changes later than the intensive margin.
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high-income consumers (positive effect on extensive and quantity margin),
and this entry putting downward pressure on mark-ups (negative effect on
unit values).

Table 4.8 lends some support for this interpretation. To gain further in-
sight as to whether unit values reflect quality or mark-ups, I re-estimate the
unit value regression by HS-6 code. I then regress the estimated coefficients
on quality market potential and on per capita income on the quality ladder
length of the product (Khandelwal, 2010). Quality ladders indicate the scope
for vertical product differentiation within an HS 6-digit code. The sensitivity
of unit values to the interaction of exporter and importer per capita income
increases significantly with quality ladder length. Conversely, the unit value
sensitivity to the interaction of quality market potential with destination in-
come per capita does not vary with quality ladder length.

4.6 Conclusion

This paper examines whether proximity to high-income countries - referred to
as quality market potential - is as important as a high domestic per capita
income in shaping trade patterns when import demand is shifted by per capita
income of the destination. The analysis of product-level bilateral trade flows
shows that exports rise faster with destination income for countries located
closer to rich countries on average. An increase in per capita income of the ex-
porter accelerates exports to rich destinations on average only at the industry-
level. This masks heterogeneity across exporters at different stages of eco-
nomic development. Whereas quality market potential promotes exports to
rich countries in developing countries, per capita income has a strong, positive
effect in advanced economies. Proximity to rich countries fosters an increase
in the number of product varieties shipped and in the quantities exported per
product. The unit value of exports to rich countries from thus located coun-
tries tends to be low. Conversely, richer countries export fewer goods of lower
quantity but at higher unit values as destination per capita income rises.

The results of the analysis presented in this paper point to spillover effects
of regional growth in per capita income to a country’s trade patterns. Strate-
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Table 4.7: Decomposition - Estimation results

(1) (2) (3) (4)
(log) Xodjt (log) EM (log) IM (log) IMP

Panel A: 1-year adjustment period
(log) GDPpcdt × (log) QMPot−1 0.0607∗∗∗ −0.00576 0.0665∗∗∗ −0.0118

(6.21) (−0.79) (7.80) (−1.41)
(log) GDPpcdt × (log) GDPpcot−1 0.000793 −0.0301∗∗∗ 0.0309∗∗∗ 0.0434∗∗∗

(0.23) (−11.57) (11.44) (14.75)
trade cost proxies X X X X

Impoter-HS6-year FE X X X X

Expoter-HS6-year FE X X X X

Obs. in Mio. 12.14
Panel B: 5-year adjustment period
(log) GDPpcdt × (log) QMPot−5 0.0615∗∗∗ 0.0232∗∗ 0.0383∗∗∗ −0.0420∗∗∗

(6.43) (3.28) (4.49) (−5.23)
(log) GDPpcdt × (log) GDPpcot−5 0.00445 −0.0316∗∗∗ 0.0360∗∗∗ 0.0426∗∗∗

(1.51) (−14.47) (15.71) (17.27)
trade cost proxies X X X X

Impoter-HS6-year FE X X X X

Expoter-HS6-year FE X X X X

Obs. in Mio. 12.25
Panel C: fixed quality market potential
(log) GDPpcdt × (log) QMPo,2005 0.151∗∗∗ 0.0650∗∗∗ 0.0860∗∗∗ −0.0448∗∗

(7.83) (4.25) (4.97) (−2.58)
(log) GDPpcdt × (log) GDPpco,2005 0.00887∗∗∗ −0.0295∗∗∗ 0.0383∗∗∗ 0.0376∗∗∗

(3.40) (−14.97) (19.04) (16.78)
trade cost proxies X X X X

Impoter-HS6-year FE X X X X

Expoter-HS6-year FE X X X X

Obs. in Mio. 12.24
Notes: t statistics in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001. Standard errors clustered by exporter-importer-HS2.

Importer-HS6-year, Exporter-HS6-year fixed effects and trade costs variables included. Trade cost variables are log distance, regional
trade agreement, colonial past, common language, common border. Dependent variables EM, IM, IMP defined in the text.

Table 4.8: Unit value effects by product - Quality ladder length regressions

s = t− 1 s = t− 5 s = 2005
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

β1,j (QMPo,s) β2,j (GDPpco,s) β1,j (QMPo,s) β2,j (GDPpco,s) β1,j (QMPo,s) β2,j (GDPpco,s)
Quality ladder -0.007 0.007∗∗∗ 0.001 0.007∗∗∗ 0.012 0.008∗∗∗

(-1.37) (3.52) (0.23) (3.50) (0.93) (4.79)

Constant 0.066∗∗∗ 0.051∗∗∗ 0.021∗ 0.060∗∗∗ -0.132∗∗∗ 0.065∗∗∗
(6.11) (12.08) (1.83) (15.53) (-5.03) (19.84)

Num. HS 6 codes 1457 1476 1461 1476 1474 1483
Notes: t statistics in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01. Quality ladder length taken from Khandelwal (2010). Dependent variables

are the coefficients on the interaction terms of quality market potential and per capita income with destination per capita income from regressing
(4.7) by HS 6 code.
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gies to promote exports should therefore factor in the geographic location of a
country relative to high-income countries. The results also point to the poten-
tial of economic integration between countries of different per capita income
to affect the countries’ production through a change in the composition of
consumer preferences. Notably developing economies could benefit here.

The paper’s results encourage the integration of interaction forces be-
tween importer and exporter market characteristics into models of interna-
tional trade. A model featuring such interaction could help to understand the
different responses to domestic and foreign consumers’ preferences at the trade
margins better. It could also guide empirical analysis on the unequal effects
of per capita income and quality market potential over the course of develop-
ment. Finally, examining sectoral heterogeneity could add to the analysis but
is beyond the scope of this chapter.
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4.A Figures

Figure 4.4: Distribution of θot estimate from auxiliary regression
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4.B Tables

4.B.1 Robustness results

Table 4.9: Gravity equation estimation results - Clustering Robustness

(1) (2) (3) (4)
(log) Xodjt (log) Xodjt (log) Xodjt (log) Xodjt

(log) GDPpcdt × (log) QMPot−5 0.0615∗∗∗ 0.0615 0.0615∗∗ 0.0615
(4.78) (0.87) (2.87) (1.79)

(log) GDPpcdt × (log) GDPpcot−5 0.00445 0.00445 0.00445 0.00445
(1.36) (0.18) (0.58) (0.39)

trade cost proxies X X X X

Impoter-HS6-year FE X X X X

Expoter-HS6-year FE X X X X

Cluster o-d-HS2, year o, d o-HS2, d-HS2 o-d
Obs. in Mio. 12.25 12.25 12.25 12.25

Notes: t statistics in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001. Importer-HS6-year, Exporter-HS6-year fixed
effects and trade costs variables included. Trade cost variables are log distance, regional trade agreement, colonial past,
common language, common border.
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Table 4.10: Gravity equation estimation results - Various robustness checks

QMPos incl. GDPpcos Reduced form QMPos Inequality-adjuusted QMPos
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

(log) GDPpcdt × (log) QMPot−1 0.0608∗∗∗ 0.677∗∗∗
(6.22) (23.98)

(log) GDPpcdt × (log) GDPpcot−1 0.000771 −0.0156∗∗∗
(0.23) (−5.06)

(log) GDPpcdt × (log) QMPot−5 0.0616∗∗∗ 0.643∗∗∗
(6.45) (22.33)

(log) GDPpcdt × (log) GDPpcot−5 0.00443 −0.00821∗∗ 0.00580∗ 0.00621∗
(1.51) (−2.93) (2.14) (2.38)

(log) GDPpcdt × (log) QMPo,2005 0.152∗∗∗ 0.551∗∗∗
(7.88) (20.69)

(log) GDPpcdt × (log) GDPpco,2005 0.00882∗∗∗ 0.00407
(3.38) (1.56)

(log) GDPpcdt × (log) Gini adj. QMPot−5 0.142∗∗∗
(9.36)

(log) GDPpcdt × (log) QMPot−5 0.212∗∗∗
(23.00)

trade cost proxies X X X X X X X X

Impoter-HS6-year FE X X X X X X X X

Expoter-HS6-year FE X X X X X X X X

Obs. in Mio. 12.14 12.25 12.24 12.14 12.25 12.24 12.25 12.25
Notes: t statistics in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001. Standard errors clustered by exporter-importer-HS2. Importer-HS6-year, Exporter-HS6-year fixed effects and trade costs variables included. Trade cost

variables are log distance, regional trade agreement, colonial past, common language, common border. QMPot in columns 1-3 includes domestic per capita income of exporter o. QMPot in columns 4-6 replaces weights with
GDP and inverse distance to exporter o. QMPot in column 7 is a weighted average of per capita income conditional on inequality. QMPot is the baseline quality market potential but constructed based on the sample for which
Gini data is available, i.e. QMPot sums over the same countries.
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4.B.2 Additional descriptive statistics

Table 4.11: Correlation table between quality market potential and alterna-
tives from the literature

log QMPot log QMPot (reduc. form) Lugovskyy and Skiba (2015) Dingel (2017)
log QMPot 1
log QMPot (reduc. form) 0.654∗∗∗ 1
Lugovskyy and Skiba (2015) 0.132∗∗∗ 0.0509∗∗∗ 1
Dingel (2017) 0.602∗∗∗ 0.336∗∗∗ −0.0536∗∗∗ 1
Davis and Weinstein (2003) 0.748∗∗∗ 0.788∗∗∗ 0.0367∗∗∗ 0.642∗∗∗

Notes: Raw correlation coefficients. “reduc. form” means reduced form alternative where the weights are replaced with GDP times inverse
distance, normalized to sum to one. Data for equivalent of quality market potential from Lugovskyy and Skiba (2015) taken from the replication
material. Equivalent term of Dingel (2017) calculated with country data and is a population and inverse distance weighted sum of logarithmic
GDP per capita. Equivalent term based on Davis and Weinstein (2003) is inverse distance weighted GDP per capita.

4.B.3 Auxiliary gravity regression results

Table 4.12: Coefficient estimates of auxiliary regression

mean sd min max

θ̂ot −0.08 0.49 −3.06 2.94
ln dist −1.26 0.02 −1.29 −1.21
border 0.42 0.06 0.34 0.51
language 0.54 0.05 0.44 0.61
colony 0.66 0.05 0.59 0.75
RTA 0.36 0.05 0.25 0.43
Obs. 2108

Notes: Estimation of (4.1) with HS 2-digit data. Distribution of
coefficients over years.

Table 4.13: Summary Statistics: QMP effect on unit values across products

β1,j

s = t− 1 s = t− 5 s = 2005
mean −0.115 0.062 0.031
sd 0.523 0.216 0.230
p50 −0.048 0.018 −0.009
min −1.735 −0.340 −0.398
max 1.035 0.786 0.774
Number of HS 6 1874 1874 1874

Notes: Model (4.7) with log unit values as dependent variable
estimated by HS 6 product.
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Table 4.14: Summary Statistics: Per capita income effect on unit values across
products

β2,j

s = t− 1 s = t− 5 s = 2005
mean 0.077 0.060 0.068
sd 0.066 0.085 0.077
p50 0.074 0.061 0.070
min −0.075 −0.199 −0.157
max 0.233 0.242 0.237
Number of HS 2 1874 1874 1874

Notes: Model (4.7) with log unit values as dependent variable
estimated by HS 6 product.
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